To: Attorney General Barr

Once again, the actions of the U.S. Department of Justice under your direction make clear that you and large swaths of the federal government do not care about justice for the American people.

We recently learned that the FBI has turned over an estimated 20,000 to 25,000 pages of U.S. government documents to the defense attorneys representing the 9/11 terrorists being held at Guantanamo Bay. One of these terrorists is the architect of the 9/11 plot, Khalid Sheikh Mohamed. These same documents, however, were intentionally withheld by the DOJ and FBI from thousands of 9/11 families for use in our federal lawsuit against the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia regarding its complicity in the attacks.

What information is in these documents? We know that they include:

- the identification of multiple witnesses who transported two of the hijackers to Los Angeles International Airport;
- information about the terrorist support cell in California during the time of the plot; and,
- pictures identifying members of this support cell.

All this information was deemed relevant and permissible by a federal judge to be used by the 9/11 families as part of our discovery process in our lawsuit against Saudi Arabia.

In March 2018, Federal Judge Daniels in New York ordered discovery in the families’ lawsuit related to a Saudi government terrorist support cell in California. In April 2018, we subpoenaed the FBI for documents relating to Judge Daniels’ order. Over the past two years, however, the FBI and the Department of Justice have actively resisted turning over documents to the 9/11 community. You, Mr. Attorney General, have personally invoked State Secrets twice to block the release of FBI documents to us. Now we find that you are providing some of those same documents to aid the defense of the very terrorists who helped murder, injure, and sicken thousands of Americans in the September 11 attacks.

As demonstrated by your and other officials’ repeated actions, it is clear the federal government has chosen a side, and it is not the side of the citizens its leaders are sworn to serve and protect.

This situation is reprehensible and unacceptable. How can it be that the mastermind behind the deadliest attack on American soil is somehow entitled, under your DOJ’s direction, to relevant U.S. government investigative documents about the 9/11 plot, yet the families whose loved ones were wrenched from us so painfully and ruthlessly that day are prohibited from seeing this same information?
What can you be thinking, Mr. Attorney General? Where is your sense of justice? Where is your conscience, your morality? Under your leadership and direction, the Department of Justice continues to manipulate and block our pursuit of justice into one of the most significant events in United States’ history.

The FBI, the DOJ, and you, Mr. Barr, turned your backs on the 9/11 community when you chose to side with Saudi Arabia, the sponsor of the 9/11 attacks, over the American people. Your continued misguided and inappropriate obstruction of the 9/11 community’s lawsuit against Saudi Arabia is an affront to the judicial system and justice itself, and a betrayal of the American people you are duty-bound to serve.

As members of the 9/11 community, we will seek to hold you accountable for this surreptitious and continuous action to derail our lawsuit against the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.

We further demand that all relevant documents that were improperly labeled as “State Secrets,” with no outside oversight or accountability, be independently reviewed by our investigators and thereafter released to the 9/11 community and the American people.

We can never replace our loved ones so senselessly stolen from us more than 18 years ago. But we will never forget this betrayal by the FBI, the Department of Justice, and you, Mr. Attorney General. Your repeated, unjustified, and meritless obstructions to justice for the worst terrorist attack in U.S. history must end immediately. The time for you to right this wrong has long passed, and we demand that you stand up for Americans and side with the 9/11 community and join the right side of history.

We are not going anywhere, Mr. Attorney General, until justice is served.

Sincerely,

Wendy Lamonsoff Mceneany, sister of Amy Lamonsoff perished Windows on the World
Kaylene Zuccala Sams, lost father in tower 2
Maryanne Farrell, Widow of John Farrell, WTC 2
Lisa Sam, sister of Rena Sam-Dinno and aunt of unborn Baby Sam-Dinnoo - killed on impact
Kathy Trant, widow of Daniel Trant
Christopher Mascali, son of FF Joseph Mascali FDNY Rescue 5
Michael Adams, brother to Shannon Adams
Robert Gallo  
Richard J Klares Jr. Son of Richard J Klares who was murdered on 911 in the South Tower.
Kenneth Murray, Survivor worked in all of the buildings every weekend and some days of the week.
Joanne Barbara, widow of FDNY Chief Gerard A. Barbara who died after 31 years of service in tower 2
Robin Freund widow of Lt. Peter L. Freund FDNY who made the ultimate sacrifice. I want justice
Henry Feingersh, EPA Air Quality Environmental Scientist, Diagnosed with Cancer
Vincent Calderon, brother of Ed Calderon who was killed on 9/11
Steven Deluca - first responder diagnosed with chronic gerd and sinusitis
Louis Buglione
Nancy Carroll Amigron, sibling of FF Michael T. Carroll, Ladder 3, FDNY
Vincent Twomey
Derek McCrann, Son of Charles McCrann, who died in Tower 1 on 9/11/01
Yuriy Bykhovskiy, NYC DOT worker diagnosed with cancer
Chandra Smith Campbell
Lauren McCarthy, sister of victim Justin McCarthy, killed in the North Tower
Margaret LeVeen, daughter of Jeff LeVeen, WE DEMAND JUSTICE
Patricia McSweeney Friscia, sister of FDNY Timothy Patrick McSweeney Ladder 3 killed in North tower
Theresa A. Paterson, sister of Joseph J. Zuccala, Tower 2
Steven E. Eckna, lost my Brother Paul R Eckna. Who worked for Cantor Fitzgerald
Joseph Modafferi, son of Louis Modafferi
Gail Eagleson, widow of J Bruce Eagleson south tower of world trade 17 floor.
Kevin T Phillips
Sheila L Ornstein, bereaved sister of Andrew I. Rosenblum, 104th floor of the South Tower.
Eleanor Carroll and FF William Carroll (deceased), parents of FF Michael Carroll, L3, FDNY
Daniel J Mckay
Jessica Trant, Daughter of Daniel Patrick Trant, North Tower, Cantor Fitzgerald
George MacFarlane, brother of Marianne MacFarlane killed aboard United Airlines flight 175
Robert W. O’Brien First Responder on scene before south tower was struck witnessed entire event.

Julianna Seymour, granddaughter of Robert and Jacqueline Norton American Airlines flight number 11

Shawn P. Kelly brother of Timothy C. Kelly killed on 911

Vanessa Pabon-Duran

Maria Cheung

Joseph Howard

Miriam Lafuente

Jay Franco

K. Dominy Volunteer 3 x cancer survivor

Worked in Financial District and have incurable Thyroid Cancer

Richard Simat, First responder

Jay Frango FDNY

Calvin Daniel Cohen, diagnosed with cancer from WTC4 exposure

Robert P. Knapp III, attorney for victims

Widow of Roger h. Wienkoop

Kelly Garcia Arrillaga, daughter of Andy Garcia Flight 93

Michael Ward FDNY

Nunziata Gagliardo diagnosed with Sarcoid on lungs

Kenneth T Nordt

William T Davis Jr, First responder NYPD

Thomas Giardino first responder

Maria Legro Sister of Adriana Legro Tower 2.

Allison Cohen, wife of Calvin Cohen, diagnosed with cancer from WTC4 exposure

James McComiskey, New York City Police Officer

Jorge Caraballo

Timothy J. Moynihan (FDNY ret)

Albert T Napoli

Ray Tashji First responder, diagnosed with Cancer

Charlie Carollo-Verizon
Andrea Katsanakos FDNY Paramedic diagnosed with thyroid cancer.
Pat Cahill, Brother of Scott Walter Cahill, Cantor Fitzgerald, North Tower
Michele McLin, sister of Joseph Holland III
Donna M Napoli
Nancy Badagliacca. Widow of John J Badagliacca. Tower 1 Cantor Fitzgerald
Casey Cohe, son of Calvin Cohen who was diagnosed with cancer from exposure
Helen R Calderon sis in law of Deceased Ed Calderon 9/11
Anastasis Amanatides, First responder
Stephen Gitto
Steven Alan Friedlander, son of murdered father, WTC 2
Yoel Lebel
Hector Alicea
Det. Frank Bruno first responder diagnosed with multiple cancers and lung issues.
Pat Caponigro first responder diagnosed with cancer
Dina Miller, Daughter of Robert Alan Miller, Tower 2
Patsy Natale
Mary Jane Morell Haggerty sister of George W. Morell Tower 2
Michele McCrann, Widow of Charlea McCrann who died in Tower 1 on 9/11/01
Dewandranath Samaroo, first responder diagnosed with asthma lung infection forms of cancer
Victor Nicholasi, First responder, diagnosed with cancer
Colin Farrell, son of John Farrell, WTC2
Bruce E. Stanton
Maxine McCrann, Daughter of Charles McCrann who died in Tower 1 on 9/11/01
Sondra Giaccone, Widow of Joseph Giaccone, Tower 1- Cantor Fitzgerald
Tin Tao
Louise Dantonio Natale and Elizabeth Dantonio daughters of Mary Dantonio
First Responder diagnosed with Pancreatic Cancer
Molly Farrell, daughter of John Farrell, Tower 2
Martha Gless
Scott Williams, son of Louis C. Williams III who lost his life in the South Tower.
Stephen Kane
Joseph Finocchio, volunteer First responder with illnesses.
Tracey Freeland first responder
Krystyna Caponigro wife of first responder diagnosed with cancer
James Scibelli, First Responder, diagnosed with COPD
Patrick Farrell, son of John Farrell, WTC 2
Schern Yung, Diagnosed with Cancer at 28
David Ziminski widower of Ivelin Ziminski murdered in Tower 1 on 9/11/01
Michael Chilton
Kevin Busch. First responder diagnosed with cancer
Josephine Chilton
Paul F Shannon, LT FDNY and day 1 survivor
James Zaccoli, Son of Joseph Zaccoli
Theresa Ruther sister to First Responder
Kaitlin Farrell Mullen, daughter of John Farrell, Tower 2
Gregory Gitto
Phil Caponigro brother of first responder diagnosed with cancer
Safet Neziri
Richard Friedman
Christopher Caciedo
Allen Warner, son of Brian Warner, Tower 1
Patrick Tarpey, Retired FDNY diagnosed with PTSD and pulmonary fibrosis from exposure
Christopher Howard, son of murdered Police Officer George Howard
Wayne Halloran FDNY first responder worked the rescue and recovery
John Hanglow
Tim Lafontaine
John C Connor, Police Officer, First Responder, diagnosed with cancer.
Robert A. Rosenfeld
Dolores Farrell, mother of John Farrell, WTC 2
Sharon J Thomas, Sister of Joseph A. Corbett, North Tower
John Hanglow
Rev. Paul Schooling
Michael Walsh
First Responder Jack Hall
Bruno Caponigro, brother of first responder diagnosed with cancer
Adrienne R. Rosenfeld
Darren Lamb
Vincent Jordan, Brother of John Patrick Gallagher, Tower 1
Robert Chilton
Brian Barcheski NYPD (Ret) First Responder
Allan Rosenzweig, brother of Philip Rosenzweig killed on AA Flight 11
Madeline Blood, daughter of Richard M. Blood Jr., AON South Tower
Katherine Volpe, victim, diagnosed with cancer
James Farrell, brother of John Farrell, Tower 2
John Schmidlein, construction worker, diagnosed with cancer
Francis Daniti, first responder support staff, diagnosed with cancer.
Robert M. Fenn
Max Caponigro grandson of first responder diagnosed with cancer
Walter Sam Chandoha - Cancer survivor that had offices at 17 State street 5 blocks from WTC
Elaine Leinung - Mother of Paul J Battaglia
Maureen Farrell Bertuch, sister of John Farrell, Tower 2
Michael Blood, son of Richard M. Blood Jr.
Safet Neziri, survived both tower collapses construction 90 west street
Sol Reischer cancer patient
Edward Ciafardini, father of Christopher Ciafardini, Tower 1
James Carr First Responder diagnosed with obstructive airway disease
Lawrence G Byrne
Kevin Burns
John D Kelly
Vincent e Mcgann
Retired. NYPD Sgt Peter Lavin
Robert Mecalianos, First responder, diagnosed with three types of sink cancer.
Elizabeth LeVeen Leonardi, daughter of Jeffrey LeVeen, Tower 1
Susana Gomez
Thomas McMahon worked many hours on bucket brigade diagnosed with cancer!
Anna Dalpozzol, mother in law of Richard M. Blood Jr.
Mario Caponigro brother of first responder diagnosed with cancer
Shawn Hobson
Ashley A. Noonan
James F Fitzpatrick
Kylie Cohen, Daughter of Calvin Cohen, diagnosed with cancer from WTC 4 exposure
Janice Hart, Sister of Jeffrey Schreier, Tower 1
Robert Mecalianos, First responder, diagnosed with three types of sink cancer.
Kelsey Morell Massie, Daughter of Deceased George W. Morell, North Tower
Robert J. Dalpozzol, father in law of Richard M. Blood Jr.
Anthony Irizarry NYC DOT 1st Responder
John Badagliacca, son of John J. Badagliacca, Cantor Fitzgerald Tower 1
Alexandra Giaccone, Daughter of Joseph Giaccone, Tower 1
Martin R. Rambousek
Kenneth Dalton, First Responder, diagnosed with cancer
Cindy Schmidlein, wife of construction worker John Schmidlein, who was diagnosed with cancer.
Richard Browne
David Hart, brother-in-law of Jeffrey Schreier, Tower 1
John W. Hagemann, FDNY Ladder 147, Retired, pulmonary and cardiac sarcoidosis, and a defibrillator.
Steven Han
Mary Ann Lynch Prokop, sister of Terence M. Lynch murdered at the Pentagon.
Howard Morgenstern, Brother of Nancy Morgenstern, Tower 1
Melisa Sci granddaughter of first responder diagnosed with cancer
Bruce C Dunbar, Tower 2 survivor, Stage 4 lung cancer, Hackley alumnus from your father's time there
Robert P Callanan
Joseph J. Gallagher, first responder
Elaine Leinung - Mother of Paul J Battaglia
Bernard Hardy (First Responder)
Phyllis Schreier, Widow of Jeffrey Schreier, Tower 1
James S. Vaughan, resident of Ground Zero, beneath Canal Street, diagnosed with cancer
Dana Conte
Michael C. Deehan
Eileen Stapf widow of Herman Stapf, port authority worker, diagnosed with stage 4 rectal cancer.
Oleg Rabinovich, Resident, Diagnosed with Stage 4 Colon Cancer
Tara Cruz, first responder, diagnosed with cancer.
John Macavune uncle of first responder diagnosed with cancer
Joseph Lupo
A. M. Pabon III
Y. Pabon
Reginald Henry
Adalgisa Pascasio
William Dietrich
Joseph Adamo, diagnosed with cancer,
James W. O'Grady father of James Andrew O'Grady, Tower 2
John Broghammer, Son of Herman Broghammer (Tower 2)
Kathy Holland, Widow of Joseph Holland
Edward C Burke FDNY First Responder diagnosed with cancer
Peter Mastroianni, first responder, diagnosed with cancer.
Max Giaccone, son of Joe Giaccone. Tower 1.
Melanie Pavelis, Daughter of Robert Alan Miller, tower 2
Matthew McNichol. First Responder Diagnosed with Cancer.
Steven Hanly, First Responder
Gary M. Berger
Dale terry brother of Lisa Terry north tower
Jo Anne Bruehert, Widow of Richard G. Bruehert, Tower 1
Claudia M. Sulivan
Susan Buhse Whelan, Widow of Patrick J Buhse, Cantor Fitzgerald
Katherine O'Neill Wilson, sister of Sean Gordon Corbett O'Neill, Tower 1
Tania Garcia, Sister of Marlyn Del Carmen Garcia.
Paul Mcmenamy
Gregory Manning FDNY diagnosed with reactive airway disease.
FDNY Firefighter, William Biggin
Philip Maldari diagnosed with bladder cancer in 2012 age at time 42
Al Ambrosino
Sean Passananti Son of Horace Passananti
Julie Anna Freund, daughter of FDNY Lt. Peter Louis Freund, died in the north tower
Christine Lafuente, daughter of Juan Lafuente, North Tower
Timothy M Sullivan
Jasmine Victoria, Daughter of Celeste Torres-Victoria, Tower 1
Ronald Brumbaugh, first responder, diagnosed with cancer.
Pamela Weiss sister of GERALDINE WEISS
Johanna D'Amore caught on Broadway on 9/11 in the mist of it all!!
Melisa wojtowicz daughter-in-law of first responder diagnosed with cancer
Jason and Barbara Rosenblum, deceased parents of Andrew I. Rosenblum, South Tower.
Dana Frank, First Responder diagnosed with COPD, Bronchitis, PTSD among other things.
Gerard Lang brother of Roseanne Lang Tower One and Uncle of Brendan Lang Tower Two
Frank DiGiovanna
Kelly Brennan
Bettyann Martineau, widow of Brian E Martineau, South Tower WTC
Sharon J Thomas, Sister of Joseph A Corbett, North Tower
Javier Domingo. WTC victim survivor.
Nikki Badagliacca, daughter of John Badagliacca
Susan Berger Widowed on 9/11
John Grieci
Peter j. DeLorme, firefighter. On sight right after TOWER 2, and helped clean up for over a month
Joseph McLaughlin, First Responder diagnosed with cancer and plaque in lung.

Sharon Cahill, Widow of John Brett Cahill, United Flight 175.

Brian Moroney, brother of Dennis Moroney, Cantor Fitzgerald, Tower One.

Regina Manci, aunt of first responder diagnosed with cancer.

Daniel Barkow, widower of Colleen Barkow, age 26, Tower 1.

Cristina D. Guanla

I am Warren Goldberg and I am a first responder that now has serious breathing problems.

Angelic Suarez, sister of FF Anthony Rodriguez.

James Grant, first responder diagnosed with cancer.

Rudolph Hein, First responder.

Bryan G Andreson, diagnosed with cancer.

Frank Ciaravino, first responder.

Natalie Imburgio, first responder diagnosed with cancer.

Luis Enrique Mesorana, First responder.

Dominic J. Puopolo, Sr. Widower, Sonia M. Puopolo.


Suri Morgenstern, Mother of Nancy Tower 1.

John Anthony Perna.

Carlos Villa.

Johanna D'Amore, was there on 911 and ended up with Breast Cancer!!

Maria Teresa Boisseau, wife of Lawrence Francis Boisseau, Fire Safety Director, First responder.

James A. Ferrell, diagnosed with cancerous tissue in bladder.

Widow of Cono E. Gallo, Tower 2.

Russ Naiman, my mother was killed on Flight 11.

Adina Behar, Niece of Jeffrey Schreier, Tower 1.

Susan Demitz, sister of Carol Demitz, South Tower.

Stanley Eckna, Father of Paul R. Eckna. 104th Floor, North Tower.

Charles F. Kerrigan.

Dmitriy Chinov.

Rene V. Foucaud.

John Doukas.
James A. Ferrell - first responder
Leo DiPilato Son of Joseph DiPilato tower 2
Edwina H Kerrigan
Marcel Birnbaum, Mother of Joshua David Birnbaum Tower 1
Sam Birnbaum Father of Joshua David Birnbaum (Tower 1)
Megan C Salci
Charles M Kerrigan
PO Doris Caridi JFK ESU
Wilbert Rodriguez Jr
David R. Bruce, Brother of Mark Bruce South Tower
Kathleen McCauley, 1st Responder, NYPD (cancer)
Catherine Mary Lafuente, daughter of Juan Mendez Lafuente, North Tower
Patrick H Coscette, NYPD DET. RET.
Robert Cucinelli
William T Stathis
Cathleen Lynch Miller: sister of Terence M. Lynch-murdered by terrorists at The Pentagon
James Taono
Ret. NYPD Jeffrey Weiss. Ground zero 10 hours no protection. Sarcoidosis, neuro sarcoidosis.
Wil Rodriguez, First Responder NYPD
Carlton Valvo, father of a victim in the North Tower
Jorge Albert New York City Firefighter.
Robert L. Drake
Karen Hinds. Widow of Neil Hinds WTC. Jameer Hinds. Son of Neil Hinds WTC
Linda Roche, resident, cancer survivor, working in Tower 7 on 9/11.
Jolaine Zuccala, daughter to Joseph Zuccala, 81st floor
Giuseppe Costanzo
Brian A Williams
Sherwood Demitz, brother of Carol Demitz, South Tower
Donna Smith-Yule, widow of James Gregory Smith
Scott Horton
Philip Rosenblatt brother of Muriel Siskopolous who was killed on 9/11
Kathleen Owens, widow of Peter J Owens Jr.
David Cushing, Son of Patricia Cushing, Flight 93 passenger.
John Meehan First responder Sgt MTA diagnosed with cancer
Patrick L. Smith, diagnosed with cancer.
Dennis I. Porter
Matthew A. Healey
Joanne Briley sister of Jonathan Briley who was unjustly killed in WTC Tower 1
Janet Rodriguez
Paul F. Humphrey Jr., NYPD Sgt#3811 (Ret), 1st Responder
Ana Sanchez, 9/11 breast cancer survivor
Virginia Galvan, sister-in-law of Nigel Thompson, north Tower AND diagnosed with breast cancer.
Kevin Craig
Jason Seymour son of Jacqueline and Robert Norton American Airlines flight number 11
James P. O’Keefe
John Keating
William Keegan
Joseph Montalto prostate cancer and squamous cell skin cancer survivor
Michele Mason
Stephen Gitto
John Tyson, construction worker, diagnosed with cancer,
Brian G. Germain, FDNY diagnosed with WTC disease
Jennifer Chen, sister of Jason Oswald, North Tower
Janine Seymour, daughter-in-law Robert and Jacqueline Norton American Airlines flight number 11
German Antonio Rodriguez
Hubert Raton, First Responder diagnosed with long term lung problems
Carlos Almonte retired NYPF detective diagnosed with three conditions from 911
Victor R Leguillow, First Responder diagnosed with COPD, Asthma and GERD
Donna Hansen, diagnosed with cancer
Carol Eckna Mother of Paul R. Eckna worked for Cantor Fitzgerald 104th Floor tower 1 North Tower
Thomas P. Hayes
Brian Flannery, widow of Christina Donovan Flannery. South tower
Ivan T Mitchell Aerodigestive
James Seymour son Jacqueline Norton American Airlines flight number 11
James Schollin
Douglas Maguire brother Jacqueline Norton American Airlines flight number 11
MARISOL ALBA
Christine Rothschild, Sister of David Wiswall, Tower 1.
Dorothy McGuire sister-in-law Jack on Norton American Airlines flight number 11
Michael Bruestle first responder to ground zero
Robert H. Berger
Wanda V Hernandez mother of Monique E Dejesus. She was in the North Tower 105th floor. Only child.
Lynn Wright, sister of FF Brian E. Sweeney FDNY
Madeline Bergin, widow of FF John Bergin, Rescue 5
Scott Maguire nephew Jacqueline Norton American Airlines flight number 11
Virginia McCoy mother Jacqueline Norton American Airlines flight number 11
Fecedio A. Douglas
Ivan T Mitchell, diagnosed with Gerd & Upper Respiratory Disease form exposure
Felicitia Bruno
Thomas Buhse, brother of Patrick Joseph Buhse, North Tower WTC
Maryann Colin
Damasa Bonilla, First responder, diagnosed with upper and lower respiratory conditions.
Judy Casoria, mother of Firefighter Thomas A. Casoria, Tower 1
Raymond Downey Jr. Son of Deputy Chief Raymond Downey Sr who died on 9/11
John Gudat Battalion Chief FDNY diagnosed with Leukemia and other diseases
Keith Palumbo Ret. FDNY
Genevieve Sharp, Widow of William Sharp, First responder, died of Leukemia.
FDNY Firefighter Agostino Vaccaro
Claudette Greene, Widow of Donald F. Greene, UA#93, Shanksville, PA
James Oliver, brother of Edward K Oliver, North Tower 92nd floor
Angelica Suarez, sister of FF Anthony Rodriguez
Patricia Wodenshek Sister of C. Wodenshek Tower 1
Ellen Lassman, sister of Nicholas Lassman
Peter Miller, First Responder diagnosed with Barrett’s Esophagus
Patricia McSweeney Friscia, sister of FDNY Timothy Patrick McSweeney Ladder 3 killed in North tower
John Beaven, son of Alan Beaven, passenger on Flight 93
Emily Motroni. Widow of Mark Motroni
Edward J. Kennedy, First Responder
Randy Jones
John R. Calia, Brother of the deceased Dominick E. Calia, Tower I
Patricia Kalbouros sister of first responder Detective Kevin Czartoryski lung cancer deceased
Kevin murphy
Henry Farrell
Joseph P. Calia brother of Dominick E. Calia
Rodney Riddick
Heriberto Crespo, NYPD
Luigi Nasti
Yefim Korol, worker in the area diagnosed with cancer.
Michael DePaola First responder diagnosed with cancer
Joseph Mckay
Victor Lee Jacobsen-Diagnosed with Bladder Cancer
William Battcock FDNY diagnosed with colon cancer
Claire Farrell
Carol Motyka sister of first responder Detective Kevin Czartoryski lung cancer deceased
Donald Lang. Brother of Rosanne Lang and Uncle of Brenden Lang-who we’re both murdered on 9/11
Warren Colodner, widower of Patricia Colodner, Tower 1 (plus 2 surviving children)
Theresa Farrell
James Gallagher, 1st Responder, diagnosed with cancer.
FDNY Lieutenant Denise Bellingham, First responder
Robert m Asinelli
Heriberto Crespo NYPD – never forget the sick
Emily Vega-Faltas, Widow of Harold Lizcano, Tower 1
John Comerford, diagnosed with Cancer
Peter Hartnett
Scott A Duryea
Diane Ballek, sister of first responder Detective Kevin Czartoryski Lung cancer deceased
Robert Peters. First Responder, Lung Cancer Survivor.
Tina Gallagher, Wife of 1st Responder diagnosed with cancer
Laura Sachar, widow of Stuart Gelfond, died of kidney cancer
Steven Hoehlein
Jim and Kathleen Cahill parents of our son Thomas Cahill. 37 yrs. old lost on 9/11
Nicholas J. Visconti, Deputy Chief FDNY, verified sinus and breathing issues.
First responder diagnosed with cancer
Lynne Gudat, wife of retired first responder BC John Gudat diagnosed with multiple cancers
William McCarthy father of Michael Desmond McCarthy died age 33 years, north tower
Dave Kaufman, Victim/Survivor
Robert Czartoryski brother of first responder Detective Kevin Czartoryski lung cancer deceased
Donald Coughlan, 1st Responder diagnosed with Asthma, GERD precancerous carcinomas sleep apnea etc.
Theresa Farrell
Patricia Wiswall, widow of David Wiswall, Tower 2
Pedro Vazquez
Michael T. Stack
Jodie Goldberg Sherer, widow of Brian Goldberg, South Tower, 90th Floor
Bruce C. Donach, 1st responder with cancer.
Marjorie M. Kniola, Worked at World Trade Center One and diagnosed with cancer
Susan Kelly, Widow of Joseph A Kelly, Tower 1
Carole Delmonico, Survivors Wife
E. Jimenez
Thomas Frizziola, sick first responder
Walter M. Butler
Thomas Brown, FDNY. Diagnosed with cancer
Hector Betancourth
Mike Friedman
Brian Hughes
Robert J. Thornton police officer first responder
Gerard P O’Riordan
Kerry Hughes
Hector Betacourth
Lisa Clark widow of Tom Clark south tower
Diane Renzulli widow of Anthony Starita 1WTC
Stephen Wimpel (victim)
Thomas Tiernan, Survivor, diagnosed with kidney and skin cancer
Angela Keating
Indiana Kirwan, wife of first responder, I worked in lower Manhattan and diagnosed with cancer
Tara Bayer sister of Victim Scott McGovern
Gina Cayne, widow of Jason David Cayne, tower 1
Mary Minardi Vogt -sister of William G. Minardi-North tower - cantor Fitzgerald
Deborah Lasko
David Zelen, cancer survivor
Terence McGorty, WTC survivor diagnosed with multiple cancers
Leonard A Castrianno, father of Leonard M Castrianno WTC 1 105th floor Cantor/Fitzgerald
Michael Brill, First Responder diagnosed with multiple ailments
Richard Klein, spouse of Julie Lynne Zipper. Killed in the South Tower 9/11
Kathleen Fallon, Daughter of William L Fallon Jr, Tower 1
Thomas McSweeney
Firefighter FDNY with cancer David Bruno. Do the right thing mr Barr
Barbara Lasko mother of deceased Gary Lasko
Steven W. Nigro, trade center survivor and first responder
Michael Gonsieski
Martina DeSimone Caliso, sister of the late Christian DeSimone, age 23, 100th floor Tower 1
Steven Singer responder diagnosed with cancer
Sarah Wainio, sister of Honor Elizabeth Wainio, United Flight 93
James Behrens, First responder, (diagnosed with cancer.)
Mary L. Ferguson widow of George J. Ferguson
Emily Motroni. Widow of Mark Motroni
Steven Singer responder diagnosed with cancer
Godly Thomas
Susan Rossinow, widow of Norman Rossinow
Gavin Keller, Brother of Chandler Keller, Flight 77
Craig Groth, first responder
Gerwyn R Williams
Deborah Lasko sister of deceased Gary Lasko
William Bokowski
Anthony Greco first responder diagnosed with cancer
Christopher Kunz, First responder
Brian Krebs. Survivor of the terrorist attack
Glenna Rosenberg, wife of Lloyd Rosenberg tower 1
Kazimierz Jakubiak
Daniel Murphy, retired NYPD first responder
Leon T. Simmons, First Responder, diagnosed with cancer
Robert Smith
Karen Huber, first responder diagnosed at this time with asthma, GERD, sinusitis, rhinitis
Gary F. Lang, Brother of Rosanne P. Lang, North Tower; Uncle of Brendan Lang, South Tower
Elizabeth M. Rego, mother of Leah E. Oliver, Forever missing from the 96th fl of the No. Tower.
Kathleen McCauley, 1st Responder, NYPD (cancer)
Marissa Cayne, daughter of Jason David Cayne tower 1 cantor Fitzgerald
Richard C. Rosenblum brother of Andrew Ira Rosenblum, North Tower, 104th Floor

Robert J Kirwan, First Responder FDNY
Michael Mollaghan
Natalia Yolanda Bianco, Ground Zero Zone resident and worker, diagnosed with cancer.
Roseanne Rosenblum Sister-in-Law of Andrew Ira Rosenblum, North Tower, 104th FL
Andrew Weinstein. Brother of Lisa Ehrlich victim Tower 2
William J. O’Grady NYPD (ret), diagnosed with asthma/GERD, brother-in-law killed in 1WTC.
Ronald Cusumano. Verizon tech with 9/11 illnesses. Was there on and after 9/11.
Jared Photis
Robert A. Pennacchia, FDNY FF, diagnosed with two separate ailments from exposure at Ground Zero.
Brian Smith, brother of Kevin J Smith. Kevin was murdered in the 911 attacks.
Rubina Cox-Holloway mother of Darryl Leron McKinney
Mark Aglietti, first responder Lung damage and more
George Burke
Arkady and Svetlana GETSELIS, survivors of 9/11 attack, both diagnosed with cancer
Igor Philantrope
John Lombardi, Diagnosed with asthma, COPD
Joan Iskyan O’Brien, sister of John Iskyan, Tower 2
Raquel Cayne daughter of Jason David Cayne killed 9/11/01 tower 1
Michael P. Alavanja: NYPD Sergeant First responder diagnosed with Cancer
Rita B. Gannon
Manuel Cabrero, First Responder, diagnosed with Asthma and COPD
James Taono
Joseph Owens
Joseph Frosch, first responder, diagnosed with an incurable leukemia
John Cronin first responder
Carmine Feola, First responder.
Lucila Cabrero, Resident, diagnosed with breast cancer
Matthew George Ferguson, Son of George Ferguson, victim
Fani Berkovich
Mary Padilla
Kevin Doherty FDNY diagnosed with COPD, PTSD and cancer
Jay R. Fagan First Responder
Larry Hawk
Seth Weinstein, Brother of Lisa Ehrlich, Tower 2
Thomas Hannan
George McQuade 911 first responder, 2 cancer diagnosis
Joseph Montalto prostate cancer and squamous cell skin cancer survivor
Eddie Perez First responder
Pedro Rodriguez father of firefighter Antony Rodriguez
Roni Salkin, sister of Alan J. Lederman, Aon, South Tower
Scott DAbreu
Firefighter Robert G. O’Neill first responder diagnosed with asthma.
Pamela A. Maggitti, Widow of Joseph V. Maggitti, Tower1
Donald M. DiDomenico (seriously injured victim of Tower 2 Collapse in 9/11 attacks. Now with COPD
Larry Hawk for the Phyllis Hawk estate mother of Kathleen Nicosia flight attendant American Airlines
Louis Capasso. Heavy equipment operator, whose memory has been scared
Joseph Fonseca
James Fahy 9-11 First Responder
Deputy Chief Chuck Downey
Judith REO mother of John A. Reo
Cindy Fonseca
Melissa Downey
James Fahy 9-11 First Responder
Vincent A Palazzola
Ronald Wohlman
Olivia Faith Downey
Gregory McCauley, diagnosed with multiple cancers, Trading floor employee heavy exposure.
Taylor Fonseca
Emma Raye Downey
John Schule, survivor and friend to many who lost their lives on that fateful day and those since.
Rachael Fonseca
Barbara Zion-Green, sister of Charles A. Zion And Jane Zion mother of Charles A. Zion
Heather Baez
Rafael Reyes Jr. diagnosed with cancer
Armand Reo, Father of John Armand Reo. Murdered in the North Tower. Employed by Cantor Fitzgerald.
Denise Villamia, ARC & SA Volunteer Responder
L. Stewart. Lung disease
Terrance A Revella, victim towers 1 and 2.
George Fonseca
John M. Comparetto, retired from NYPD in 1999 but still responded to the WTC, diagnosed with cancer
Matthew Sherman, WTC first responder working at ground zero
Michael S. Bomhoff - Disabled PAPD officer/ recovery worker
Cynthia McGinty widow of Michael McGinty, Tower One
Angela Gitto, Widow of Salvatore Gitto, an American hero killed on 9/11 in Tower 1
Carmen María Rodríguez
Edward Anderson, first responder diagnosed with pulmonary disease.
Ryan Strover
Jennifer Reilly, widow of firefighter, Kevin Reilly
Brunilda Rodriguez mother of Anthony Rodriguez
Mark Trincone, FDNY 1st responder suffered permanent injuries at site.
Ryan Fonseca
Joseph M Handley - First Responder - Volunteer Ironworker
Patrick DiMichele, first responder with many medical ailments
Gene DeSantis, first responder
Yovanniapenguero, diagnosed with cancer
Joan Dincuff, mother of Chris Dincuff, Tower 1
Anthony J. Mussorfiti Fire Department of New York
Dennis McGinley, brother of Daniel F. McGinley, 89th Floor, South Tower
Wallace Bowling worked in area diagnosed with cancer
Kevin Wall, brother of Glen Wall killed on 911
Alexander Paul Aranyos, Jr.
Cathy Carilli Sinton
Erin Jackman, Sister of Brooke Jackman, Age 23, Tower 1
Nina Barnes Sole Surviving First Cousin to FDNY Firefighter Durrell V. Pearsall Jr.
Ian Austin Belton
Mark Filipkowski
Ronald Carilli Hr.
Erin McGinty James, sister of Michael McGinty, who was killed in the North Tower
Patricia Warner-Proctor, widow of Brian G. Warner, Tower 1
Lorraine Carilli
Kary Seminerio, first responder currently sick with multiple illnesses that are treatment resistant
Tim Frolich, Injured survivor, Tower 2
Courtney Forbes, first responder
Ronald Carilli Sr.
Gary Carilli
Warren J Rubio, First responder
Teresa A Courtney
Frank DiAgostino, brother, one world trade center, Cantor Fitzgerald
Susan Sinton
Jonathan Henderson Retired FDNY Firefighter
Giovanni Seminerio, first responder with several illnesses and conditions
Robert Sinton
Ellen Brennan Krebs, sister of Edward A. Brennan III., North Tower WTC
Jill Sinton
Kathryn Warner, daughter of Brian G. Warner, Tower 1
Anthony Carilli
William Hughes
Nancy Moroney, widow of Dennis Moroney, Tower 1
Triple separate cancers survivor, Rocco J Caponigro, Sr
Melvin Lewis, Youngest son of Margaret S. Lewis the Heartbeat of the Lewis Family!
Paul Kiefer, father-in-law of Brian G. Warner, Tower 1
Darryl Robinson first responder diagnosed with cancer
Michael J. Deloughery, widower of Colleen A. Deloughery WTC
James Oliver, brother of Edward K Oliver, North Tower 92nd floor
Mario Morales
Denise Randolph
Nancy Zuckerman widow of Alan J Lederman died tower 2.
Michael D Deloughery, son of colleen A Deloughery WTC
William J Connell first responder diagnosed with cancer
Evangelos Vasilakos
James Hinchy, diagnosed with multiple cancers
Vijai Thackurdeen, brother of Goumatie Thackurdeen who lost her life in WTC due to terrorism.
William J Connell first responder diagnosed with cancer
Kathleen Psirogianes sister of Thomas J. Cahill our Tommy murdered in tower 1 North Tower
age 36.
Wilma F. Kiefer, Mother-in-law of Brian G. Warner, Tower 1
Anthony Jablonski first responder
Irene Mair Wells
Jill Behrens wife of Ironworker who responded to rescue and recovery he has multiple cancers.
Julia M Burke
Ashley Psirogianes niece of Thomas J Cahill 9/11/01 (Uncle Tommy)
Melissa Raggio, daughter of Eugene Raggio, first responder killed in Tower 2
Annette T. Mair lost sister Linda Mair Grayling: Assassinated in the 9/11 Terrorist Attack
Mike D’Angelo FDNY retired
Mel Rosenbach loyal federal worker at 290 Broadway who was affected by 9/11 illnesses.
Taylor Psirogianes Niece of Thomas J Cahill 9/11. Uncle Tommy.
Francine Raggio, wife of Eugene Raggio, first responder killed in Tower 2
Tom McGinley, brother of Daniel Francis McGinley, who was killed in the south tower on 9/11
Hanser Hernandez, Survivor
Paul C. Claus
Raymond Wodenshek, brother of Christopher Wodenshek, one World Trade Center, 105th Floor.
Margaret Doyle, sister of Terence M. Lynch Murdered at the Pentagon
Melvin Lewis, son of Margaret S Lewis in tower 1
JT Psirogianes 16 nephew of Thomas J Cahill my uncle I never met because 9/11/01.
Sylvia Tobing
Antonio Chevalier, First responder 9/11 WTC 2001 diagnosed : mental health chronic
Mary R. Loving
Leslie Crawford Dunlevy, sister of James L. Crawford, Jr., North Tower
Dennis McGinley, brother of Daniel F. McGinley, 89th Floor, South Tower
Jason Psirogianes brother in law Thomas J Cahill 9/11
George Clark Jr First responder
Gerard Lang brother of Roseanne Lang Tower One and Uncle of Brendan Lang Tower Two
Salvatore Chieffo
Patti Marzocchi, sister of Sharon Millan, killed in the South Tower
Richard Abbate diagnosed with COPD, PTSD, Cervical injuries.
Marcela C Leahy, Widow of Police Officer James P Leahy, 9/11 Tower 1
Jeffrey LeVeen Jr
Ernest Long first responder
Evangelina Galing, first responder diagnosed with ovarian cancer.
Timothy B. Jones L158 first responder, spent many nights on pile in recovery
Gerard Marzocchi, brother in law of Sharon Millan
Kathy Burns Reed Sister of Assistant Chief Donald James Burns FDNY Tower 1
Anthony L. Mercado, brother of Firefighter Steve Mercado
Craig Hnis, first responder with multiple WTC diagnosed health issues.
Jonathan Lane, resident, son of Natalia Yolanda Bianco, worker diagnosed with cancer
Jerome Smith, Son of Cee Cee Ross Lyles, Flight 93
Christina Millan, mother of Sharon Millan who was killed in the south tower
Peter Kalliniccos
Eugene Lynch-First Responder
Allan Tarasiewicz, son of Allan Tarasiewicz, South tower

Damaris Muniz

Peter Palella

Christopher Connelly, First Responder, NYARNG, Lung Disease, Brain Cancer and Optic Neuritis

Douglas F. Copp

Lisa Winckler, daughter of Odessa McKenzie

John H. Sarc

Linda Knorpp

Peter Morales, First Responder diagnosed Obstructive Airway, Upper Respiratory and Gastroesophageal Disease

Evangeline Galing, first responder diagnosed with Ovarian cancer

Stephen Marzocchi, god son of Sharon Millan, killed in south tower

Dennis Healy

Joan R Pearsall

Nicholas Hollander

Rose M. Kazi, sister of Juan M Lafuente N71 North Tower.

First responder with cancer, Ron Dykes

Aviv Citron

Anthony Torres NYPD first responder

John Galvin responder cancer, COPD and other conditions NYFD

Antonio chevalier first responders 9/11 WTC obstructive sleep apnea

Ken Lane, spouse of Natalia Yolanda Bianco, diagnosed with cancer

Brett Eagleson, son of Bruce Eagleson who died staying behind at the South Tower to help evacuation

Gerard Marzocchi II, nephew of Sharon Millan, killed in south tower

Cristine Villano

Joanne Fletcher, sister of Andrew LaCorte, 92nd floor Tower 1

Hadden Garvin, Responder diagnosed with Asthma, Dermatitis, and PTSD

Alyssa Pirone, LCSW, First Responder, Safe Horizon, with medical diagnosis

Edgardo A Herrero
Richard Mercedes, First Responder, diagnosed with chronic asthma. Be an American Mr. Barr.
Bruce Ehrich first responder, diagnosed Stage IV Hodgkin’s
Gary E Kresse, first responder diagnosed with cancer.
Salvatore Chieffo First Responder diagnosed with COPD and Sean Unitas
Frances Marzocchi, mother in law of Sharon Millan
Simon Kennedy, son of Yvonne Kennedy (AA77)
Michael W. Anderson First Responder, diagnosed with Sarcoidosis
Tania Garcia, Sister of Marlyn Del Carmen Garcia.
Dino Chirco, retired FDNY, diagnosed with lung disease, GERD, sinusitis and PTSD.
James Lyons First Responder
Peter (son, prostate cancer) and Marie (mother, COPD) Benedetti
Abe Azab
Elen Romanoff
Richard Allison
Naima Elsamak
Tahnee Stroet, daughter-in-law of Yvonne Kennedy (AA77)
Richard Allison
Anne Wodenshek Widow of Christopher Wodenshek, Cantor Fitzgerald Tower One
Ethan Samuel Ernest, 1st responder diagnosed w COPD, chronic bronchitis, sleep apnea & GIRD
Richard Allison
Howard J Kornfeld, First responder
Abdul M Kazi, brother in law of Juan M Lafuente N71 North Tower NYC
Sarah Wodenshek, daughter of Christopher Wodenshek, 35 Cantor Fitzgerald, Tower One
Patricia Scudder, sister of Christopher Clarke, South Tower
Jolanta Boyarsky, Widow of Gennady Boyarsky, North Tower WTC.
Haley Wodenshek, daughter of Christopher Wodenshek, Cantor Fitzgerald, Tower One
Marilyn Velazquez daughter of Jorge Velazquez, Tower 2
Richard Allison diagnosed with restricted lung disease.
Carol Lynn Gies, widow of Lt. Ronnie E. Gies - FDNY
Mollie Wodenshek, daughter of Christopher Wodenshek, Cantor Fitzgerald, Tower One
Patricia Maguire Sister died from cancer
Angela DiOrio first responder diagnosed with numerous 9/11 ailments
Chris J. Maldonado Son of Debora I. Maldonado of Tower two
Thomas Gies son of Lt. Ronnie E. Gies - FDNY
Consuelo Velazquez, widow of Jorge Velazquez, Tower 2
William C Wodenshek, son of Christopher Wodenshek, Cantor Fitzgerald, Tower One
Michael Conradis, Paramedic, diagnosed with multiple respiratory ailments.
Zachary Wodenshek, son of Christopher Wodenshek, Cantor Fitzgerald, Tower One
Ronnie J. Gies, son of Lt. Ronnie E. Gies - FDNY
Anthony C Giaconelli FDNY
Robert J. Opalecky, Firefighter, Multiple 9/11 illnesses
Peter Randazzo returned to work 5 days after attack diagnosed with cancer due to 9/11 exposure
Claire and Robert Gerne, in laws of Christopher Wodenshek, Cantor Fitzgerald, Tower One
Robert Gies son of Lt. Ronnie E. Gies - FDNY
Maryann Conradis, Mother of sickened First Responder
Sean Gerne, brother in law of Christopher W Wodenshek, Cantor Fitzgerald, Tower One
John W. Lewis, the oldest son of Margaret S. Lewis, my mother killed in Tower 1
Martin J. McGinley, Brother of Daniel F. McGinley, Floor 89, Tower 2
Joshua Behar, Nephew of Jeffrey Schreier, Tower 1
Christopher Gerne, brother in law of Christopher Wodenshek, Tower One...Cantor Fitzgerald
Richard Conradis, Father of sickened First Responder
Peter Randazzo in addition I have chronic respiratory complications due to 9/11 exposure
Todd A Stafinbil First Responder, Cancer Survivor.
Leonel Diaz, brother of Nancy Diaz. Tower 2
Sylvia Tobing
Fred Cortese
Constance McGinley, Mother of Daniel F. McGinley, Tower 2
George MacFarlane, brother of Marianne MacFarlane killed aboard United Airlines flight 175
Effie Ahladiotis Salloum
Militiadis Ahladiotis
Donald Cimino Port Authority PD diagnosed with cancer
Richard Villa Brother of Sharon Christina Millan South Tower
John Michael Reda
Richard J Barrett, (First responder volunteer diagnosed with cancer)
Russell Finkeloson
Otelio Maldonado Jr widower of Debora I Maldonado, Tower 2
Ellen Shea-widow is Daniel Shea Tower 1
Patrick j Forbes, survivor
Katherine Gerne, sister in law of Christopher W Wodenshek, Tower One, Cantor Fitzgerald
John Russiello
Steve Keller first responder
Colin Shea, son of Daniel Shea, Tower 2
Carmen Diaz, mother of Nancy Diaz. Tower 2
Mr. & Mrs. Robert J. Ryan
Nancy E Carroll, Widow of Michael T. Carroll, FDNY, Tower 1, Ladder 3
Dr. and Mrs. James Valente, in laws of Christopher W Wodenshek, Cantor Fitzgerald, Tower One
Mr. Bob Ryan
Gibson Craig retired (FDNY) Asthma, reactive airway and chronic kidney disease, PTSD
David Reischer
Leocadio Diaz, father of Nancy Diaz. Tower 2
Ellen Rae Ryan
Edward Sita, Testicular Cancer Survivor
Michael j Novotny
Belkys Diaz, sister of Nancy Diaz. Tower 2
Thomas McSweeney
Jennifer Sy Lopez, Wife of Cancer Survivor
John Passeggiata
Olga Merino, widow of George Merino, South Tower
Lisa Friedman Clark, wife of Andrew Friedman, North Tower, 92nd Floor
Edward Barlotta
Pedro j Castillo, first responder.
Elizabeth A. Fallon, sister of 9/11 victim
Donna Smollen, sister of Battalion Chief Thomas P. DeAngelis FDNY
David Del Valle First Responder, diagnosed with Auto Immune Disease and Lung issues due to WTC site exposure
Theresa Regan Widow of Donald J Regan FDNY Rescue 3
Charles J. Healey Retired Firefighter Engine 279 diagnose with multiple skin cancers.
Darren Cefalu, brother of Jason Cefalu, tower 1
Richard E Ostrander towers 1&2 W.T.C. Clean up Dock Builder. Diagnosed with P.T.S.D.& C.O.P.D.
Patricia Ryan Antonelle Sister of Edward Ryan, murdered in the north tower the morning of Sept 11.
Brendan M Carroll, Son of Michael T. Carroll, FDNY, Ladder 3
John Wolf Retired Lt NYPD, diagnosed with cancer.
Claudia Jacobs, sister, Ariel Jacobs North Tower
Olivia L. Carroll, daughter of Michael T. Carroll, FDNY Ladder 3
Edward Radburn - husband of murdered victim Bettina B Browne- Radburn WTC Tower two
Kathleen Keeler Lozier widow of Garry Westervelt Lozier who died in the South Tower of the WTC
James Livingston
Glenn Amico - First responder diagnosed with cancer
Grace Fox, Mother in law to Michael T. Carroll, FDNY Ladder 3
James T. McGrath NYPD Retired
Fryderyk Milewski father Łukasz Milewski
As a 911 victim, I feel that it is your sworn duty to answer our concerns
Philip Fox, brother in law to Michael T Carroll, FDNY Ladder 3
Daniel Farrell
Thomas A Bachurek
Robert Gianotti,-First Responder, diagnosed with Two types of Cancer
John O'Donnell as a volunteer at the world trade center diagnosed with cancer, and more
Anna Milewska mother Łukasz Milewski
Steven C Greco
Julia M Burke
Maggie Ciafardini, mother of deceased Christopher Ciafardini North Tower
Deborah Gianotti-wife of First Responder diagnosed with Two Cancers
Michael A. Mancino
Steven Catanzaro (First Responder)
Christine LeVeen, Tower One
James Boylan, first responder diagnosed and still battling cancer
Gianotti Children of first responder with diagnosed with two Cancers
John R Heuser
Ellen Edward's, cancer survivor
Joe Webber
Retired NYPD First Responder, P.O. Colleen Brady - Diagnosed with Cancer
Mark Merlis, diagnosed with cancer
Peter Rogers
Lewis J. Christie 911 Survivor
Elizabth Boylan, husband of James Boylan, first responder battling cancer
Vincent Pulizzi
Frederick R. Orestuk, 2 WTC, B6, 93/911, diagnosed with cancer
Michael P. Alavanja: NYPD Sergeant First responder diagnosed with Cancer
Constance G. Finnicum sister of Richard S. Gabrielle. Tower 2
MaryAnn Fauth widow of Robert Fauth NYC DEP worked at sight
James Gallagher
Jacqueline Boylan, daughter of first responder, James Boylan battling cancer
Laura Robbins Steinman sister of Alexander Robbins Steinman North tower (cantor)
William Zappolo Steamfitters diagnosed with sarcoidosis and cancer
Sally A. Trant, sister of Daniel P. Trant, Cantor Fitzgerald, 104th Floor North Tower
Darlene Canino First Responder diagnose with respiratory problems...
Kerry Ann Boylan, daughter of first responder James Boylan battling cancer
traitor/killers/liars.
Ryan Boylan, son of first responder James Boylan, battling cancer
Otelio Maldonado Jr widower of Debora I Maldonado Correction Tower 1
Mary C. Trant, mother of Daniel P. Trant, Cantor Fitzgerald, 104th Floor, North Tower
Gary Johnson
Lenore Koehler, FDNY Ground Zero participant diagnosed with cancer.
Ben Wainio father of Elizabeth Wainio flight 93 passenger
Brian P Cleary
Daniel Boylan, so of first responder James Boylan battling cancer
Howard Goldberg, victim of prostate cancer and skin cancer.
Patricia Chelsen
Mary Boylan, mother of first responder James Boylan battling cancer
Stuart Block
Concerned citizen
Bernard Barrow, First responder
Lillian Robles’ only sibling Juan William Rivera died on North Tower. His last phone call was to her.
first responder with cancer
Thomas Boylan, brother of first responder James Boylan, diagnosed with cancer
Lawrence J. Ayers
Victor R Leguillow, First Responder diagnosed with COPD, Asthma and GERD
Kayla Fallon Arestivo
Joseph Aquino
Donna Boylan, sister of first responder James Boylan diagnosed with cancer
Michael Barbella brother of James William Barbella
Tyree G Bacon First responder
Beverley Cryne. Sister of William Dean
Caroline M Jones-Bacon Police Officer with cancer!
Kim Diamond, lower Manhattan resident, diagnosed with multiple cancers
William Bresnan, firefighter diagnosed with cancer
James D. Forger
First responder, diagnosed with cancer, Richard Wilt
Marion DeBlase widow of James V. DeBlase, Jr.
Jean Boylan, sister of first responder James Boylan diagnosed with cancer
Raymond c Iacovino
My uncle Brian Goldberg Murdered S. Tower. U.S. cover-up destroyed my family. Barr & Trump TRAITORS
Leonard Cimadomo. NYC Firefighter diagnosed with cancer
Carol Ann Morales
Dana DeNiro, step daughter of FF Peter J. Carroll Squad 1 Brooklyn, NY
LT Zachary A Slavin, NYPD retired
James Martin FDNY
ROBERT PORTANO First Responder, diagnosed with stage 4 colon cancer
Joseph Vitella First responder
L. Stewart. Lung disease
Michael Baltzer, First Responder; COPD, Sleep Apnea, Rhinitis, Pre-Cancerous Polyps, 5+/- Lost Teeth
Brian Burke, brother of Tom Burke, North Tower
Patti Trentini, daughter of James and Mary Trentini, AAFLT11
Chantal Paultre, Widow of Jacques Paultre, first responder, diagnosed with stomach cancer
Kevin Mount & Heidi Mount
Stephen Dux
Michael Mohr, first responder, diagnosed with cancer.
Frank Iovine
Joe Doran, cancer survivor
Niece of Brian Goldberg Murdered S. Tower.
Michael A. McGinley, Brother of Daniel F. McGinley, Tower 2.
Dennis Hoorn, father of 22-year-old Bradley
Donald Paris, son in law to James and Mary Trentini, AAFTL11
Steven Goodstein
Frank Fracchiolla FDNY
Joseph Hands
Joseph l Stravato, 911 Claimant
Piper Jane Paris, Granddaughter of James and Mary Trentini, AAFLT11
Sadiq Rasool, widow of Amenia Rasool
Eileen Hands
Payton Bishop Paris, Grandson of James and Mary Trentini, AAFLT11
Parker James Paris, Grandson of James and Mary Trentini, AAFLT11
Henry Kiernan/ Rescue and Recovery/ COPD, Asthma, Gerd and Acid Reflux
Dominick R. Caminiti NYPD SICK
Lyz Best, widow of Jeremy Glick Flight 93
Tina D'Ambrosi
Michele Bedigian, Widow of FF Carl Bedigian killed in South Tower
David Gaebler, Cancer Survivor
Noreen Sudder, WTC Survivor Diagnosed with Cancer
William K Beeker, diagnosed with asthma and cancer
Ken Oswald, Father of Jason Oswald, Tower 1
Philip Ferrara, bladder cancer
Karen D'Ambrosi, Widow of Jack L. D'Ambrosi, Jr., Tower, Cantor Fitzgerald
Anthony Laieta, brother of Vincent Laieta, Tower 2.
Michael Harvey, Brother of Emeric Harvey and Brother in law of Robert Twomey North Tower
Elsa Gronlund Griffin, sister of Linda Gronlund, Flight 93
Leah Lichtenfeld, Niece,Brian Goldberg S. Tower.
Daniel R. Walker - Lt. FDNY(ret.) - First Responder - Lung Disease / Heart Disease
Tim Rise, First responder, diagonsed with COPD, Asthma and Sinusitis.
Louis Failla (first responder)
Raj Thackurdeen
Josephine Laieta, Mother of Vincent Laieta, Tower 2
Kristin O'Grady Evans
Barry Kahn WTC EMT
Erica Wisniewski- daughter to Alan Wisniewski who was killed in the South Tower on the 104th floor.
Lawrence giugliano widow of Cynthia giugliano lost in tower two
Kristin O'Grady Evans (sister to J. Andrew O'Grady)
Kevin Hughes First responder diagnosed with cancer
Christina Bruehert, Daughter of Richard Bruehert, employee at WTC
Edward Kahn Caretaker of 9-11 Survivor
David G Johnson FDNY EMS (RETIRED) Worked at the Staten Island Landfill after 9/11/01
Brandon C. Valvo
Carlton F. Valvo
Trenton Valvo
Lisa Hughes, spouse of First responder
Nobuko Valvo
Deborah Dito, Widow of Robert D Dito. First responder, diagnosed with cancer.
Reginald Manley Retire FDNY
Scott Kahn Brother of 9-11 Survivor
Dante Valvo
Chika Isono-Flores
Kazumi Roth
Tony Zisa, brother of Sal Zisa.
Bryan Hughes son of First responder
Thomas Roth
Yoh Nago
Michael Minissale, Civil Servant (retired) diagnosed with cancer on two occasions
Rory Kahn brother of 9-11 Survivor
Jenna Jacobs McPartland, widow of Ariel Jacobs, Tower 1
Kelly Hughes daughter of First responder
Brigid O'Neill Lamon, sister of Sean Corbett O'Neill, Canter Fitzgerald, Tower 1
Erin Hughes daughter of first responder
Carlos Santos son of Carmen Milagros Rodriguez
Chris Chirco, son of 9/11 disabled firefighter
Donald Anderson First Responder
Joseph Maffeo, Brother of Jennieann Maffeo
Dulce Kahn sister-in-law of 9-11 Survivor
Michael T. Stack
Carmen Minissale, spouse of Civil servant, and cancer victim
Iyla Lichtenfeld, Niece, Brian Goldberg S. Tower. Bring justice to Americans-NOT Saudi’s. Barr-Man UP

Patricia Marrese, sister of Colleen Deloughery, AON employee
Peter Rodriguez, Brother of Anthony Rodriguez

Kathryn Hebert
Linda Chirco, wife of retired FDNY diagnosed with lung disease due to 9/11
Tammy Hobbs-Ginsberg, Sister of Tara Hobbs

Thomas Gitto, brother of Salvatore Gitto Tower 1.
Barbara Gallucci, Widow of Vincent Gallucci, Tower 1

John P Mucciola, FDNY Retired diagnosed COPD, Barrett’s Esophagus, Sleep Apnea, Asthma & PTSD
Dominic Ciafardini, brother of Christopher Ciafardini, 1971-2001

John Brennan, Brother of Thomas More Brennan, who was killed in Tower 2
Mike Reilly, firefighter, lung disease. Give us the truth!!! and give us closure!!!!

Gabrielle Scauso, Daughter of First Responder Dennis Scauso
Laura Robbins Steinman sister of Alexander Robbins Steinman North tower (cantor)
Louise Messina daughter of Louise Mucciola deceased diagnosis Lung Cancer.

Semen Burd
James Seiferheld first responder
Joseph Gileza, (diagnosed with prostate cancer)

Tom Edwards M.D. - brother of Lynn Edwards Angell who was in 1st class on the Boston flight.
Capt Thomas Kelly first responder FDNY

Nancy Foster, widow
James Fox, NYPD Sergeant- 911First Responder diagnosed with Lung Cancer- Bladder Cancer-Skin Cancer, COPD, GERD,

Angelo Silecchia, worked 10 blocks from WTC during and after attacks, diagnosed with cancer.
Richard Kalb, Local Worker Diagnosed with Bladder Cancer
Andrew Williams, brother of Brian Williams, Tower 1

Ricky Vider, widow of David E Rivers Tower 1
Lori-Jean Murphy, Sister of Patrick Sean Murphy, Tower One.
Michael Baltzer, First Responder; COPD, Sleep Apnea, Rhinitis, Pre-Cancerous Polyps, 5+/-
Lost Teeth
Barry Kahn 9-11 survivor WTC EMT. Mr. Barr you are a DISGRACE to all that America stands for.
Thomas Barry, First Responder
Ted Marino, first responder, diagnosed with cancer
Nicole Tanner, Sister of Michael Anthony Tanner
Joseph Lichtenfeld, Survivor, S. tower. Sick w/PTSD, anxiety, depression. U.S stop Saudi
Cover-up
George Hopf who worked at Ground Zero with cancer
James Barbella
Kamila Milewska Podejma
David F. Lapin brother of my beloved sister Ruth Shelia Lapin
Jared Glick, brother of Jeremy Glick Flight 93
Shari Carbone
Kaila Starita, Daughter of Anthony Starita
David L Beamer, Father of Todd Beamer, UA Flight 93
Joseph Buono. First responder (FDNY)
Jaclyn Kalb
Paul F. Brennan
Jillian (Birnbaum) Eisman
Brett Eagleson, son of Bruce Eagleson who died staying behind at the South Tower to help evacuation
Joshua Behar, Nephew of Jeffrey Schreier, Tower 1.
Richard Eisman, Brother in Law of Joshua Birnbaum
Concetta Pulcrano diagnosed with lung disease
Karrie Castro, daughter of Michael and Kathleen Shearer UA175
Gwendolyn Briley-Strand, Sister of Jonathan Eric Briley Tower 1
Douglas Olear
Michael Kinloch
Karen Montanaro Twin sister of Kristen Montanaro
Linda Floch, First Responder, stricken with Respiratory Air Way Disease and other diseases
John J Chance
Michael Stern cancer survivor of WTC
Anthony Tavoulareas, FDNY firefighter, permanently disabled due to 9/11
Christopher Castro
Marie Thomas, sister of Laura Ann Marchese
Dennis Fitzpatrick first responder
Christine Costa. Sister of Dominick Calia, North Tower
Louis Femia, COPD, RADS and ASTHMA 9/11 sufferer
Vincent Aiello
Patricia Taraszewicz, Widow of FF Allan Tarasiewicz
John M. Comparetto, Retired from NYPD in 1999 but still responded to the WTC, diagnosed
with cancer
Chris Ganci, son of FDNY Chief of Department
Arthur j dalessandro, first responder
Lori Christie Arczyński, widow of Michael G. Arczyński, victim in Tower.
Tom Devito First Responder
Mike Jannazzo first responder
Christopher Contaldi FDNY ret.
Carol Antoci, breast cancer survivor that worked in the area
Laurie Lauterbach
Donna Jannazzo wife first responder
Vincent Viola, Jr.
First responder
Josephine Contaldi, wife of first responder
Retired Detective William Owens, diagnosed with cancer.
Liz Jannazzo daughter first responder
Ivan Cortes, First Responder
Michael Baltzer, First Responder; COPD, Sleep Apnea, Rhinitis, Pre Cancerous Polyps, 5+-
Lost Teeth
Krissy Jannazzo daughter first responder
Gary Giuntini, First responder, diagnosed with cancer
Michael C Fry brother of Peter C Fry
Arlene Orsini, Widow of Ronald Orsini, Tower 1
Wil Rodriguez, First Responder NYPD
Jeremy Krist, Brother Chris Burford Pentagon
Leonard Cimadomo. NYC FIREFIGHTER diagnosed with cancer
Beverly D Rosario widow of Diomedes Rosario Jr.
William B. Jones, II, brother of Donald T. Jones, II, Tower 1
Diane Ammirati sister of deceased Glen Wall North Tower
Anatoly S. Weiser, son of Simon V. Weiser, North Tower
Rema Waiser, widow of Simon V. Weiser, Tower 1
Colette Lafuente, Widow of Juan Mendez Lafuente
Steven A. Cohen - 3-time cancer victim
Madeleine Zuccala, Widow of Joseph Zuccala, Tower 2
Julie McNichol, Wife of First Responder, Diagnosed with cancer.
Pamela Lewis Passaretta, sister of Adam J. Lewis: killed in the towers 9/11
Rebecca Williams
Virginia S Bauer
Gary Wall. First Responder and brother of Glen Wall, lost in Tower 2
John DeMattia Jr Responder
Matthew Carroll, brother of Kevin Colbert, tower 2
Daniel McNichol, Son of First Responder, diagnosed with cancer.
Jose Aquino
Nancy Shakouri, sister of fallen FDNY firefighter Dennis Scauso
Joanne McAlary Sullivan sister of James J McAlary WTC1
Margaret Wall, sister- in- law of Glen Wall, lost in Tower 2.
Robert Constantine Red Cross ground zero
Robert Sgro Sr, First Responder, FDNY
Jennifer Trainor, Widow of Emeric Harvey, Tower 2
Christina McNichol, Daughter of First Responder, diagnosed with cancer.
Jean Wall, mother of Glen Wall, lost in Tower 2.
Jo Ann Howard victim's spouse
Richard Draves, Disabled 9/11 FDNY Firefighter, Disabled Veteran,
Timothy j Grillo
James Grant first responder diagnosed with cancer
Elizabeth McNichol, Daughter of First Responder, diagnosed with cancer.
Daniel G Kennedy I am two-time survivor (1993 & 9/11) who was diagnosed with related cancer.
Sean Donovan
Peggy Donovan
Fred Brewer, Widower of Carol Demitz, Tower 2
Kyle Donovan
Patricia Kellett, Widow of Joseph Kellett, North Tower
Grace Donovan
Carmen Castiglia widow of Detective Arthur M. Castiglia
Deborah Harrison, Sister of Nina Bell killed in World Trade Center
Alexander Carroll, Brother of Kevin Colbert, Tower 2
Julie Anne Kellett, daughter of Joseph Kellett, North Tower
Shuranda K. Robinson-Hemphill
First responder and cancer survivor. Lost friends in terrorist attack. Release files now
Alexian Gregory, USPS parcel postman very near ground zero with skin cancer and asthma
Chris Chirco, son of 9/11 disabled firefighter
Raymond Hart, first responder diagnosed with cancer.
Cameron Kellett, daughter of Joseph Kellett, North Tower
Michael W Smith, First Responder, diagnosed with prostate cancer
Leigh Kennedy, Son of Yvonne Kennedy, passenger on AA77
Shelley Crant-Baggot, sister of Denise Elizabeth Crant, World Trade One.
Scott Annicelli, First responder, diagnosed with cancer, respiratory issues, PTSD
William Ryan, Brother of Edward Ryan who was murdered on 9/11 in the north tower of WTC
Linda Pickford, mother of FDNY Christopher J. Pickford, murdered on 9/11/01, WTC.
Raj Thackurdeen
Erin Eagers
First responder William Devine
Linda M Bradley
Janice Miller Testagrose, sister of FF HENRY A. MILLER, JR.
Holly Tanz, sister of Howard Lee Kane, Controller of Windows Of The World
Linda M Bradley
Andrea Katsanakos FDNY Paramedic diagnosed with thyroid cancer.
Sheila Merritt - First responder
Francine Gallagher widow of John P. Gallagher, Cantor Fitzgerald, 104th floor, tower one.
Michael Testagrose, Brother in Law, FF HENRY A MILLER JR.
Althea Appleton
Martin Grillo PAPD (Ret)
Joseph Oriente
Ingrid Lenihan, widow of Joseph A. Lenihan, South Tower
Lucille Keefe Niece of Jimmy and Mary Trentini Flight 11.
Michael S Crispino Jr, First responder, diagnosed with Lung disease, Asthma, and Depression
Nicholas Ferraro
Daniel Baggot, brother-in-law of Denise Elizabeth Crant, World Trade One
Michele Jones wife of Donald T. Jones murdered in the North Tower.
Ellis Crant Jr, brother of Denise Elizabeth Crant, World Trade One
Michael John Murphy, brother of Kevin James Murphy, murdered when the plane struck T1
Kenneth Tanner, brother of Michael Anthony Tanner he worked for Cantor Fitzgerald North Tower.
Michael J Simon Jr, son of Michael Simon, Tower 1
John Regazzi First responder diagnosed with cancer
Greg Gully, EMT
Donald T. Jones son of Donald T. Jones who was murdered in the North Tower.
Pegeen Cushing, Daughter of Patricia Cushing, Niece of Jane Folger, Flight 93
Joseph N Caggiano, brother of Ginger Risco Nelson, north tower.
Matthew Piccione
Taylor N. Jones daughter of Donald T. Jones who was murdered in The North Tower.
Kevin Barry NYPD Bomb Squad-First Responder to WTC 9/11/01
Carol Francolini, Widow of Arthur J Jones, Tower 1
Theresa McDonald niece of James and Mary Trentini 911 victims
Delia A Welty, Widow of FDNY Firefighter Timothy M Welty, Squad 288, Mother of Jake and Julia Welty
Renee Abbate sister of Michael Tanner. North Tower
Patrick Mellett, survived tower 2 developed Breast cancer
Raymond Eckert, brother-in-law of Sean Paul Rooney, Tower 2
He should be arrested and held accountable to the highest degree.
James Bruendl
John demartino first responder diagnosed with 10 Illnesses
John M Lombardo
Thomas E. Ahern, diagnosed with cancer
Christopher C. Gunn
James Grimes NYPD 9/11 first responder and Survivor.
Louis Failla (first responder)
Conne Joyce, worked for Belfor USA, hospitalized month of January 2002 in NYC Downtown Hospital.
Lisa A Wylie, daughter of BC Dennis A Cross
John Schroeder. first responder, diagnosed with Restrictive Airway Disease
Robert J. Opalecky, Firefighter, Multiple 9/11 illnesses
Charles J. Johnson
Robert Ciccarello
Charles Berkeley father of Graham Andrew Berkeley victim on United at the South Tower
William J Michell
Michael Germain, brother of Deceased FF Denis Germain, North Tower
Hugh Bradshaw, First Responder
Christopher Reda brother of Gregory Reda North Tower.
Keith Wiswall, son of David Wiswall
Adis Reda sister in-law of Gregory Reda North Tower
Joseph O’Keefe widower of Lesley Thomas
Chrysoula Kotsonis
Jim Maher brother of Daniel Maher employee at Marsh Tower 1.
Joanne Foley, sister of FF Thomas Foley who died on 911, daughter of Thomas Foley died of 9/11 Cancer
Panagiotis Kotsonis
Roman Cherny
Meg Glidden, sister of heroine on Flight 93
William Mitchell, first responder
Desiree DiDonna, daughter of Firefighter Carl Vincent Bini, FDNY Rescue 5, Tower 2
Camille McCann-Staats diagnosed with CANCER, ACUTE COPD, SLEEP APNEA, GERD, SINUSITIS, PTSD
Joanne Foley, sister of FF Daniel R Foley who died of 9/11 related cancer 2/2020
Edward Walsh 9/11 first responder Permanently disabled
Michael Golino, first responder Diagnosed with asthma.
Rafael Badillo First Responder
Lisa Crawford widow of James L Crawford North Tower
Capt Thomas Kelly first responder FDNY
Antoaneta Nicolae
Kevin McCarroll
Sandy Balbin First Responder
Vincent A Guerriera
Thomas R. King, NYPD -First Responder, diagnosed with Leukemia.
John Hanley first responder diagnosed with cancer
Isabelle Crawford, daughter of James L Crawford, jr., not born yet when my father died.
James Giaccone brother of Joseph Giaccone 103rd floor of tower one(north)
George Kefalas, First responder
Heather V. Bonnett, Sister of Colin A. Bonnett, Tower 1
Maryrose DeNunzio, widow of James A DeNunzio NYC Sanitation Officer died of Pancreatic cancer 2014
Richard w Fritz
Sheila Merritt - First responder
Thomas Erickson
Kyle A. Weekes, Nephew of Colin A. Bonnett, Tower 1
Kristin Galusha-Wild
Mary Danahy widow of Patrick Danahy, mother of Patrick’s 3 daughters, one born October 11, 2001
Gretchen Bauer Abernathy, sister of W. David Bauer, Tower 1
Please help us with closure, John P York family
Igor Solovyev
Andrew Carson
Liam Stewart, son of Michael Stewart
Marcia CAMPBELL- LEVENE, daughter of Desmond CAMPBELL, worked at ground zero. Died of cancer.
Alain Rizko first responses
JAMES E KELLEHER
Retired NYPD First Responder, P.O. Colleen Brady - Diagnosed with Cancer
Anthony John Santamarina Sr FDNY died 2008 of cancer
Tanya Davis, Daughter of Mannie Clark, North Tower
Bettina Palazzo sister to my baby brother, Thomas Anthony Palazzo who worked at Cantor Fitzgerald
Anthony John Santamarina Jr. Sick First Responder
Ruth A Barbella sister of James W Barbella died in the 9-11 Attacks!
Paul Primavera
Godfrey R Christian First Responder
Michael Chirco, son of first responder Dino Chirco
Michael J. Giordano, son of Donna Marie Giordano who lost her life in the south tower
Retired FDNY Firefighter Stephen Gawrych
Chris LoPresti, first responder
Sue LoPresti, wife of first responder
Ronald F Cifu fire fighter survived collapse, lost 9 members, airway disease And Meningioma Tumor
Our Brother Terence M Lynch murdered at the Pentagon
Frank J Barbella father of James W Barbella that died in the Terrorist Attacks on 9-11.
Christopher Clark
Elizabeth Loeb
Jeanne Lippolis, wife of Enzo Lippolis, died of stage 4 lung cancer.
John J Sottile Jr
Joe Arias Construction Worker Volunteer, search and rescue ops.
Mark A. Puopolo, son of American Airlines Flight #11 victim Sonia Merecedes Morales Puopolo
Ruth Barbella mother of James W Barbella who died in the Terrorist Attacks on 9-11!!!
Jeff Magnuson, Son of Ronald Magnuson, 101st Floor, North Tower
Peter DeMartino, MTA Manhattan Vent Bldg clean up - prostrate cancer
Sheryl Magnuson, Daughter of Ronald Magnuson, 101st Floor, North Tower
Audrey Magnuson, Widow of Ronald Magnuson, 101st Floor, North Tower
Melina Muller Bartels
Frank J Barbella Father of James W Barbella who died in the Terrorist Attacks on 9-11!!!
George Palesano
Scott Williams, son of Louis C. Williams III who lost his life in the South Tower.
Ernest Long first responder
Barbara Jackman, mother of Brooke Alexandra Jackman age 23-Tower 1
Richard Mercedes, First Responder, diagnosed with chronic asthma. Be an American Mr. Barr.
Susan Bourque, sister in law of Sean P. Rooney, Tower 2
Stephen Bauer
Amy Stabile, Daughter of Herman C. Broghammer, Tower 2
Susan Mallery Gurian, Widow of Douglas B. Gurian, Tower 1
James Grimes NYPD 9/11 first responder and Survivor.
Mary V Muldowney, sister of FF Richard T Muldowney, FDNY Ladder 7
Steven Lamonsoff
Edward Cunn
Mercedes Lamonsoff
Paul McCormack. Retired NYPD Inspector and first responder blinded while working at Ground Zero
Francine Raggio, wife of Eugene Raggio, first responder killed in Tower 2
Glenn Engelken, first responder, diagnosed with cancer
Richard Olmo
Thomas Erickson
Mary Beth Dougherty, sister of Kevin James Murphy
James Bowden, brother of Thomas H Bowden tower 1
Luke Dougherty, brother-in-law of Kevin James Murphy
Kenneth Stromstedt first responder
Rosalie C. Rossi Phd. (a Cancer survivor from 9/11)
Denise Stromstedt Wife of first responder
worked close to ground zero
Danielle Bruehert, Daughter of Richard George Bruehert, Tower 1
Kathy Bowden, Sister of Thomas H Bowden. Jr WTC1
Thomas H Bowden, Sr - father of Thomas H Bowden, Jr WTC1
Rodney Riddick
William J. Heiser, first responder, permanently disabled as result of 9/11
Scott Jones...brother of Arthur J Jones III, Murdered in Tower One
Kimberly Meyer, Sister of Kathleen Nicosia, American Airlines Flight 11
Shielah Bowden, mother of Thomas H Bowden, Jr WTC1
John Monaghan, Retired NYPD Captain and first responder diagnosed with 9-11 cancer
Anthony Delgado First Responder
Daniel mundy NYFD retired. worked at Ground Zero and contact the cancer
William Hansen
Luke Waters, Retired NYPD Detective and first responder
Retired Police Officer, Jerome Kazlauskas NYPD ESU, First Responder
Paul Z Brown, cancer survivor/volunteer at Ground Zero
Kenneth G Lotito
Susan Waters, retired nurse and first responder diagnosed with 9-11 cancer
David Preyor, former FDNY firefighter diagnosed with asthma, sleep apnea and sinusitis
Carla Maria Bruno Volunteer
Curtis Jackson, FDNY member rescuer and survivor of WT towers 1 and 2
Irwin Steinman, Father of Alexander Steinman

John Brannen, first responder has attended over 80 funeral of friends and members.

Amalia Ribauo

Clinton Jones, First Responder, diagnosed with cancer

Paul Faenza, diagnosed with COPD

First Responder Det Felix Berrios

Linda Steinman, Mother of Alexander Steinman

Salvatore Paul Pennisi 911 Survivor

Roshni Thackurdeen

Rajesh Thackurdeen

Savita Thackurdeen

Lorraine Spear Catalano, Widow of Firefighter Robert W. Spear Jr., South Tower

Patricia Goss - First Responder

Khaled Choudhury

Linda Brinson Bowman wife of Larry Bowman security north tower. trapped firefighters he helped

Jerrier M Atassi

Thomas Burke

Scott T. Brady, brother of David Brian Brady

David Burford, Father of Christopher Lee Burford, US Navy, killed at The Pentagon

First responder utility worker, Ralph L. LeGrand

Kaitlyn Lang, niece of Rosanne P. Lang (North Tower) and cousin of Brendan M. Lang (South Tower)

Alfred Messina worked by the WTC. Certified by the WTCHP with cancer!

Frank Ryan (ret.P.O.)brother of B.C.Matthew L.Ryan(NYFD)First responder Tower 2

Barbara A Lang, Sister-in-law Rosanne P Lang, north Tower; Aunt of Brendan M. Lang, South Tower

Mike Daly FIRST RESPONDER CANCER

Brian O’Connor, FDNY Captain, forced to retire due to cancer, respiratory disease and sinusitis.

Joseph John Coppo III, son of Joseph John Coppo, Jr., North Tower

Veronica Klares, Widow of Richard J. Klares, Tower 2
Rafael Reyes Jr. diagnosed with cancer
John Hanley first responder diagnosed with cancer
Ronald P. Barz
John McDermott, retired Lieutenant and first responder
Michael Horan FDNY RETIRED...COPD
Filomena G Santorelli sister of Vincent Gallucci tower 1
Peter McCormack, retired Sergeant and first responder diagnosed with 9-11 lung disease
Michael Burns, One of the First of the First Responders. Diagnosed PTSD, Skeletal injuries Ret. NYPD
Angela Gallucci mother of Vincent Gallucci tower 1
Lisa ANzelone
Steven A. Cohen - 3 time cancer victim
Leticia Muszel, sister of Lydia Bravo, who was killed in the north tower on 9/11
Adis Reda sister in-law of Gregory Reda North Tower
Frank Ruggiere father of Bart Joseph Ruggiere
Darcie Scauso, Daughter of Dennis Scauso
Dissa Bustillo sister of Milton Bustillo
Carolyn LeBlanc. Daughter of Robert LeBlanc Flight 175
Steven Bryson, Police Officer, diagnosed with incurable cancer.
Janlyn Scauso, widow of my beloved, Dennis Scauso, FDNY First Responder, Hazardous Materials Co#1
McCarthy G. Smith, M.D., Brother of Daniel L.. Smith, South Tower
Danielle Bryson, Wife of First Responder living with cancer
Vincent Viola, Jr.
Christine O’Toole widow of FF Joseph O’Toole, Ladder 41 FDNY First responder diagnosed with Cancer
Vincent T. Fiore, diagnosed with 2 types of 9/11 related cancers.
Juliette Scauso, Daughter of FDNY Hazmat 1 First Responder, Dennis Scauso
Druanne Dillon, widow of Dr. Paul J. Bekowies, 9/11 cancer victim
Lorraine Fiore, wife of 9/11 cancer victim.
Our loved ones died from a hateful planned act, please don’t forget their families and children!
Nicole Drago, R.N., daughter of 9/11 victim.
Debbie Timothy
Donald Scauso, Son of FDNY Hazmat 1 First Responder, Dennis Scauso
Frederick Bliss
Peter McCormack, retired Sergeant and first responder diagnosed with 9-11 lung disease
Darcie Bailey-Scauso
Jinhee Kim
Darcie Scauso
John Eric Olson, widower of Naureen Lyons Olson
Ricky Vider widow of David E Rivers Tower 1
James Cahill, Father of Scott Cahill, North Tower, 104th Floor, Cantor Fitzgerald
Charles M. Clyne (Stop hiding behind the SaudS
Linda Cahill,, Mother of Scott Cahill, 104th Floor, North Tower, Cantor Fitzgerald
Ann McLaughlin, loving sister of my only fireman brother Timmy McSweeney
Paul Dieringer, First responder diagnosed with several illnesses
Patrick Cahill, Brother of Scott Cahill, North Tower, 104th Floor, Cantor Fitzgerald
Nathan Leaflight, brother of Alan Lederman, Tower 2
Sharon Arestegui (sister of Barbara Arestegui/AA Flt 11)
JOHN D LIGHTSEY
Christopher fusaro 1st responder with cancer
Michael Folger
Maryanne Mullany
EDWARD NAVARRO, father Karen Susan Navarro,Tower 1
Bart Marasciulo, Brother in law to Michael Tanner who perished in Tower 1
Cathy Calderon sister of 9/11 victim
Hiroyuki Takahashi
Elizabeth Navarro, mother of Karen Susan Navarro, Tower 1
Lorraine Spear Catalano, Widow of Firefighter Robert W. Spear Jr., South Tower
Jeffrey A. Stonehill, diagnosed with cancer.
Maria Tanner Marasciulo, Sister to Michael Tanner who perished in Tower 1
Todd A Stafinbil First Responder, Cancer Survivor.
Angelica ALLEN Widow of Eric T. ALLEN FDNY
Tara Bayer sister of Victim Scott McGovern
Melinda Nugent, Brother of Firefighter Timothy Welty, Squad 288 - deceased
William Welty, Father of Firefighter Timothy Welty, Squad 288 - deceased
Alfred Odea first responder
Rodney Nugent Brother-in-Law of Firefighter Timothy Welty, Squad 288 - deceased
Charles Krugler
Kai Nugent - Nephew of Firefighter Timothy Welty, Squad 288 - deceased
Christopher smith, son of Kevin Smith Hazmat 1
Shireen R. Shakouri, niece of Firefighter Dennis Scauso
Kathleen Allen daughter of Fire Fighter Eric T. Allen
Anthony Polichetti Survivor Tower 2
Ann McLaughlin, loving sister of my only fireman brother Timmy McSweeney
Susanne Deverson, Sister of Salvatore Gitto,Tower 1
Katherine Hoorn, mother of Brad Hoorn (22 yr. old health care analyst, 2001 Yale Grad) WTC Tower 1
Ret. Detective Thomas Denni NYPD, 911 first responder, and 911 survivor
Kerry Hughes
Erin Bekowies, surviving daughter of Paul Bekowies, DOS scientist
Joseph G Candela, Brother of John A Candela who was murdered in the 9/11 WTC Attacks-North Tower
Capt Thomas Kelly first responder FDNY
Maryland Caraballo, Responder 9/11 terrorist attack to US.
Susanne Deverson, attorney-in-fact for Mary Gitto, Mother of Salvatore Gitto, Tower 1
John Cushing, Son of Patricia Cushing, Flight 93
Glenn Jirka, first responder diagnosed with cancer
Joseph Morelli first responder diagnosed with copd,gerds, lost co workers
John White, first responder, diagnosed with prostrate cancer.
Floros Efstratiou
Jonathan Rodriguez
Judith Jones, Mother of Donald T. Jones II, murdered on 9/11.
Steven Goodstein
Irene C. Ross
Rochelle F. Gordon
Robyn De Vito Goldstein, daughter of Jerry De Vito, North Tower
John J Garramone
Craig Harris, son of Stewart D Harris
Delroy Nelson, son of Karene Gordon Tower 2
Maxine McCrann, Daughter of Charles McCrann who died in Tower 1 on 9/11/01
Christina Regenhard, sister of Christian Regenhard, FDNY, murdered 9/11/01 at WTC
Anne S Gabriel, widow of Richard P Gabriel, Flight 77
Kevin Kelly, Son of Timothy C Kelly, North Tower
Joe Webber
Donal Flynn, brother in law of Christian Regenhard, slain at WTC on 9/11/01
David H. Pickwick, First Responder, Respiratory Issues.
Eddy Nietzschmann- first responder diagnosed with asthma, GERD, sinusitis, PTSD.
Paul Iskyan, Brother of John F. Iskyan, murdered on 9/11/01 by the very terrorists you protect,
Anthony Graves Firt Responder diagnosed with numrous things.
Gladys Faccini, diagnosed with a rare cancer.
Michele Beamer Sorensen, Sister of Todd Beamer, United Flight 93
Margaret Eckert, sister-in-law of Sean Rooney, Tower 2
Jean Ann Calia-Kuhn, sister of Dominick E. Calia, one WTC
Kenneth Irby, brother of Stephanie Irby, North tower 98th Floor,
Lawrence J. Ayers
Deborah Calderon
Kevin Conroy First Responder NYC Sanitation
John R Andersen, ret NYPD - Dx with several 9/11 related health issues
Roseanne Reilly wife of Michael Reilly FDNY chronic sufferer of incurable lung disease.
Lauren Rodriguez, daughter of Anthony Rodriguez FDNY
Kevin Kilkenny, First responder, diagnosed with Asthma, and Reactive Airway Disease
Rocco Aquilone
Anthony J Russo, Verizon diagnosed with Barrett’s esophagus
Ursula Broghammer, Widow of Herman C Broghammer, Tower 2
Edward Arancio. Permanently injured in tower two on 911
Dorothy McAndrew
John White, first responder (PO) diagnosis w/cancer, RP. Please release the FBI documents
Charles G Demitz, brother of Carol Keyes Demitz, South Tower
Dominick R. Caminiti NYPD SICK
Rob Ryan brother of Ed Ryan father of 4, 92 floor Carr Futures
Danielle Cowan, daughter of Peter J. Ganci Jr., Chief of Department, FDNY
David E. Goldstein
Jill E. Killeen
Kerry Hughes
Lisa previti
Caroline Calderon sister of Edward Calderon WTC
Mariza Calderon Tangredi -sister of fallen hero, Edward...did not die in vain!
John R Navarra
Grace Donovan
Charles G. Wolf, Widower of Katherine Susan Wolf; 97th floor, Tower 1
Robert LagvilleGraham First Responder With 9/11 Certified Cancer
Kevin Barry NYPD Bomb Squad-First Responder to WTC 9/11/01
Linda Chirco, wife of retired FDNY diagnosed with lung disease due to 9/11
Thomas P Beatini, brother of Paul F Beatini, murdered in the collapse of WTC tower 2
Pamela Hohlweck, Widow of Thomas Hohlweck Jr, South Tower
Diane Ryan, widow of Edward Ryan
Brian Magee. Friend and colleague to 34 murdered souls.
Ida Bruno mother of Edward Calderon WTC
Pamela Hohlweck, Widow of Thomas Hohlweck Jr, South Tower
Awilda Asencio-Nunez (NYPD First Responder)
Al Bottega
Corinne A Warnock sister of Firefighter Henry A Miller Jr Ladder 105
Holt Walker III, First responder, diagnosed with multiple Cancers and Breathing conditions.
Brian G. Germain, FDNY diagnosed with WTC disease
John J DiMeglio
Bernard Warnock brother-in-Law of NY FF Henry A miller Jr Ladder 105
Grace Danahy, Daughter of Patrick Danahy, born after 9/11
Goenia Hector-Johnson, First Responder, diagnosed with multiple respiratory illnesses
Lori Shulman, widow of Mark Shulman, Tower 1
Jamie E. Shulman, daughter of Mark Shulman, Tower 1
Steven O’Brien twin brother of Scott murdered in the North Tower
Rosabel Colon
Karen Ann Mee, sister of John A Candela
Patricia Coughlin, widow of Sgt John Coughlin NYPD Emergency Service Unit
Thomas J Mee, brother-in-law of John A Candela
Leon T. Simmons, First Responder, diagnosed with cancer
Wayne Sforza, FDNY First Responder on 09/11/2001
Andrew J. Taddei, son of 9-11 victim Norma Taddei
Barbara La Barca
Frank Pezzuti - father of Kaleen Pezzuti
Barbara Rachko, widow of Dr. Bryan C. Jack, American Flight 77
Joseph McCarthy. FDNY. First responder diagnosed with cancer
Father-in-law of Todd Pelino
Lisa Carlino Torres
Leandro Torres
Joann Gross
Clyde Bohanna, first responder, diagnosed with Cancer. I respectfully request The files be released.
Sidney Torres
José C Paz Gutierrez, brother of Victor Paz-Gutierrez dead in Windows Of The World
Retired Police Officer, Jerome Kazlauskas NYPD ESU, First Responder
John Arthur Candela, Son of John Anthony Candela, Tower 1
Shirley a Felt Mother of Edward Felt, flight 93
JoAnn D Cross, widow of BC Dennis A Cross Bn 57 Brooklyn NY
Steven F. Magri
Patricia D. Lewis, Widow is Adam J. Lewis, Tower 2
Charlene Fiore, Widow of Firefighter Michael C Fiore
James Kemp Sick First Responder
Cristina D. Guanlao
Kathleen Danahy, Daughter of Patrick W. Danahy
Carolann Kemp Wife of very sick First responder
James Seip. Diagnosed with cancer
Shaya Preiserowicz, worked downtown on 911, diagnosed with cancer
Joseph Kemp Son of very sick First responder
Frank Berran First Responder
Patricia Smith, First responder, diagnosed Stage IV Lung Cancer
Steven DAngelo, Wall Street Tech, Pre Cancerous WTC American.
Vielka Chambers diagnosed with lungs disease
Charles G Demitz, brother of Carol Keyes Demitz, South Tower
Charles J. Houck first responder not diagnosed with any cancer as of 7/6/2020
Vincent DeLuca, first responder, lung disease
Melissa Wilson (sister of Todd Beamer Flight 93)
Thomas Cushing, Son of Patricia Cushing, Flight 93
Michael Scanlan
Gerry Maloney diagnosed with Prostate Cancer
Brett Eagleson, son of Bruce Eagleson who died staying behind at the South Tower to help evacuation
Dorothy Garcia Bachler Widow of Andrew Sonny Garcia. One of the 40 heroes on Flight 93.
Kevin McNamara acquired leukemia from 911
Richard Scally
Steven Gentile first responder with lung and stomach issues.
Was a 35 y/o 1st. Responder nypd Sgt. now disabled due to cancer, asthma Sgt. Robert W. Gray
Shaun O Sullivan
Ann McAlary, mother of James McAlary
Dawn Meyer-Fuchs
Barbara Tirado mother of David Tirado tower 1 born 2/14/1975 and died 09/11/2001 and I want justice

Philip von Preysing, Battery Park Resident diagnosed with cancer

Tom Mee, Brother-in-law of John A. Candela

Jeffrey LeVeen Jr

Robert Schleicher

Joseph M Jirovec FDNY Retired / US Army

Ruth Lafuente Jacobsen, daughter of Juan Lafuente, Tower 1

Joseph Tenneriello

Michael GIACCONe

Pamela B Trentini, daughter James A Trentini and Mary B Trentini, AA # 11

Raffaele Ruggiero, NYMEX trader, diagnosed with Sarcoidosis

EMT, Lung Disease, Autoimmune Disorder

Sgt. Robert Fawcett retired NYPD

James R. Davis III, First responder diagnosed with cancer

Patrizia Cortazzo, Widow of First Responder P.O. John Mark Cortazzo diagnosed with Blood Cancer

Jason Tucker, brother of Brian Warner, Tower 1

Ana R Conte widow of John Conte, first responded

Beginning to think that Biden would do more us! Your political stance on this disgust me!

Meredith Loomis Fry widow of Peter Christian Fry SECOND TOWER - Father of two

Misha Gnazzo Yoshida, Sister of John T Gnazzo

Joseph Mckay

Anthony Conti - First Responder: NYPD/ESU

Ellen Hughes sister of Steven F. Schlag murdered in the North Tower by terrorists you are protecting

Matthew Wisniewski, Son of Alan L. Wisniewski, 104th Floor - South World Trade Tower

John Olori, 911 responder with plenty of medical issues.

Retired Lieutenant Michael Marten, diagnosed with cancer.

Michael Keegan first responder multiple lung and sinus problems

Kathleen Wisniewski, Widow of Alan L. Wisniewski, 104th floor - South World Trade Center
Andrew Williams, brother of Brian Williams, Tower 1
Muriel Wisniewski, Mother of Alan L. Wisniewski, 104th Floor, South World Trade Center
Anthony Cortazzo, son of PAPD P.O. John Mark Cortazzo who passed from 9/11 blood cancer
Gianna Cortazzo, daughter of PAPD P.O. John Mark Cortazzo who passed from 9/11 blood cancer
Charles J. Houck, first responder not diagnosed with any cancer as of 7/6/2020
Peter J Guastamacchia, First Responder with multiple 9/11 ailments.
Laurence Parker, FDNY first responder, diagnosed with multiple medical conditions.
Susan Smith Hicks, sister of Danny Smith, murdered on the 84th floor, Tower Two
Lorraine Moskal, widow of William Moskal, Tower One, 100th Floor. Our hearts haven’t healed.
Retired FDNY
Dr. Joseph A. Finley, Jr., Ph.D., Retired FBI Special Agent - 1975-2004
Serious Respiratory Issues
James Giaccone, brother of Joseph Giaccone, 103rd floor of tower one (north)
Edward Miller, brother of Robert A. Miller, South Tower, New York State Dept. Taxation and Finance
I. McManus, another sickened person affected by 911.
Barbara Wiswall O’Gorman, sister of David Wiswall, Tower 2
Michael A. Fella
Timothy
Stephen Ceraulo, 9/11 first responder, FDNY EMS
Michael A. Fella
Timothy
Dyan Zinzi, Widow of Michael J Zinzi, North Tower 100th floor
Patrizia Cortazzo, Widow of First Responder P.O. John Mark Cortazzo diagnosed with Blood Cancer
Deborah Ceraulo RN, wife of a sick 9/11 first responder
Karen Eckert, sister-in-law of Sean Rooney, killed in Tower 2
Neil Ferro, first responder diagnosed with numerous cancers
Robert P Ryan
Justin Sivin, Son of Joel Miller, Tower 2
Roberta Morell, widow of George W. Morell, Cantor Fitzgerald
Eileen Butler, Sister of Thomas Butler South tower
Drew Marmo
Courtney A Keenan
Gordon W. Felt, Brother of Edward P. Felt, Passenger Flight 93 & President of Families of Flight 93
Mary Dunne, mother of Christopher J. Dunne
Rafael Badillo First Responder
Maria Bourdis
Marivel Salcedo Guerra
Nancy Walsh, partner of Carol Flyzik, Passenger on the first plane to hit the twin towers.
Maurice Lashambae
Michele Aran
Rafael Badillo First Responder
Liborio Palmeri, Forman worker 1 Liberty plaza then after 9/11 cleaned sight, died of AML (leukemia)
Henderson First responder
John Mullen
Gwynetta Rossi mother of Shannon Lewis Adams 25 yrs old accountant Tower 1
John Diaz Galletti
CHARLES T MOLLUZZO
I am a first responder on 9/11
Ann McAlary, mother of James McAlary
first responder (NYFD)-diagnosed with cancer--Gerard Kriloff
Neville Brown, First responder, diagnosed with cancer
Joseph Owens
Kevin Barry NYPD Bomb Squad-First Responder to WTC 9/11/01
Catherine Ng-Pepe, Widow of Salvatore F. Pepe, WTC1- North Tower 98th Fl
SONIA TITA PUOPOLO
Salvatore L. Pepe, son of Salvatore F. Pepe, WTC1 - North Tower - 98th Fl
Soon F. Ng, Father-in-law of Salvatore F. Pepe, WTC1-North Tower-98 Floor
Jeff Bailey First Responder
Sherian Hobbs-Lightfoot eldest sister of Tara Yvette Hobbs
Harumi Takahashi, Widow of Keiichiro Takahashi, South Tower
FDNY First responder
Clifford Pase first responder
World Trade murders
Gregory Straub FDNY
Still suffering since 9/11/01
Fern and Martin Rosenbaum our son killed in the North tower, His remains never found.
Barbara Martinez, First Responder
Douglas J Burrell, 9/11 Search and Rescue
Alfred Schille diagnosed with Multiple Myeloma
Sean Donovan
Scott A Duryea
our son Brooke Rosenbaum killed without remains ever being found..Fern and Martin
Rosenbaum
Karen Moriarty First Responder diagnosed with breast cancer and subsequent illness and
disability.
Amanda deloughery daughter of Colleen a deloughery wtc
Karen Palmer, mother of Seth Palmer who died of AML leukemia
Christine Foti, NYPD First Responder, diagnosed with Cancer!
Manuel T Suarez father of David S Suarez killed in Tower One (North Tower) on 9/11/2001
Joseph P. Hanley
Francis Foti, Husband and First Responder of victim, first responder diagnosed with Cancer
Richard Lehmann- Three diagnosis related to WTC attack.
Kathryn L. LeVeen, Daughter of Jeffrey E. LeVeen
Mary Ellen Ferris, First Responder diagnosed with numerous health issues.
Anthony Vitagliano
John Ashton, Father of Thomas J. Ashton, WTC North Tower.
Jack Siracusa
Amanda deloughery daughter of Colleen a deloughery wtc
Charles Riley
Christine J. Bini, Widow of Firefighter Carl V. Bini, South Tower
Helene Gnazzo Widow of John T Gnazzo Tower 1
Kathleen Ashton, Mother of Thomas J. Ashton, WTC North Tower.
John Gnazzo son of John T Gnazzo Tower 1
Jule Gnazzo daughter of John T Gnazzo Tower 1
Louis Chiappetta, diagnosed with multiple 9-11 related illnesses
Colleen Amato, Sister of Thomas J. Ashton, WTC North Tower.
Charles Gambino, First responder
Michael L. Kalmus
Mary Buckley, Sister of Thomas J. Ashton, WTC North Tower.
Maureen Petronis, Sister of Florence Gregory, South Tower of World Trade
Michael J. Angerhauser
Kim Diamond, lower Manhattan resident, diagnosed with multiple cancers
Teresa Hunter Labo, Sister of Joseph G Hunter FDNY
Richard Eisman, Brother in Law of Joshua Birnbaum
Sean P Hunter, Brother of Joseph G Hunter FDNY
Jean C Fischer, widow of Capt. John R Fischer FDNY L20 killed 9/11/01
Bridget T Hunter, Mother of Joseph G Hunter FDNY
William McCann
Tomoko Schlag, Widow of Steven F. Schlag, Tower 1/Cantor Fitzgerald
Lori Kane, Widow of Howard L Kane, Tower 1
Ilana Eberson. Volunteer for Red Cross & other organizations. Ongoing medical issues & surgeries.
Heather Vulpone daughter of David R Meyer
Osvaldo Valentin first responder diagnosed with cancer
Victor Nicholasi, First responder, diagnosed with cancer
Stefanie Parish, daughter of the fallen Carl V. Bini, FDNY Rescue 5
James Gallagher
Revdr.johnny lee johnson md
Roshni Thackurdeen
Thomas R. Buhse, brother of Patrick J. Buhse, WTC North Tower, MURDERED by Saudi backed terrorists.
Gary Rettig
Edgar Zbeda
Victims Compensation Survivor worked on site for eight months with multiple illnesses.
David Marrone
Anne VandeVander, Widow of Jon VandeVander, Tower 1
Barbara Palazzo proud sister of Thomas Palazzo, a civilian who was lost on 9/11 in the North tower.
Richard Thomas Holt, Very Sick and have been unjustly compensated, ashamed of the United States
Andrew LeVeen, Son of Jeffrey LeVeen Sr.
Tina Cammarata, sister of Joseph J. Zuccala, who died on 9/11 in the South Tower.
Anthony Igneri
Ricardo Campos, First Responder, Diagnosed with Cancer
Richard Holt
Linda Knorpp
Victor Salimeni
Joseph De Gaetano
Anthony C Giaconelli FDNY
Joan Parker, Widow of Philip Lacey Parker, South Tower 99th Floor
Caren Montano. Widow of Craig D Montano, did in WTC
Andrew LeVeen, Son of Jeffrey LeVeen Sr.
Lukas Montano son of Craig Montano died in WTC104th fl
Liam Montano. Son of Craig Montano. Doednin WTC 104th Fl
Miriam M. Biegeleisen
Thomas Gunn first responder diagnosed with COPD, sinusitis, and, GERD
Michelle Anderson, niece of Jonathan Briley Tower 1
Dale J Oliver, brother of Leah E Oliver, North Tower
Derrick Anderson, brother in law to Yvette Anderson Tower 2
Patricia K Han, widow of Frederic K Han
Nancy Salter, sister of Tom Burke Tower 1
Eric Jay Han, Son of Frederic K Han
Marvin Anderson, widow of Yvette Anderson, Tower 2
Elaine Coby, sister in law to Yvette Anderson, Tower 2
Jordan Christian, godson of Jonathan Briley, Tower 1
Ronald Anderson, brother in law of Yvette Anderson Tower 2
Mildred Naiman Family - Flight 11
Karen Moynihan (wife of FDNY RET)
Sheila Ornedo, Widow of Ruben Ornedo, Flt. 77 At Pentagon.
Terri Sondak
Kathy Nerney widow of Lt. Kevin P. Nerney FDNY
Michael angerhauser
Thomas Smith son of firefighter Kevin Smith
Vincent Pulizzi
George L Gabriel, Brother of 1st LT Richard P Gabriel USMC Retired
Kelly Bosco-Manzi, Sister of Richard E. Bosco, killed at North Tower on 9/11
Gladys Faccini, diagnosed with a rare cancer.
Jennifer Mascal
Lillian Gatti. Widow of Albert Gatti, First Responder Ground Zero, diagnosed with Neuroendocrine CA
Rebecca Wynne sister of Richard M Blood Jr, South Tower WTC
Daniel Maher
Blanca Gutierrez mother of Victor Paz-Gutierrez dead in Windows of World
Maura Jean O'Doherty Lee (Sister of Amy O'Doherty - Cantor Fitzgerald 104th Floor Tower 1).
Julia Paz Gutierrez sister of Victor Paz-Gutierrez dead in Windows on the world
George Cerbasi Firefighter. Diagnosed with Sarcoidosis in all my organs.
Garrett Schlag, Son of Steven Francis Schlag, Tower 1
Stella DiCostanzo, widow of George R. DiCostanzo diagnosed and died of cancer due to 9/11
Robert Folger, son of Jane Folger, Flight 93
Patricia A. Madamas, sister of Daniel P. Trant, Cantor Fitz, Tower 1, brother of 8, father of 3, son of 2
John Seymour son of Jacqueline June Norton who was murdered on flight 11 on 9/11 Never Forget!
, Rodolfo Salcedo, Special Agent, DHS, retired
Mark Quinn Reo
Frank M Gaide first responder diagnosed with asthma, cancer,
Kerri Kiefer-Viverito (Sister of FDNY FF Michael Kiefer- Murdered on 9/11 WTC)
Tassos Philippakos
Paul DiAgostino brother of Michael DiAgostino, Tower 1
Meghan Metzemaekers sister of John Armand Reo
William F Gardner, 9/11 responder and recovery worker, diagnosed with lung issues, PTSD,
Clara DiAgostino, mother of Michael DiAgostino, Tower 1
Daniel Hettrick, FDNY First Responder
Carlo DiAgostino, father of Michael DiAgostino, Tower 1
Retired Mark Caruso
Debra McSweeney, Widow of Timothy Patrick McSweeney, FDNY Ladder Co. 3
Dakota Schlag, Son of Steven Schlag, Tower 1
Robert V Kreuz
Brett Eagleson, son of Bruce Eagleson who died staying behind at the South Tower to help evacuation
Pawel Jakubiak, son of Maria Jakubiak
Maria Ryan Baldwin, Widow of Jonathan S. Ryan, Tower 2
Andy Dinnoo, widow of Rena Sam Dinnoo, Tower 1
Andre joseph
Humberto Cales, First responder, diagnosed with cancer.
Nancy Metro, widow of Lane Metro
John Joseph Caliso
Michael P, first responder, diagnosed with sleep apnea, acid reflux, asthma, sinusitis
Harry Ong Jr. (brother of Betty Ann Ong, heroic flight attendant AA #11)
Dorothy L. Ong, (sister in law of Betty Ann Ong, heroic flight attendant AA#11)
ME Fung, Police Off.
Lisa Palazzo widow of FF Jeffrey Palazzo
John t chung
Mrs. Gum Oy Ong, mother of Betty Ann Ong (f/a on AA#11). I am 94 years old & waiting for justice!
Jennifer Mascali
Júlia C Sears sister of Carlos Cortes Rodriguez, Tower 2 Diagnosed high blood pressure, glaucoma
Júlia C Sears sister of Carlos Cortes Rodriguez, Tower 2 Diagnosed high blood pressure, glaucoma
Jeanette Newberry COPD and surgery for lung cancer.
Nicole Palazzo, Daughter of FF Jeffrey Palazzo
Andrew Cunningham - brother of deceased victim Michael Cunningham, killed in the south tower.
Armondo P. Cordone
Lynne O'Connor, Widow of Richard J. O'Connor, North Tower
David Cano
Josephine Laieta, Mother of Vincent Laieta, Tower 2
Michelle Kemp
Wendi Gabrielli
David Castelli, Survivor, diagnosed with pulmonary fibrosis
Anthony J. Raganella, Sr. - 9/11 disabled first responder
Ronal Darcy, Retired Firefighter, 9/11 Medical Issues. Still missing my friends and colleagues lost!
Caron Jo Addesso Retired NYPD Lieutenant
Bobby
Peter C. Freund. Son of Peter L. Freund, Lieutenant Engine 55
Robert T. Neider, FDNY. (Cancer & Gerd)
Thomas Brennan, first responder -NYPD, diagnosed with 9-11 diseases
Addison Irby Brother of Stephanie V Irby
Our loved ones died from a hateful planned act, please don’t forget their families and children!

Dianna Viera

Kristen M Carpenter (Suarez)

Thomas Luniewski First responder FDNY L144 disabled from 911 exposure. Lungs, Sinuses and GERD

Anthony Brucculeri first responder diagnosed with spot in my right lung

Scott Milne, First Responder with health issues

Elizabeth Velazquez

Colleen Andello

James C Mager

Brett Brendan Cahill, son of John Brett Cahill

Dorothy Bogdan, Widow or Nicholas A Bogdan WTC

Raymond Farrell First Responder

Ken Yesky

Joseph Imparato Retired Lt. FDNY. Permanently disabled due to lung injuries sustained at WTC.

Lynn Baumgarten. Sister of Glen Wall, lost in Tower 2.

Kevin Wall. Brother of Glen Wall, lost in Tower 2.


Brian Wall. Brother of Glen Wall, lost in Tower 2.


Josette Lang. My sister in law Roseanne Lang and nephew Brenden were murdered on 9/11 help please

Diane Wall. Widow of Glen Wall, lost in Tower 2.


Jeannine Daly, Sister of Christine Barbuto, perished on American Airlines Flight 11, Tower 1.

Avery Wall. Daughter of Glen Wall, lost in Tower 2.

Timothy Wall. Nephew of Glen Wall, lost in Tower 2.

Michael Wall, First Responder(NYPD Officer) and nephew of Glen Wall, lost in Tower 2.

Patricia Wall. Niece of Glen Wall, lost in Tower 2.
Kerry Wall. Niece of Glen Wall, lost in Tower 2.
Collin Wall. Nephew of Glen Wall, lost in Tower 2.
Brendan Wall. Nephew of Glen Wall, lost in Tower 2.
Gina Wall. Niece of Glen Wall, lost in Tower 2.
Mary Baumgarten. Niece of Glen Wall, lost in Tower 2.
Tracy Baumgarten. Niece of Glen Wall, lost in Tower 2.
Guy Della Monica. Uncle of Glen Wall, lost in Tower 2.
Al Risorto. Uncle of Glen Wall, lost in Tower 2.
Irene F Passaro-Durbin, Sister of Suzanne H Passaro
Kimberly Trudel, widow of Fred Rimmelle
William Francis Gates Jr.
Steve Procknal nephew of Sean Rooney
Mildred Diele widow of John Diele
Joseph Oriente
Cynthia Blest, sister of Sean Rooney, South Tower
Joseph McNulty brother and first responder
Carmen Chiclana, first responder. Diagnosed with respiratory ailment.
Bernadette Hayes sister of Michael Cunningham in tower 2
Michael Ginex, Tower One survivor diagnosed with cancer.
Christopher Cirino, First Responder FDNY, diagnosed with COPD, Asthma, RADS
Robert T Urgo, Fireman diagnosed with cancer. Do your job. Hold the guilty parties accountable.
Madeleine Zuccala, Widow of Joseph Zuccala, Tower 2
Rich DeBlase Brother of James tower 1
Mary Haag, Widow of Gary R. Haag, Tower 1
Francis Sweeney Jr, First Responder, diagnosed with skin cancer and other 9/11 ailments.
Frank DiGiovanna
Scott Holowach FDNY First Responder forced to retire after 13 years because of 911 illnesses
Annette Vulpis wife/caretaker of survivor with cancer
DOMINIC J. PUOPOLO, SR. Widower, Sonia M. Puopolo
Dianne M Walsh - sister of Christine Barbuto, AA Flt 11
John Johnstone First Responder
Michael E Walsh, Brother-in-law of Christine Barbuto, AA Flt 11
Nicholas Walsh, Nephew of Christine Barbuto, AA Flt 11
Mikaila L Walsh, Niece of Christine Barbuto, AA Flt 11
Thomas Leanza -Fdny firefighter &first responder Diagnosed with asthma and other wtc illnesses
Haylee M Walsh, Niece of Christine Barbuto, AA Flt 11
William McMahon
Lawrence giugliano widow of Cynthia giugliano lost in tower two
Gabriel C. Darretta
Florence Darretta
Joseph C. Darretta
Gabriel J. Darretta
Dean J. D'Ambrosi
Patricia Coughlin, widow of Sgt John Coughlin NYPD Emergency Service Unit
Patricia McCann niece of Robert Twomey 911
Chiemi York, widow of Kevin York, Tower 2
Frank Giordano
Edward Arancio. Permanently injured in tower two on 911
Kathleen Arancio. Wife of Edward Arancio Injured in tower two on 911
William couchon NYPD, first responder, asthmatic, gird
Colleen Arancio. Daughter of Edward Arancio Who was injured in tower two on 911
NYPD Police Officer Chris Jacobellis (Medically Retired), First Responder/Cancer victim
Jeff A, First Responder, present at the World Trade Center site as the Towers burned and collapsed
Mrs Davis Widow of Carlton Davis who removed debris from ground zero.
Gene DeSantis, first responder
Patti Quigley wife of Patrick J Quigley IV, United 175
James Ryan, Brother of Jonathan S. Ryan, Tower 2
Rachel Quigley daughter of Patrick J Quigley IV, United 175
Leah Quigley daughter of Patrick J Quigley IV, United 175
The Sisson Family
The Jannazzo Family
Fidel T. Oliver
Robi Kellerman widow of Peter R. Kellerman
Steven Meltzer father in law of Peter Kellerman
Kimberly Meyer, Sister of Kathleen Nicosia, American Airlines Flight 11
Anthony Cavalieri 1st responder with 9/11 illnesses
James P. Minardi
Gerard P O’Riordan
D Raia
Mary D. O’Neill. Sister of Sean Gordon Corbett O’Neill, North Tower
Charles Brown
Kevin P. Hayes
Charles Brown
Carolyn Crummey
Peter J Sullivan, diagnosed with cancer
William Bosco III, Brother of Richard Bosco
Robert Roper
Carmen Cerreto
Joseph Montalto prostrate cancer and squamous cell skin cancer survivor
Michael O’Brien
Tom Wainio, Brother of Elizabeth Wainio, Flight 93
Joseph Baccellieri Jr.
Ronald Barber
Eli Langman, volunteer first responder, diagnosed with 6 recurrences of cancer.
David Harris
Thomas Brown FDNY. Diagnosed with cancer
Jill Wiseman, sickened
Cynthia McKeon, widow of John McKeon, diagnosed with cancer
Edward L. Strand
Michael Gutierrez, Police Officer 911 first responder. Diagnosis with copd
John P Poulos
Alfonse Pagano resident and place of business Pearl and Maiden Lane. Diagnosed with COPD
Kimberly Beaven, Widow of Alan Anthony Beaven, UA Flight 93
Peter Pace I was a first responder it's a shame the way the government is withholding evidence.
A Cassillo, First Responder
Susan Dolan, sister of John Swaine
Dallas McKinney, brother to deceased victim Darryl L. McKinney
Jean Schlag Nebbia, sister of Steven Francis Schlag in WTC Bldg. 2, murdered by terrorist U protect!
Natalie Makshanov, Widow of Jason Sekzer
Rita Dawn Santos First Responder diagnosed with cancer
Patrick Kelly, first responder, diagnosed with cancer
Ronald K Lee
William V. DeMorris-Volunteer, diagnosed with Kidney Cancer 2007-100% USMC Disabled Veteran-AMERICAN
Vincent A Guerriera
Henry Borawski First Responder diagnosed with Cancer
Brian Muldowney, brother of Richard Muldowney FDNY 9/11/01
James Scullin, brother of Arthur Warren Scullin, tragically lost on the 98th Fl of the North Tower.
Rochelle Kane mother of Howard Lee KANE
Lori Mascali, widow of FDNY FF Joseph Mascali, South Tower
Walt Bieszczad. First responder with lung, back and a host of other related injuries.
Frank Palminteri
Patrick Martin-FDNY survivor of 9/11 now with debilitating asthma and GERD
Dennis and Lois McCarthy
Laura Iskyan, sister for John F Iskyan, Tower 2
Dennis McCarthy, father of Justin McCarthy
Mary Ann Sweeney, Mother of FF Brian E. Sweeney, South Tower, WTC
George Oechsler, retired FDNY Firefighter
Anne Leddy
Michael A. Mancino
Michael Gutierrez, Police Officer 911 first responder. Diagnosis with copd
Kimberly Fuscaldo, Widow of Raymond Fuscaldo, First responder
Diane Genco, Widow of Peter V Genco, Jr., Tower 1
Angela Fuscaldo, Mother of Raymond Fuscaldo, First Responder
Lori Haag Hernmann, Sister of 9/11 victim, Gary Robert Haag
Maureen Sanborn, Sister of Captain John R. Fischer, FDNY, perished on 9/11/01
Robert Gies, son of Lt. Ronnie E. Gies - FDNY
Dr. William Eisenberg - Survivor diagnosed with Cancer
Danilo Mercik
Thomas a Raymond
Michael Saccomanno
Brian Mullen, NYPD retired Diagnosed with cancer
Daughter of Patrick Danahy
Debra Geller-Widow of Steven Geller-North Tower
Elaine Barrett
Frank Fiscello
Richard Wallis, First Responder
Elizabeth M. Rego, mother of Leah E. Oliver, lost forever from the 96th fl of No Tower
Claudia Ruggiere
Andrew ielpi
Joseph P Hourihan, First Responder
Margaret Brown, Sister of FF Kevin J. Smith
Jeffrey Anstead, First Responder disabled due to 9/11 TERRORIST ATTACKERS
retired FDNY firefighter who volunteered at towers. now ill!
Jean Lembo, sister of Alan Lederman, Tower 2
Scott Miller, nephew of Robert Miller
Nicole DeAngelis, Daughter of first responder Battalion Chief Thomas P DeAngelis
Diane Miller Widow of FF Henry Miller Ladder105
Michael Razukiewicz, first responder, diagnosed with asthma, chronic bronchitis, sinusitis, polyps
Barry Kahn WTC EMT. AG Barr you are NOT Acting in the Best Interest Of America
Judith REO mother of John A Reo
Julia M Burke
Alicia Cohen Daughter of Patricia Cushing and Niece of Jane Folger, Flight 93
Glenn S. kaminsky, Responder
domenick d'ambola
Adam Kane, brother of Howard Kane, Comptroller of Windows on the World
Sammy Miraglia, First Responder, Diagnosed with Cancer
Joshua Behar
Adina Behar
David Harris
Dawn Bryfogle, Widow of Mark Bruce, Tower 1
Donald Cimino Port Authority PD diagnosed with cancer
Karen Eckert, sister-in-law of Sean Rooney, killed in Tower 2
Frank Barbella Brother of James W Barbella on safety team at World Trade Center tower 2. Michael Razukiewicz, first responder, diagnosed with asthma, chronic bronchitis, sinusitis, polyps
Silvia Eiberman, Mother of Ariel Louis Jacobs, North tower
gary westwood
Andrew T Colbert
Julie Kelly widow of Timothy Kelly Tower 1 WTC
Sara and James O’Grady parents of James Andrew O’Grady-tower two
Antoine Reels NYPD Officer First responder Diagnosed with a brain tumor
John G Crowe First reaponder, diagnosed with three NIOSH certified cancers!!!
Donna Caballero, sister to Rosanne Lang Tower 1 Aunt to Brendan Lang Tower 2
Donna Caballero Executrix on behalf of William and Rose Lang Estates parents to Rosanne P. Lang
Charles Scalzo, First responder to the World Trade Center on 9/11/01
Donna Caballero, Executrix on behalf of William/Rose Lang Estate, grandparents to Brendan M. Lang
Amy Weaver Achilles, widow of Todd Weaver, tower 2
Michael Kane, cousin of Cristine Barbuto, AA Flt 11
Andrew ielpi
Barbara Martinez, First Responder
Peter LaCorte, twin brother of Andrew LaCorte
Amanda Caballero niece to Rosanne Lang tower I, cousin to Brendan Lang tower II
Barbara Tirado {mother of David Tirado in Tower 1 killed and no remains found.
BethAnn Caballero niece to Rosanne Lang tower I, cousin to Brendan Lang tower II
Joseph Caballero nephew to Rosanne Lang tower I, cousin to Brendan Lang tower II
James Elder NYPD
William Caballero nephew to Rosanne Lang tower I, cousin to Brendan Lang tower II
Al Caballero, brother in law to Rosanne Lang tower I, uncle to Brendan Lang tower II
Charlene Fiore, Widow of Firefighter Michael C Fiore
Robert J Essex
Nicole DeAngelis, Daughter of first responder Battalion Chief Thomas P DeAngelis
Efrain Fermaint, First response
Thomas Leanza -Fdny firefighter &first responder Diagnosed with asthma and other wtc illnesses
Fernando Valerio first responder diagnosed with cancer
Nancy Picone, sister of Arturo Angelo Sereno, MURDERED in the north tower
Frank Picone, brother in law of Arturo Angelo Sereno, killed in the north tower
Anna Sereno, mother of Arturo Angelo Sereno, brutally killed in the north tower
Edward England, Disabled First Responder
Sabrina Picone, niece of Arturo Angelo Sereno, killed in the north tower
Michael Picone, nephew of Arturo Angelo Sereno, killed in the north tower
Rebecca Wynne sister of Richard M Blood Jr, South Tower WTC
Joseph Berardi, First Responder, diagnosed with cancer
John Donohue, first responder with current health issues as a result of working at ground zero.
Don Oliver, my brother Edward K Oliver was murdered in Tower 1
Wendy Feinberg- Widow of FF Alan Feinberg
Matthew O'Connor, son of Richard O'Connor, Tower 1
Mary Corley Boyle, sister-in-law of Captain John R. Fischer, FDNY L20 killed 9/11/01
John K Wegenaar, first responder diagnosed with acid reflux, GERD, sinusitis and polymyositis.
Tara Edgette, daughter of firefighter Alan Feinberg
Michael Feinberg
Michele Maresca Schule-Spouse of John Schule diagnosed with several physical and emotional issues
William Hastings-FDNY
Deborah Hagerty Loeffler Sister of Karen Elizabeth Hagerty
Joann Meehan, Widow of Damian Meehan, North Tower
Maria Begeleus, Victim diagnosed with multiple medical conditions
Rebecca Wynne sister of Richard M Blood Jr, South Tower WTC
Police Officer Joseph Szaniszlo, lost several co-workers and friends
Digna Hernandez widow of Raul Hernandez
Michael Guido
Gerard Fenn, 911 Responder at 140 West St. Diagnosed ABPA and Parotid Tumors.
Johanna Brager FDNY EMS EMT Retired, 911 Cancer Survivor
jeffrey kulikowski
Peter Cosgrave diagnosed with asthma, sleep apnea, acid reflux and skin cancer.
Maria Di Pilato spouse of Joseph Di Pilato ‘Tower 2’
Tara Cruz, first responder, diagnosed with cancer.
Peter J Ganci III son of Peter J Ganci Jr. Chief of Dept FDNY
Michael Horan FDNY retired and diagnosed with COPD
Jean Schlag Nebbia, sister of Steven Francis Schlag in WTC Bldg. 2, murdered by terrorists you protect
Christopher Geissler. Fractured ankle
Kristin Walsh
Jose Crespo
Jeffrey M. Curtis Cousin of David Angell flight 11 & J. Edgar Hoover
Caroline Calderon sister of Edward Calderon WTC
Kenneth Quinn first responder diagnosed with asthma.
Tom Mullen, retired FDNY, diagnosed with numerous illnesses
Timothy R Fischer, Son of Captain John R Fischer FDNY
Thomas Hartigan, First Responder, Retired NYPD
Joseph A Kowkabany Jr respiratory issues
Lookman O Afolayan volunteer and victim of this catastrophic event.. all kind of sickness and PTSD
Stuart Yule, First Responder, Diagnosed with 3 locations of skin cancer
Lori A. Fuzia
Ronald Schlitt
Thomas S. and Margaret Ann Johnson, parents of Scott M. Johnson, who was killed September 11, 2001.
Mary McMillan first responder diagnosed with GERD. Sinusitis
Susan pike, 2-time breast and lung cancer survivor
Juanita Collier, City Worker dealing with recurring cancer
Anne Jordan Stewart, mother of Robert T. Jordan killed in North Tower
Stephen Campo, first responder.
Robert W. Gayer First Responder. The FBI needs to do the right things for the people of the US FIRST.
Heidi Bauer-Pollard Sister of W. David Bauer - Cantor Fitzgerald
Jose DeJesus, NYPD 013Pct.
Kevin Kleran, Police first responder and 3-time cancer diagnoses.
Paul Cunningham, brother of Michael Cunningham, South Tower, 83rd Floor
NYFD Alan Levine
FDNY Alan S. Levine
Joanne Navarra Widow of Lt. Victor Navarra - FDNY, Died from Cancer
Regina Passananti
Ivan N Fernandez, retired Court Clerk, WTC Area Survivior(with 2 cancers since)
L.R. Pepe
Chris Lynch, first responder, diagnosed with copd and ptsd
Janitza Soto
Radame Fernandez
Ysabella Fernandez
Clifford Pase first responder
Tim Murphy whose brother Kevin was murdered on 9/11
Mary E. Taddei, Daughter of Norma C. Taddei, Tower 1
Loretta E. Taddei, Daughter of Norma C. Taddei, Tower 1
Kathleen Ganci, the wife of Peter J. Ganci Jr., Chief of Department FDNY
Carole Reichert
Andrew J. Taddei, Son of Norma C. Taddei, Tower 1
Brian J Lavin, N Y P D (diagnosed with cancer)
Lauren Montanile, Niece of Bryan Jack
Firefighter Mike Ryan with medical issues from 9/11
Paul Remenschneider
W. B. Novotny, brother of 911 victim, Brian Novotny, North Tower 104th floor
William Ligarzewski, FDNY - disability WTC
Susan Lenoir, Widow of John Robinson Lenoir
Andrew R. Lenoir, son of John R Lenoir
Courtney A. Lenoir, daughter of John R. Lenoir
Dan O'Connor, Tower 2 survivor+ first responder-cancer lung problems.
Timothy J Lang brother of Rosanne Lang Uncle to Brendan Lang WTC towers
Timothy J Dailey Port authority police retired
Beth Dailey Port authority police spouse
Richard Lang brother of Roseanne Lang north tower, uncle of Brendan Lang south tower
Igor Solovyev
BRUCE GONZALEZ
Patrick Knisley, then resident of Tribeca, cancer victim
Lawrence Cleary First Responder diagnosed with Gerds, Rads.
Lloyd C Mair. My sister was killed at the World Trade Center.
David Dwight Nelson son/mother kerene Gordon
Geraldine Davie, Mother of Amy O'Doherty, Cantor-Fitzgerald, North Tower WTC,
Andrea LaForte
Thomas a Raymond
Joan Brady, Sister of John A Candela North Tower 104th floor Cantor Fitzgerald
Christopher C Brady Sr. Brother in law of John A Candela, 104th floor Cantor
First Responder diagnosed with 11 skin cancers.
Alexander R. Brady, nephew of John A Candela, 104th floor North Tower
William couchon NYPD, first responder, asthmatic, gird
Christopher C Brady Jr
Stuart L. Sumner, Diagnosed with Cancer
Una McHugh, Widow of Dennis P. McHugh, First Responder North Tower 9/11
Brian Muldowney, brother of Richard Muldowney FDNY 9/11/01
Frances A. LaForte Widow of Michael P. LaForte
Lowell Bell, Father of Nina p. Bell
Barbara and Donald oliver devastated parents of Edward oliver killed by terrorists i tower 1 on 9/11
Michael P. LaForte Son of Michael P. LaForte
Kathleen Ganci, the wife of Peter J. Ganci Jr., Chief of Department FDNY
Marie DiMeglio, step Mom to David DiMeglio (American Airlines Flight 11)
Suk-Tan Chin, Sister of Robert Chin, died WTC South Tower, 97th Floor
Joseph A Kowkabany Jr respiratory issues
William Eagleson (brother of John Bruce Eagleson)
Barbara Stang, sister of Ronald Orsini, Tower One worked at Cantor Fitzgerald
John Di Rienzo (Ret) Lieutenant FDNY Upper respiratory nasal polyps/2 surgery’s
Gregory Manning FDNY diagnosed with reactive airway disease.
Yuet Ling Chin, Mother of Robert Chin, WTC South Tower
Pak Ho Chin, Father of Robert Chin, WTC South Tower
Mark J Morell
Rosemary Pepe, Sister in Law of Salvatore Pepe
Leora Ciciliato, niece of Salvatore Pepe
Sebastian Ciciliato, nephew of Salvatore Pepe
Philip Cuffaro - NYPD Retired & Sickened at Ground Zero
Joseph Ciciliato, great-nephew of Salvatore Pepe
Vincent Ciciliato, great-nephew of Salvatore Pepe.
Anne E. Galizia, Sister of Joseph L. Howard
Thomas frizziola sick first responder
Rosemary Pepe, sister-in-law of Salvatore Pepe
Brendan F Rooney, brother of Sean Paul Rooney
Rosana Thompson, Widow of Nigel Bruce Thompson
Marie DiMeglio, step Mom to David DiMeglio (American Airlines Flight 11)
Jose R Vargas, First responder
Raymond M. LaForte
Thomas emperor
Regina Passananti
Theresa Rooney. -Sister in law of Sean Paul Rooney
Michael F Bruno
Bridget A Bruno
Edmund D Singer survivor tower 1 diagnosed with breathing & sleep disorder
Harvey Morgenstern father of Nancy Morgenstern 9/11 victim of North Tower
E. Feldon, Sister of Joseph Giaccone
Edward Szubski
Edward Szubski
Peter Dibetta
Carol Ann Suarez
Robert Dolney FDNY - - - 343
Tammy Hobbs-Ginsberg, Sister of Tara Hobbs
Janyne Vasel
Kelly Noonan
Vincent Gallo First Responder
Robert A. Intartaglio, First responder
Robert Dwyer, FDNY retired.. Why do we have to fight for justice. It is our right.
Sonya Hobbs Cuffee, sister of Tara Yvette Hobbs, Tower 2
Jim Napuli. FDNY diagnosed with cancer
John P. Sullivan FDNY ret., diagnosed with too many ailments to list.
Joseph Ryan, son of Edward Ryan, Tower 1
Vanessa Pabon-Duran
Jane Bartels, Widow of Carlton Bartels
Brian McBride, First responder diagnosed with NSCLC Stage IV.
Laura Fischer Nemeth, daughter of John R Fischer FDNY L 20 killed 9/11/01
Carol McBride, wife of a NYPD First responder diagnosed with stage IV NSCLC
Michael J Santo
Robert Murphy first responder with FDNY also Army Nat. Guard at ground Zero DISABLED as Result since
Daniel Wolkoff
Jonathan Wallace diagnosed with prostate cancer nycta train operator
Philip T.Hayes, son of Philip T.Hayes Sr. Fire Safety Director WTC, FDNY Eng. 217, Retired
Jacqueline Bourne, partner of Captain Barry Galfano(NYPD) who died from working at the WTC.
Ignard Rondon, Responder diagnosed with cancer.
Mario Vitale World Trade Center survivor
Ida Bruno mother of Edward Calderon WTC
Howard Barnes
Lawrence Oberhofer. First Responder Police Officer
Francis Carney, First Responder, respiratory injuries.
Jennifer Tarantino, Kenneth Tarantino & Jason Tarantino - Widow & Children of Kenneth J.Tarantino
Gillian Daly, niece of Christine Johnna Barbuto, American Airlines Flight 11
Matthew J Grillo son of Joseph Grillo. Port Authority victim
Howard Barnes
Vincent Pulizzi
Joseph Lupo
Michael P Sciglibaglio, Downtown Worker, diagnosed with cancer
Marvina Baksh sister of Michael Baksh killed 9/11 Tower 1.
Margaret Ryan, widow of Battalion Chief Matthew Ryan, FDNY
Casser Baksh-Hussain nephew of Michael s Baksh. Murdered tower 1 by plane missile
Elizabeth Lizardi diagnosed with cancer and cold
George Cuevas Retired FDNY
Dayna Spordone
Brian D. Cross Son of deceased Firefighter Dennis A. Cross
victor honczar one and 1/2blocks away diagnosed copd, empazazema, and chronic pneumonia.
James Twomey Jr nephew of Robert E Twomey
John Divers
Luis Espinoza widower of Fanny espinoza
Christian espinoza son of Fanny Espinoza
Stephanie espinoza daughter of Fanny Espinoza
Wanda Garcia
Peter J Ganci III son of Peter J Ganci Jr. Chief of Dept FDNY
Pedro Garcia
Monique garcia mother of fanny espinoza
Blanco father of Mery Espinoza
Denise Kelly responder, diagnosed with cancer
Vincent Anthony Quagliariello
Edgar Zbeda
Kathleen Ruggiere DeParis
Kathleen Ruggiere DeParis, sister of Bart J Ruggiere, North Tower
Sgt Dominick Petruecelli NYPD
Mister barr. How long do you have to wait to prosecute who was involved !!! We are all mad as hell
Joseph O'Neil, FDNY, diagnosed with skin cancer
Eileen Simon, widow of Michael J Simon, Tower 1
Brittany R Simon, daughter of Michael J Simon, Tower 1
Ellen Shea-widow is Daniel Shea Tower 1
Michael J Simon Jr., son of Michael J Simon, Tower 1
Steven A Grillo brother of Joseph F Griilo lost my brother at a young age. Never forgotten.
Tyler I Simon, son of Michael J Simon, Tower 1
Deborah Trueman
James Della Bella
Jayme Neiburg
Timothy McGee
Jim Madigan
Anthony Vincelli Brother of Chantal Vincelli 106th floor North Tower. Setting up for a trade show
Joseph Grillo father of Joseph F Griilo. Please let the truth out on 911. Bring closure to 911.
Julie Jackson diagnosed with cancer
Kevin McNamara acquired leukemia from 911
Bucky Rhoades
Warren Valensky, NYSDOC Senior Investigator and first responder also diagnosed with Cancer...
Joseph T Kelly First responder fighting many 9/11 related illnesses
Suzanne Sisolak Penavic, widow of Joseph Sisolak. SVP at MMC, 95th Floor of One World Trade.
Valerie Speller Sister of John A Candela Murdered 104th fl North Tower of WTC
Tom Virgilio, brother of Fireman Lawrence Virgilio
Keith Bailey, First Responder
Sharon Gual sister of Kerene Gordon WTC 1 Cantor Fitzgerald.
Michael Speller Brother In Law of John A Candela murdered Sept 11th 2001 in the WTC North Tower
Kylie Adams-Floyd (sister of brother 101st floor @ Cantor)
David and Delroy Nelson children of Kerene Gordon Tower 1.
Salvatore J Annerino. Cindy Lu Annerino
Elmeda George mother of Kerene Gordon Tower 1
Sharon Gual sister of Kerene Gordon WTC 1 Cantor Fitzgerald.
John Urbanski first responder nyc fire department Diagnosed with lung disease sinusitis
Eileen Hands
John C. Fischer FDNY, son of Captain John R. Fischer FDNY
Art Staudinger
Sandra V Felt, Widow of Edward P Felt, Flight93
Thomas F Corblies Jr.
Jose Crespo
Ed Burke
Julieanne Cunningham
Godfrey O Azubuike (First responder diagnosed with cancer')
Edward Westwood
Jessica Russo, Goddaughter of John A Candela, Tower 1
James Hagerty, brother of Karen Hagerty, Tower 2
Dean Hatton
Charles Diaz (First Responder suffering from late leukemia)
Lawrence DiFiore
Anne Noonan, mother of Robert Noonan
George Hopf who worked at Ground Zero with cancer
Leonard Scafidi
Charlene Fiore, Widow of Firefighter Michael C Fiore
Andrew A Duffy FDNY Retired L23 diagnosed cancer/COPD/chronic sinusitus
Sophie Dahavarian, wife of nephew tower 1
John K Wegenaar, first responder diagnosed with acid reflux, gerd, sinusitis and polymyocitis.
Catherine Langan
Thomas Nagel
Theresa Vesnesky, Survivor and sister of Mary Ellen Tiesi (AON South Tower) who was cremated alive!
John Baldassano cancer victim
Armine’ Giorgetti, Widow of Steven A. Giorgetti
Alexa Giorgetti, Daughter of Steven A. Giorgetti, Tower 1
Paul S. Giorgetti, Son of Steven A. Giorgetti (Tower 1)
Dr. Christopher Welty
Eric Hutner, tenant of 85th fl at 1 WTC, in office on 9/11, received lung transplant in 2019.

Rob Gray
Jennifer Iannotti sister of Thomas Strada Cantor Fitzgerald WTC Tower 1
Walter Lane a first responder with damaged lungs
Mary Ann Strada mother of Thomas Strada Cantor Fitzgerald WTC Tower 1
John Schulte
Christina Iannotti niece of Thomas Strada Cantor Fitzgerald WTC Tower 1
Dorris Battle 911 Respiratory illness
Josh Kutchai
Mary Strada, cousin of Tom Strada WTC
Patricia Coppo, wife of Joseph Coppo, WTC
Eddie Ryan, son of Ed Ryan
Stacy Shanahan, daughter of Earl Shanahan, Tower 1
Carmen Cerreto
Rita Shea
Jean Winter, Widow of NYPD Inspector Richard Winter Managed Ground Zero clean up. Died of cancer
Jesus Benavides
Arnold Lederman victim of the 911 attack who was severely injured that day
Cindy Cassidy
Art Staudinger
Catherine M. Raddatz sister of George William Morell Cantor Fitzgerald
E. Feldon, Sister of Joseph Giaccone
Maurice Lashambae
Joanne Di Bella, Widow of Louis Di Bella, DSNY, Staten Island Landfill. Pancreatic Cancer
Mary Ellen Ferris, First Responder diagnosed with numerous health issues.
Diane Renzulli widow of Anthony Starita 1WTC
DOMINIC J. PUOPOLO, SR. Widower, Sonia M. Puopolo
Kathryn Burns Gastric Reflux
Kaila Starita, Daughter of Anthony Starita
Thomas Leanza - Fdny firefighter & first responder Diagnosed with asthma and other WTC illnesses

ANNIE P SHAW
Daniel Friedman, son of Andrew Friedman, Tower 1

ANNIE P SHAW
Deborah Opperman, widow of Michael Opperman, tower 2
Richard Tirado, surviving brother of David Tirado
Schern Yung, Diagnosed with Cancer at 28
Elizabeth A Candela, Widow of John A Candela
Miguelina Martinez, one Police Plaza, I was diagnosed with cancer and asthma after being exposed.
Ira Lassman, Father of Nicholas C. Lassman
Robert Kizis Jr.
Terence Rivera
Art Staudinger
Jean Schlag Nebbia, sister of Steven Francis Schlag in WTC Bldg. 2, murdered by terrorist protect!
Andrew ielpi
Dayna Spordone
Liza Sloan, Goddaughter to Jeffrey Palazzo, Rescue 5
Tim Brown
John Olori, 911 responder with plenty of medical issues.
Joseph Walter
Jefferson Walter
Victoria Rose Walter
Charles G. Fry, son of Peter Christian Fry
Gordon and Kathleen Haberman, parents of Andrea Lyn Haberman, 92nd Floor, North Tower
John J. McClellan, Survivor, Double Lung Transplant and Prostate Cancer
Donna McClellan, Wife of Survivor John J. McClellan, Double Lung Transplant and Prostate Cancer
Alexander & Winifred Aranyos, Parents of Patrick M Aranyos (26) who died in the South Tower
Miriam M. Biegeleisen
Joseph & Marie Lucania parents of Charles Lucania tower 2
Daniel Olsen
Jennifer Olsen
Thomas Resta brother of John Resta murdered by the kingdom of Saudi Arabia 9/11/01
John O’malley
Joseph Parisi
Timothy Briley, brother of Jonathan Eric Briley, tower #1
Ellen C. Robb, Mother of Victim Kristen L. Montanaro, North Tower, 93rd Floor
Kristine Meyer sister of David Meyer
Tom Virgilio, brother of Fireman Lawrence Virgilio
Retired NYPD First Responder, P.O. Colleen Brady - Diagnosed with Cancer
Theresa Ruther sister to First Responder
Michael L. Morris, First Responder- Retired FDNY, diagnosed with PTSD, Chronic Sinusitis, & Asthma.
Michael Pozolante
Michael Pozolante, lung cancer 2004, mta nyct verified responder
Brian J Gallagher forced to stop a job he loved due to damage to his lungs from working @groundzero
Cherie Faircloth, wife of Tom Resta, brother of John and Sylvia Resta, Baby Resta murdered 9/11/01
Ellen Perle, 9/11 South Tower survivor suffering with Stage 3C ovarian cancer
Irene Mair Wells
Gary Gorman; WTC VCF 0017543
Clyde Bohanna, first responder, diagnosed with Cancer. I respectfully request The files be released.
Elizabeth LeVeen Leonardi, daughter of Jeffrey LeVeen, Tower 1
Maria Teresa Boisseau wife of Lawrence Francis Boisseau, Fire safety Director, First responder.
Terri Weltman - sister of Robert Speisman, murdered on American Airlines Flight #77
Joyce and Jack Speisman - parents of Robert Speisman, murdered on American Airlines Flight #77
Steve Procknal nephew of Sean Rooney
Richard Turnbull
John Broghammer, Son of Herman Broghammer (Tower 2)
Janet Ayzen
Angel Fermin, First Responder
Gila Barzvi Mother of Guy Barzvi Tower 1. 103rd floor.
Seth Weinstein, Brother of Lisa Ehrlich, Tower 2
David Procknal, nephew of Sean Rooney, South Tower
Gerard J Jordan retired FDNY.
Brian Wall, Brother of Glen Wall who perished in Tower 2 on 9/11/2001
Donald Aversa First responder
Ralph Balestrieri first responder, NYPD Thyroid Cancer.
Kevin Wall, Brother of Glen Wall who perished in Tower 2 on 9/11/2001
Retired Detective William Owens, diagnosed with cancer.
Dallas McKinney, brother to deceased victim Darryl L. McKinney
Gary Wall, Brother Glen Wall who perished in Tower 2 on 9/11/2001
John Broghammer, Son of Herman Broghammer (Tower 2)
Jean Wall, Mother of Glen Wall who perished in Tower 2 on 9/11/2001
Diane Ammirati, Sister of Glen Wall who perished on 9/11/2001
Thomas Leanza - Fdny firefighter & first responder Diagnosed with asthma and other wtc illnesses
Daniel DiMartino diagnosed with cancer
Steven Speisman - brother of Robert Speisman, murdered on American Airlines Flight #77
Jim riches father of firefighter Jimmy Riches
Andrew Edwards
Rita riches mother of firefighter Jimmy riches
Paulette D. Johnson, Diagnosed with upper respiratory infection.
Chris Chiusano FDNY Ladder 118
Chris Chiusano FDNY Ladder 118
Anthony Funaro
Marianne Twomey, Widow of John Twomey, brother of Robert Twomey, Tower 1
Helena Jannazzo mother of first responder
Michael Chirco, son of first responder Dino Chirco
Cathy Kitz sister of first responder
Charlie Kitz brother-in-law of first responder
Tom Jannazzo brother of first responder
Robyn De Vito Goldstein, daughter of Jerry De Vito, North Tower
Ken Bergin, First responder, Cancer survivor among eight other World Trade Center certified illness
Mark Lavardera
Richard Speranza
Patricia Dean, widow of William T. Dean, 1 WTC
Matthew Dean, son of William T. Dean, 1 WTC
Claire Dean, daughter of William T. Dean, 1 WTC
William Battcock FDNY DIAGNOSED WITH COLON CANCER
Joseph Rabito, I as a volunteer first responder & subsequent victim I want to see those messages
James Mills First Responder
Alan C. Bordeaux surviving brother of Sherry Bordeaux WTC
Retired Lieutenant Michael Marten, diagnosed with cancer.
Brian D. Cross Son of deceased Firefighter Dennis A. Cross
Jeanmarie DeBiase widow of Mark DeBiase First Responder
Anthony Bartucci (sick wtc responder)
Joseph Parisi
Patricia Straine, Widow of James J. Straine, Jr.
Laura Lassman, Mother of Nicholas C Lassman Tower 1
Dean Torres
Patricia Torres
Paul wewe WTC cancer victim
RET. FF JAMES J HOLMES ENG 251 sick from 911
NYSgtPatricia Hanglow lung cancer survivor, Husband FFJames Stines pancreatic cancer passed 3/14/14
We where told the air was good lie !!!
Tara Edgette, daughter of firefighter Alan Feinberg
Christine Revella, wife of survivor and first responder, Terrance Revella
Peter Hannafin
C A. first responder 9 11 cancer survivor
Addison Irby Brother of Stephanie V Irby
Brandi Harris. Widow to Mark Harris FDNY SPECIAL OPERATIONS RESCUE PARAMEDIC. 5 cancers
Goldie Kuhr. Mother. Mark Harris
Sabrianna Zaretsky daughter-of Mark harris
Torey Zaretsky son of Mark harris.
Thomas F. Folger
Penina Scullion, wife of FDNY*EMS 9|11 responder/survivor.
Denice Baghai widow of Philip Baghai First responder
James Patterson, First responder diagnosed with Asthma and COPD, Heart Disease.
Vincent D Gabriele
Lynnette Rodriguez
Faith A Smith, widow of FF (FDNY) Michael Paul Smith Jr., First Responder, died from 9/11 cancers
Mark J Beatini, Brother of Paul Beatini, South Tower
Diane Beatini, Sister-In-Law of Paul Beatini, South Tower
Cameron & Ann MacRae, parents of Catherine Fairfax MacRae
Mark M Beatini, Nephew of Paul Beatini, South Tower
Knut Magnuson. brother to Ronald Magnuson Tower 1.
Danielle Beatini, Niece of Paul Beatini, South Tower
Serena Abad
Tom Virgilio, brother of Fireman Lawrence Virgilio
Patrick J Kelley, First Responder diagnosed with respiratory illness, and Parkinson’s Disease
Anna Faustini
Anthony Migliore, first responder, diagnosed with asthma and herd.
Johnmichael Faustini
Pasqualino Faustini
Katherine Faustini
Genoveffa Palmieri
Lino Palmieri
Mirella Tropiano
Francesca Faustini
Louise D’Albora worker diagnosed with cancer
Francis B Durr, First Responder, Cancer and COPD
Angel Fermin, First Responder
Regina Burton
Robert B Grogan, First responder with chronic health issues.
Douglas Edwards
Donald C. Arias, Lt Col, USAF (ret) Brother, Adam Arias, WTC 2, 84th Floor
James J Feeley brother of Lt. John W. Feeley NYPD Died of 9/11 related cancer
David Savarese first responder diagnosed with medical issues from my time at ground Zero
Robyn De Vito Goldstein, daughter of Jerry De Vito, North Tower
Colleen West, First responder.
William R. Muller
Lt. Ileana Adrat (retired)
Martin A Marino
Mary E ILL widow of Captain Frederick J ILL, Jr Ladder 2 FDNY
Kathleen Knox Doolan
john bakke
Denice Baghai widow of Philip Baghai First responder
John Bergin, son of Firefighter John P Bergin
Janna Pulver
Christopher DiMaria, First Responder, Diagnosed with cancer
Mr. Gould First responder MTA work. Diagnosed with 3 lung illnesses, also skin cancer and 2 surgery.

Richard Casaletto First responder, diagnosed with lung nodules and GERD
Karen Tucker, Mother of Brian G. Warner, Tower 1
Jeanette Legro Sister of Adriana Legro 32 years old Murdered in the North Tower
Kenneth M. Dobson
Tara Blessing, sister of Brian Williams
Michael Daly FDNY stage IV cancer and complications that are now ongoing for over 8 years
Neil Ferro, first responder diagnosed with numerous cancers
Renee Thompson
William J Connell
Kim M. Williams, Widow of Richard Williams. First responder, diagnosed with and died from cancer.
Claire Dean, daughter of William T. Dean, 1 WTC
Kathleen Simon, sister of Michael J. Simon
Mary Theresa Milillo 1st Responder NYPD diagnosed asthma, GERD, vocal chord dysfunction, sinusitis/infections
Thomas Molloy, First responder
Robert J Conklin Jr
Michael Dawson son of Diotima Dawson who lived at 299 Pearl St for 47 years 5 blocks away from WTC
Nicholas Acampora construction worker nearby, diagnosed with sarcoidosis
Charmaine McClain
Joseph Daniele
Mr. Eric N. Sutton
Denise Villamia, ARC & SA Volunteer Responder
Janet Pohlmann first responder
Colin Austin, First responder
Shelby J Kennedy - widow of the late Frank P Kennedy - died of 9/11 related cancers
Syed Abdul Rahman brother of the victim of 9/11
Casey Politi COPD
Debra Burlingame, Sister of Capt. Charles "Chic" Burlingame, pilot of American 77, Pentagon attack
Fryderyk Milewski father Łukasz Milewski
Anthony G. Norcia
Please release the information we are requesting and help our families move on. Frank Ruggiere Jr.
Alan James, brother of Katherine Wolf
Sean Keary con edison worker
Annmarie Bouton
John Bouton
Joe Connor, cousin of Steven Schlag eye witness WTC.Son of Frank Connor murdered by FALN terrorists
Dennis Bowen First Responder
John L Kinta, First responder, FDNY, Lung disease
Frank iovino
Honor the victims of 9-11 by exposing the truth. Andrew Arias brother of Adam Arias WTC2 84fl
Nancy Walsh, Life Partner of Carol Flyzik, passenger on the first plane hitting the Twin Towers
Tyrone C. Gilbert, first responder NYCT ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT CABLESECTION cousin of Christine Barbuto, AA Flt 11
Emeric Twomey
Thomas DePrisco, First Responder (NYPD/OEM), diagnosed with cancer and pulmonary diseases.
Bruce Groth
George A Dobson
Lisa E Greaves
Suzanne Berger widow of James P Berger Tower 2
Father-in-law of Todd Pelino
Karen Vaughn, Gold Star Mother of Navy SEAL Aaron Vaughn - KIA 6 AUG 2011
Andrew ielpi
Regina Passananti
Althea Appleton
Don Brown, ex US Navy JAG officer
Jim Napuli. FDNY diagnosed with cancer
Joe Strada
Kevin Hogan, First responder diagnosed with lung disease
Frank Reda father of Gregory Reda
Sgt John F Flynn PAPD disabled, diagnosed with cancer.
Bruno Palmieri
Linda McLaughlin, Sister of George P McLaughlin, Tower 1
Vincent A Guerriera
Eileen Di Norscio
Joseph L Vicario
St. Elmo George
Jose Crespo
Jan Springer
Wendy Corcoran
Brett Eagleson, son of Bruce Eagleson who died staying behind at the South Tower to help evacuation
Retired Detective Robert Saporito, First Responder
Teresa J Reller, sister of Joseph M Sisolak
James Legg N. Y. C. T. Diagnosed with C. O. P. D.
Kathryn Hebert
Thomas Harding, electrical work, fighting cancer now
Glenn A Radalinsky
Tomas Zavala diagnosed with cancer. Helping The injured and first respondents was a priority at 9/11
Vicki Burford, Mother of Christopher Lee Burford, US Navy, killed The Pentagon
Samantha Palazzo
Bruce E. Stanton
Angela Colavito - worked below Canal Street - diagnosed with cancer and interstitial lung disease
William Scarola worked in area caused skin cancer
John Broghammer, Son of Herman Broghammer (Tower 2)
Felice Marrow sister of Celeste Torres Tower 1
Margaret Doyle, sister of Terence M. Lynch Murdered at the Pentagon
Yenny D. Anderson, Wife of Michael W. Anderson, First responder, diagnosed with sarcoidosis
Tara Blessing, sister of Brian Williams
Denise V. Torres, sister of Celeste Torres Victoria, murdered in Tower one
A Haddock first responder
C Sanchez first responder
Kevin Walsh
Joe Walsh, Step son of Carol Flyzik, passenger on AA flight 11
Jessica Wisniewski daughter of Alan Wisniewski, South Tower
Cathy Fersini/Campitiello, widow of Louis Fersini Jr, tower 2
Renee Abbate sister of Michael Tanner. North Tower
Michael Grennan, retired NYPD first responder diagnosed with cancer
Janine Oldenhage (née Snyder widow of Leonard Snyder Jr)
Ashley Calabro, proud sister of ET3 Christopher Lee Burford, Pentagon
NYSgtPatricia Hanglow lung cancer survivor, Husband FFJames Stines pancreatic cancer passed 3/14/14
Dominic Palumbo, Worker in area diagnosed with cancers
John M. Leinung, Step-father of Paul J. Battaglia, WTC victim
Christopher Castro
First responder, diagnosed with cancer
William Buhse, son of Patrick Buhse
Thomas S. Lynch FDNY Firefighter
Elena Sweeney, Sister of Dennis Scauso, FDNY HazMat
Fran Juddkins, Widow of Chester D Juddkins, first responder diagnose with multiple myeloma
Jane Balestrieri wife of first responder diagnosed with cancer
William Bartholomew, First responder diagnosed with cancer
Robert B Grogan, First responder with chronic health issues.
Bernadette Princiotta, Sister of First Responder, Vincent Princiotta FDNY L7
Dorothy Jastremski
Andrew ielpi
Tina Cammarata, sister of Joseph J. Zuccala, who died on 9/11 in the South Tower.
John Caggiano, brother of Theresa Rico, lost in the north tower
Mary Malfi, mother of Theresa Risco, lost in the north tower
Laura Fischer Nemeth, daughter of John R Fischer FDNY L 20 killed 9/11/01
Barbara A Waldron
Andrew J Newman Ret.Sgt. NYPD
Tara Edgette, daughter of firefighter Alan Feinberg
Mary Reed Newman
Thomas Duggan
James Duggan
Dawn T. Brown
Brian Daly brother-in-law of Christine Barbuto.
Meryl Marshall
George Gulliksen. First responder. Diagnosed with multiple WTC ailments
Ed Ryan, Tower 2
Raymond Wodenshek, brother of Christopher Wodenshek, one World Trade Center, 105th Floor.
Jacklyn Iskyan, niece of John Iskyan
Kevin J Trant, brother of Daniel Patrick Trant
Marry jo Grillo
Daniel O’Donovan first responder
Lori Certilman
this is a test
First Responder Retired Detective Kevin Cleary diagnosed with multiple skin cancers
Ronald Mahieu Downtown worker diagnosed with Cancer
Traci Bosco-Myhal widow of Richard E Bosco Tower 1
Barbara Scaramuzzino, Mother of FF Nicholas P. Rossomando
Anthony Scaramuzzino, Stepfather of FF Nicholas Rossomando
Kurt W Foster Widower of Claudia Foster Tower 1 cantor Fitzgerald
Linda Smagala Kuzmiskas, FF Stanley S Smagala Jr Engine 226
james caracciolo
Tin Tao
Diane Wall, Widow of Glen Wall 1World Trade Center 105th floor Please help us
Dianne Hagerty, Sister of Dennis Scauso (FDNY Hazmat 1) lost at the WTC on 9/11/2001
Aisha Ricca
Susan Hutchins Mother of Kevin N Colbert WTC Victim
John Hutchins StepFather of Kevin N Colbert WTC Victim
Joseph P. Calia brother of Dominick E. Calia
John Curtin first responder FDNY. lung disease
Peter Rossomando
donald l vanecck diagnosed with prostrate cancer
Kevin F Barry, involved in the cleanup of 911.
Joan Visbal, 911 survivor
Eileen Murphy-Cleary
Carlos Almonte retired NYPF detective diagnosed with three conditions from 911
Michael j Kinahan
Noel Clink
Det. Wilfred Barriere P.A.P.D. first responder, cancer survivor
Virginia Harvey sister of Emeric Harvey No Tower
Virginia Harvey sister law Robert Twomey, No Tower
Keith Arndt
Jim best
Emerson Glick daughter Jeremy Glick flight 93
Helen (Friedlander) Del Sindaco, widow of Alan W. Friedlander murdered on 9/11 in WTC2
Joseph Paterson, brother of Steven Bennet Paterson Floor 102 North Tower
B Sofia (De Feo) Cirinelli
Cary Walsh - firefighter/first responder
Chris Rossomando - brother of firefighter Nicholas Rossomando, Rescue 5 FDNY
Scott Hawkes
MARIELENA HAWKES
William Scarola worked in area caused skin cancer
Fdny Doug Maurer
Walter P. Noonan
Kathleen Owens, widow of Peter J Owens Jr.
Jill McGovern, widow of Scott McGovern, Tower 2
Judith REO mother of John A Reo
Give the 9/11 families all the information...it is the least you can do for them..
Patrick Conry, first responder
Pandora Bharvaney, Widow of Anil T. Bharvaney, North Tower.
Jermaine Patterson FDNY
Jim woods nypd
Ida Bruno mother of Edward Calderon WTC
Caroline Calderon sister of Edward Calderon WTC
James Calvanese
James Zaccoli, Son of Joseph Zaccoli
Nicole Foster, Daughter
Megan Foster, Daughter
Tin Tao
Brian Daly, brothers-in-law of Christine Barbuto, flight 11
Kevin Hogan, First responder diagnosed with lung disease
Anne M. Sorge, Sister of John P. Gallagher, North Tower
Christopher Fersini, son of Louis V. Fersini JR.
Lynnette Rodriguez
Michael P. Burke, Ret. FDNY, Diagnosed with cancer and sinusitis.
Lt. Steven J. Nuzzo Retired FDNY
Asst. Cmmr. Ronald Wilhelmy, NYPD (Ret., WTC disability)
Catherine Kross
Tina Berardi, sister of Dominick Berardi, North Tower
Gwendolyn Broughton
Meaghan Ryan, dependent of BC Matthew L Ryan
Peter Grieco, first responder, diagnosed with cancer
Tara Blessing, sister of Brian Williams
Wayne Hisgen
Maryclair Leistman, Widow of David Leistman, North Tower
Ronald Nafey
Kristen Smith, Daughter of James G. Smith
Barbara Fay, niece of FF Henry A. Miller Jr. FDNY Ladder 105 Tower 2
Susan L Picarro Widow of Ludwig J Picarro WTC2
Greg Benderoth, First responder
Robert Peters, First Responder, Lung Cancer Survivor.
Ira Lassman, Father of Nicholas C. Lassman
Barbara Fay, niece of FF Henry A. Miller Jr. FDNY Ladder 105 Tower 2
kenneth milerson
JOHN RUSSIELLO
Kara Hoorn, sister of Brad Hoorn
William K Rowan
Poppa Joe, 1st Responder @WTC sick with 5 certified conditions from Skin Cancer to Lung Disease
John Shull, Brother in Law of Captain John Fischer, Ladder 20, Killed on 9/11
Keena York, Sister-In-Law of Kevin Patrick York, Tower 2
Timothy York, Brother of Kevin Patrick York, Tower 2
Dena Smagala, Widow of FF Stan Smagala, Engine 226
Kara Walker, sister of Steven Coakley FDNY E-217 Never Forgotten!
James R McGinnis
Sean Patrick Smith, little brother of Daniel L. Smith, III - I lost my best friend
Kevin Hogan, First responder diagnosed with lung disease
James Ryan, Brother of Jonathan S. Ryan, Tower 2
Shenette Higgs 9/11 Victim/ Survivor
Siu Lee
Nelson Tom
Steven Cataneo Retired NYPD First Responder suffering from several 9/11 related illnesses.
Macarthur BOBBITT
David J O’Donnell
Laura Spordone-Bustillo, Widow of Milton Bustillo, North Tower Cantor Fitzgerald
Alessandra Spordone-Bustillo, Daughter of Milton Bustillo. My father was killed in the North Tower
Dayna Spordone, Step-Daughter of Milton Bustillo- North Tower
John A Heer
Tim Murphy whose brother Kevin was murdered on 9/11
Fernando Pino
Patti Abrams
Julie DiAgostino Magliulo sister of Michael DiAgostino, tower one
Clara DiAgostino, Mother of Michael DiAgostino, Tower one
bonnie malloy
Lt. Steven J. Nuzzo Retired FDNY
Glenn R Cutler
Rosemarie Hohmann, Widow of FF Jonathan R. Hohmann, HazMat 1 Killed in North Tower of Trade Center
Ed Burke
Patsy Natale
Kaitlin Palazzo
Frank DiGiovanna
Laura Vislocky, widow of Dennis Vislocky, Verizon worker diagnosed with lung cancer (140 West St)
Rosemarie Hohmann, Widow of FF Jonathan R. Hohmann, HazMat 1 Killed in North Tower of Trade Center
Vincent McManus, First Responder diagnosed with cancer
Evelyn Rodriguez (wife of E279/L131 Firefighter Anthony Rodriguez)
Clifford Gibbs, FDNY Retired
Joseph Sciurca FDNY with numerous certified 9/11 illnesses.
Mrs Jane Balestrieri spouse of first responder diagnosed with cancer.
Barry Jablonski, Widower of Virginia Jablonski, Tower One
Christa Montano, Daughter of Craig Montano, Tower 1
William Williamson diagnosed with asthma, Rhinosinusitis, cancer, sleep apnea.
Michael J Fiore
Alfred Esposito first responder contracted wtc cough /tracheatis/asthma
James M Caruso 9/11 first responder
Brian j kelly
Lai Lee
Fdny Doug Maurer
Brian W. Conlon, First Responder with health issues
Veronica Doyle (Ret det, NYPD first responder diagnosed with cancer stage 3)
David Dwight Nelson, son of Kerene Gordon, Tower 1, deceased in Tower 1 of the 9-11 attack
Faith Miller, Widow of Robert Alan Miller, Tower 2, 87th floor
Orfilia Couto
Joseph Goffio, first responder, diagnosed with cancer.
Craig Williams son of Louis Calvin Williams III, South Tower
Julio Fernandez
James Ryan, Brother of Jonathan S. Ryan, Tower 2
William G. Albino
Susan K Nowick
Marc A Carozza diagnosed with cancer
Gina De Marco, First Responder & diagnosed with breast cancer.
Barbara Sohan
Colleen Helly
Iliana McGinnis
Iliana McGinnis
Lisa Marmon
James J McGee
Jessica Narwold, Granddaughter of Philip T. Hayes Fire Safety Director in Tower 2, deceased
Martha Vallas wife of first responder
Brian Dolan, brother of Brendan Dolan, Tower 2
Doreen Jurczyk, sister of Gary Lasko
Carlo DiAgostino, father of Michael DiAgostino, Tower 1
Stacey Staub, Widow of Craig W. Staub
Juliette-Craig Staub, Daughter of Craig W. Staub
Kristina Pelletier, (sister of Mike Pelletier, Tower 1 working for Cantor Fitzgerald)
Donna Mattera
Richard Torres, Brother of Celeste Victoria Torres
Anthony Viola, son of Kevin Smith, North tower
Veronica Doyle, (Ret det, NYPD, first responder diagnosed with cancer stage 3)
Caterina dePasquale
Raymond Caban, 911, 2004, have developed Heart Problems, upper respiratory, sleep apnea, PTSD
Mr. and Mrs. John Fuschillo, relative of Thomas Strada
Dominick Bilotti
Patricia McCauley
Carmen S. Grau, Worked at 145 West Broadway - Odeon Restaurant, diagnosed with Breast cancer.
Lawrence Giugliano, widow of Cynthia Giugliano, lost in Tower Two
John McCauley, Cancer Survivor
Joseph DiPilato, son of Joseph DiPilato, North tower
Responder diagnosed with stage four tonsil cancer, James Hosford, L-24 FDNY
Clara DiAgostino, Mother of Michael DiAgostino, Tower one
Denise Baum
Joan Dincuff, mother of Christopher Dincuff, Tower 1
Kathleen Jordan-Hart
Rose Gallagher
Diane Ort, First responder, diagnosed with four 9/11 related illnesses.
John Coloe, FDNY, chronic reactive airway disease.
Howard J Kornfeld, First responder
Sandra V Felt, Widow of Edward P Felt, Flight 93
Police Officer, retired because of cancer. Francis McQuade
Charles Piotrowski, FDNY, with PTS
Richard Calia, brother of Dominick E. Calia, north tower
Jose Crespo
kenneth g. schielke father of Sean schielke north tower
Patricia schielke mother of Sean schielke north tower
kenneth schielke jr. brother of Sean schielke north tower
Brandon schielke twin brother of Sean schielke north tower
Haydee C. Lillo, 9/11 Survivor & Widow of Carlos R. Lillo, FDNY/EMS Paramedic 9/11/01
Sophie dahavarian
Barbara Smith sister of Edward K. Oliver Carr futures 1wtc
William A. Paul - worker in downtown Manhattan and Kidney Cancer Survivor
Joseph O’Keefe widower of Lesley Thomas
Patricia RUGGIERE Scavuzzo, mother of Bart J RUGGIERE, North Tower
Richard W. Kirrstetter, Retired FDNY, 9/11 Recovery Firefighter diagnosed with cancer
Sophie dahavarian
Frank Quinn
Gail S. Kirrstetter, Spouse of Retired FDNY, 9/11 Recovery Firefighter, diagnosed with cancer
John g Rohr First responder FDNY
Elliot Houston
Stephen Comer, FDNY
Jane Bartels, Widow of Carlton Bartels
John Hannafin brother of Thomas P. Hannafin
Cora A Payne
Yun Yu Zheng. Widow of Kui Fai Kwok. North Tower
George Cerbasi Firefighter. Diagnosed with Sarcoidosis in all my organs.
Lori Davies, sister of Joseph Zaccoli
Bette Cozy, mother of Joseph Zaccoli
Santo Zaccoli, Father of Joseph Zaccoli
Bret Zaccoli, Brother of Joseph Zaccoli
Anthony Zaccoli, Brother of Joseph Zaccoli
Dawn Minichiello
Michael Burns
Sandra Burns
Retired Detective William Owens, diagnosed with cancer.
Stephen Smith, brother of Firefighter Kevin J. Smith, North Tower
Richard Calia, brother of Dominick E. Calia, north tower
Robert Kizis Jr.
Yun Yu Zheng, Widow of Kui Fai Kwok, North Tower
Carmen S. Grau Worked at 145 West Broadway - Odeon Restaurant- diagnosed with Breast cancer.
Manuel Corte, First Responder, still suffering from effects of 9/11.
Anthony Scarduzio first responder. Diagnosed with Interstitial lung disease. Lung transplant
Barry Kahn WTC EMT. AG Barr you are NOT Acting in the Best Interest Of America
Rory Kahn brother of 9-11 Survivor
Robert Schneider - First Responder
Sheila Inserra Sister of Daniel Patrick Trant Tower 1 104th floor
Eileen McGinley Hannaford
Patrick J Hannaford
Kevin J Hannaford, Jr.
Eileen McGinley Hannaford, Widow of Kevin J Hannaford
Mary McGinley - Mother in Law of the late Kevin J Hannaford
Patrick McGinley - Father in Law of the late Kevin J Hannaford - WTC1
Joseph Parisi
Sophie dahavarian
Francesca Faustini
Jose Crespo
Glynnis Hazan
Rachel Furer
Ilene Springer-Linder
Cristina Huie volunteer (Rare Cancer)
Dana Blum
Vicki Fine
Emily Brooks
Lisa Albanese
Karin Tanenbaum
Cherese Chappell
Chakayla Bishop
Cattrysse Comissiong
Melinda Chappell
Chaquasia Reed
Sharyn Katz
Robert Ciccarello
Jose Crespo
Brian Gallagher, retired FDNY, diagnosed with pulmonary, nasal and digestive damages.
Jerome Smith, Son of CeeCee Ross Lyles, Flight 93
Nancy Intagliata
Tara Bayer sister of Victim Scott McGovern
Shirley a Felt Mother of Edward Felt, flight 93
Carmen S. Grau Worked at 145 West Broadway - Odeon Restaurant- diagnosed with Breast cancer.
Lynne goldstein
David Alan Lun, surviving brother of Andrea Della Bella employed by AON ins co.
Sharon Weinreb
Jane Dornbush
Michele Potkin
Carol Whitman
Verna DuBerry
Maria Mastromatteo
Brigitte Ferrada
Jennifer Mascali
Maureen Trant, Sister of Daniel Trant, Tower1
Daniel Cano
Jake Welty, Son of Timothy Welty
Louisa P Benoit
Matthew Sweeney, brother of FF Brian E Sweeney, Rescue 1.
Julia Welty
Joseph Parisi
Julia Welty
Angel Fermin, First Responder
James R McGinnis
John Anthony perna
Joseph Di Pilato son if Joseph Di Pilato north tower
Barbara A Waldron
Julia Welty
Susan Reidlinger, sister of Joseph Howard
James Ryan, Brother of Jonathan S. Ryan, Tower 2
Wayne Miller, brother of FF Henry Miller, Ladder 105
Jeffrey Grahn, NYPD First Responder, diagnosed with COPD, Asthma, GERD & Sinusitis
Tracy Grahn (wife of first responder)
Mary Chris Brady Zaremba
Alexander Briley, brother of Jonathan Briley
Robert L. Mandia, Firefighter, diagnosed with cancer and COPD.
William Luba
Joseph Darrigo
Manny Capo First Responder
Andrew Urchenko
Marshall Ross, Son of Ronnie Lee Henderson. Tower one.
Jake Rozen
Stephen Riccio First responder diagnosed with cancer
Stephen Riccio First responder diagnosed with cancer
Lindsey Murdock, daughter of Roger Mark Rasweiler, Tower 1, 100th Floor
Alfonse J. Calato First responder diagnosed with upper respiratory disorders
Gerald E. Sanford First responder. a two time cancer survivor from 9/11.
James Egan  
Veronica Doyle (Ret det, NYPD first responder diagnosed with cancer stage 3)  
Dan Pelletier brother of 9/11 victim Mike Pelletier  
Gerwyn R Williams  
Naima Elsamak  
Patricia Ryan, mother of Edward Ryan  
Vincent Concannon first responder diagnosed with cancer.  
Diane Renzulli widow of Anthony Starita 1WTC  
Joyce Giannotti  
Philip J. Germain, Father of Denis P. Germain, First responder, deceased  
Christian McCarthy, brother of Justin McCarthy, tower 1  
JuanCarlos Legro  
Clyde Bohanna, first responder, diagnosed with Cancer. I respectfully request The files be released.  
Gerard Murphy, First Responder, diagnosed with numerous diseases  
Patricia Simon sister of Michael John Simon tower 1  
Chaquita Young  
Thomas J Cleary, brother of Kevin Cleary  
Rev. Dr. Kristian G. Kincaid  
Jeanne Marie Kavinski, Sister of Carol Ann La Plante, 97th Floor 1 WTC  
Nick Ngo, widower of Nancy Yuen, North Tower  
Melissa Jimenez  
Mary Phelan-Cox Sister of Lt Kenneth J Phelan FDNY  
Vincent Camaj, Son of Roko Camaj tower 2  
Andrea Caballero Valadez  
Andrea Madonna, sister of William Edward Micciulli, Cantor Fitzgerald, Tower 2  
Dora Murillo, sister of Mauricio Gonzalez South Tower  
Matthew Kane, brother of Jennifer Lynn Kane  
John Costanza, Widower of Digna Costanza, Tower 1  
Mary Geraghty widow of FDNY Deputy Chief Ed Geraghty South Tower  
Maria R Fisher, Sister to Andrew Fisher, 9/11 I tim, North Tower
John Savas
Leonard Sorresse Jr
Anthony McMahon, brother of firefighter Robert McMahon
Laura Buck, Daughter of Georgine Rose Corrigan Passenger of United Flight 93
Anthony V Modafferi
Joann Boutureira, sister of Harry Arthur Raines who worked for Cantor Fitzgerald in the North Tower who was murdered on 9/11
Michele S. Magazine, Sister of Jay Robert Magazine North Tower
Connor Geraghty Proud son of FDNY Deputy Chief Ed Geraghty
Stephen Carlson, mother is Deceased
James Geraghty Proud son of FDNY Deputy Chief Ed Geraghty
Christopher diaz
Erika Lutzner, Widow of Jon Grabowski
Robert Kloepfer
Joanne Messina sister of Michael Sorresse
Colin Geraghty Proud son of FDNY Deputy Chief Ed Geraghty
Ann Schwimmer sister of John Bocchi Tower 2
Diane Esola sibling oh John P Bocchi
Taylor Kloepfer, Daughter of Ronald Kloepfer, Tower 2
Alyssa Morrone, Daughter of Director Fred Morrone PA NY/NJ
Genoveffa Palmieri, sister of Sal Pepe Tower 1
Kelly Marchese-Houston on behalf of the Estate of William J. Houston with regarding to the death of his brother Charles "Mel" Houston
Patricia Stackpole Murphy
Alexandra Luckett, sister of Edward H Luckett II, Tower 1
Justin Morello, son of FF Vincent Scott Morello
Elaine Plourde daughter of victim Charles Lesperance
Anne Juleff, widow of Thomas Kelly
Raysa Rodriguez
Angeli Ylanan-Agarwala, surviving daughter of Mukul K. Agarwala
Andrew Nevins
Andrew Soulas, son of Tim Soulas, Tower 1
Christopher Nardone brother of Mario Nardone Jr killed and murdered at work by these terrorists you protect.
Simara Warren, Daughter of the late Brenda Kegler
Maurice Kearney, Brother of Lisa Yvonne Kearney-Griffin
Hannah Pabon, child of Israel Pabon, Tower 1
Sandra J Isenberg (Slanker) daughter of Susan Schuler died due to 9/11
April Horton, Sister of AG1 Edward Earhart, Pentagon
Michael Zinkofsky widow of maxima jean Pierre of Tower 1 Forte Food service
James Babakitis
Allison Fox-Breland, Daughter of Virginia Fox, Tower 1, 98th Floor
Victoria Catanese (Mardovich), Daughter of Edward J. Mardovich, Tower 2
Sara Pabon, Child of Israel Pabon, Tower 1
Anna Faustini, niece of deceased Sal Pepe tower 1
Tara Safronoff, Widow of Brock Safronoff, 1 WTC
Melisa Brengel, Sister of Jonathan Ielpi, FDNY Squad 288
Valerie Gambino, sister of fallen firefighter, Thomas Gambino Jr - Rescue3
Jessica Spiers, daughter of Steven P. Morello, Tower 1
Lloyd A. Abel, Father of Laurence C. Abel, 101st floor, Tower 1.
Ann Van Hine, widow of FF Richard Bruce Van Hine Squad 41
Margaret J Burke
Lauren Ludvigsen
Patrick S. Lenoir
Jaime Reali, P.O. Ronald Kloepferâ€™s daughter
Lloyd A. Abel Jr., brother of Laurence C. Abel, 101st floor, tower 1.
Anthony Junior Salas son of Eliezer Jimenez
Thomas Owens, Brother of Peter Owens, WTC North Tower
Mary Kelly
Leonard M Sorresse,Father of Michael Charles Sorresse killed in tower 1 of the World Trade Center.
Linda Amato
John Owens, brother of Peter J. Owens, Jr., North Tower
Linda Amato
Jaime S Concepcion
Kevin M Mulligan, brother of Firefighter Dennis M Mulligan, Ladder 2
James c reszke
Mandell Conway
Karen Reoch - Sibling of Arlene Babakitis who perished on 9/11.
William Fiorelli, Brother of Stephen Fiorelli Tower 1
Minerva M.Conti sister to 9/11 victim Nancy E. Perez
Karen E. Maude, daughter of LTG Timothy J. Maude
Teresa Marchbanks widow of BC Joseph R Marchbanks, Jr. tower 2
Isaac Feliciano
Linda McGee, twin sister of Brenda Conway Marsh and McClellan North Tower
Maria T Sorresse, Mother of Michael Charles Sorresse, Tower 1
Troy Francis, son of Virgin "Lucille " Francis,Tower 2.
Nicholas Bocchi
Christine O’Neill, wife of John P. O’ Neill, Chief of Security WTC & retired FBI Special Agent
Jenna Griffin, Daughter of John M. Griffin Tower 2
Jesse kemp
Russell Conway, widower of Brenda Conway
April Alexander sister of Brenda Conway, Tower 1
Maxine White
Kimberly Carlson
Enid White
Barbara Strobert, Mother of Steven Strobert, Cantor-Fitzgerald
Lina DiCola, daughter of Martha Reszke, Pentagon Victim
Craig Griffin Widower of Lisa Kearney Griffin Tower one victim
Tara Strobert-Nolan, Widow of Steven Strobert, Tower 1
Alexandra Bortz (Wald), daughter of Victor Wald who died in Tower 1
Kenneth Fiorelli, Brother of Stephen J Fiorelli, Tower 1
Brenda Garrett, Estate of Dorothy Lee Coles
David Potorti, brother of James Potorti
Karen Blair Pabon
Terence Owens, brother of Peter J. Owens Jr., north tower
Alexander Jimenez, brother of Eliezer Jimenez, Jr., Who worked on 107th Floor, Windows on the World in the North Tower, Building 1
Karen Blair Pabon (Widow of Israel Pabon, Tower 1 WTC)
Jaime Montoya, Brother of Carlos Montoya
Crystal Ortiz
Marie Nevins, widow of FF Gerard T. Nevins Tower 1
Aaron Safronoff, Brother of Brock Safronoff
Sophia W. Feliciano
Laura Desperito, Widow of FDNY LT. Andrew Desperito
Brittany Hantz, Daughter of Benjamin Keefe Clark, Tower 2
Deborah Khublall
Catherine E Ericson, Daughter of Ulf R. Ericson, South Tower, 91st fl
Bebe Hafiz
My name is Patrick Wynn and I am the son of MS.VIRGINIA ELIZABETH FOX I hope you never be able to forget her name.
Matthew Bocchi
Katrina Camaj, widow of Roko Camaj
Douglas Hall
Peggy Perry, Widow of Lt. Glenn C. Perry, FDNY
Lorene Rosenberg, sister of Lloyd Rosenberg who was murdered at his place of work at Cantor Fitzgerald in the World Trade Center. He was my only sibling.
Shawn J. Patrick
Lawrence Rosenberg, father of Lloyd Rosenberg who was murdered while at work at Cantor Fitzgerald in the World Trade Center.
Harry Massa Brother of Ana Centeno (North Tower)
Chris Kloepfer, brother of Ronald Kloepfer NYPD ESU Truck 7
Angeles Rivera, Sister of Ana M. Centeno
Dorie and Barry Pearlman mother & father of Richard Allen Pearlman
Catherine Eklund, Sistr of John Christopher Henwood
Kathleen Griffin sister of 9/11 victim John Griffin
Kimberly Carlson
Rosemarie Langone, Sister of Peter J. Langone, North Tower; AND Thomas M. Langone, South Tower. Also as Agent for Sheila Langone (dec'd), Mother of Peter J. Langone, North Tower; AND Thomas M. Langone, South Tower.
Paul Lynch son of James T. Lynch Jr.
Robert C Alonso
Stanley Simon brother of Arthur Simon & uncle of Ken Simon both in North Tower.
Robert C Alonso Jr
Yes. Doreen Thompson mother of Vanavah Alexei Thompson
Victoria M Alonso
Frank Camaj
Benjamin Dominguez, brother of Carlos Dominguez, 9/11-WTC victim
Myrta Gschaar widow of Robert J. Gschaar AON Tower II; 92nd floor
Brian Perez, #NeverForget Anthony Perez
Maria Zayas, sister of Ana Mercedes Centeno, North Tower
Laurie Pater, widow of Stephen Fogel, North Tower
Antonia Torres Ayala, mother of Ana Mercedes Centeno, North Tower
Samantha Gordenstein, daughter of Lisa Fenn Gordenstein - AA flight 11
Dorie and Barry Pearlman mother & father of Richard Allen Pearlman responder to WTC
Richard
Margaret Gardini, Twin sister of Kevin J. Frawley, Tower 2
Linda Houston, Widow of Charles J. Houston, Tower 2
James W. Smithwick, Son of Bonnie Shihadeh Smithwick
Sandra Romagnolo, still grieving widow of Joseph M. Romagnolo, father of my 4 children
Daniel Carroll, Son of Patricia Statz
Antonia Torres Ayala, mother of Ana Mercedes Centeno, North Tower
Barbara Dunleavy
Roxanne Nedd widow of Jerome Nedd
Paola Cepeda, Daughter of Chef Isidrio D. Ottenwalder, North tower.
Roxanne Nedd widow of Jerome Nedd
Lawrence Gray widower of Tara Mccloud Gray Tower 2
Julio Masa Lebron, Step-father of Ana Mercedes Centeno, North Tower
Judith Schneider
Jerome Nedd son of Jerome Nedd
Jerrell Nedd son of Jerome.O Nedd
Nicholas T Massa Son of Nicholas G Massa
Robert M. Peterson
Eddie Wong
Ana Luz Centeno, sister of Ana Mercedes Centeno, North Tower
Donna Mercurio, daughter of Nicholas G Massa
Michael E, Spampinato, Brother of Donald F Spampinato JR. Tower 1
Charlene Cumberbatch, sister of Charles Gregory John, Tower 2
Veronica John, mother of Charles Gregory John, Tower 2
Joanne Langone, Sister of Peter Langone, Tower 1 and Thomas Langone Tower 2
Sandra Jamerson
Orwyn John, brother of Charles Gregory John, Tower 2
Robin Audiffred, Widow of James Audiffred, Tower 1
Diane Esola sibling oh John P Bocchi
Dennis T. Kelly
Harry Callahan, Son of first responder Frank Callahan
Evelyn Zelmanowitz, sister-in-law of Abraham Zelmanowitz, North Tower, Tower One
Pamela Dixon, Mother of Son, DaJuan Hodges who worked for Marsh & McLennan and perished in Tower 1.
Aracelis Albero, Widow of Gary Albero
Juan Lopez, son of Leobardo Lopez, North Tower.
Marie Nevins, widow of FF Gerard T.Nevins Tower 1
Karli Langone, Daughter of Peter Langone, North Tower
Evan Fisher, Son of Tower 2 Hero John Roger Fisher
Jill Graziano, sister of Police Officer Ronald Kloepfer, South Tower
Peter Calixte, brother of victim Felix Calixte
Kathryn Luckett - Sister of Edward Hobbs Luckett
Monica Lawson (sister of Cecelia Richard- Pentagon)
Jane Cristiano, daughter of FDNY BC Thomas Farino
Tara Hughes Leonardi, sister of Thomas Francis Hughes, Jr., 1 WTC
Alfia LinGilligan nee Morello, daughter of Steven P. Morello
David Gordenstein Widower of Lisa Fenn Gordenstein
Nicholas Sorresse, Brother of Michael Sorresse, Tower 1
Jill A. Marsella, widow of Thomas F. Swift, Tower 2 WTC
Anne Ielpi, mother of Jonathan Ielpi FDNY
Wendy Ploger, Family Member 9/11
Zeshan Hamdani
Alfia Lin Gilligan nee Morello, daughter of Steven P. Morello
Stephen Geraghty
Peggy Perry, Widow of Lt. Glenn C. Perry, FDNY
Michael Freiman brother of Brett Freiman, killed in 9/11 WTC attack
Joan B Wolff
Zakhro Kamardinova, sister of Gavkharoy Kamardinova, Tower 2
Nancy Wallace widow of Lt Robert F Wallace
Jill Graziano, sister of Police Officer Ronald Kloepfer, South Tower
Deirdre Kroupa, Sibling of PO Glen Pettit Video Production Unit NYPD
Farida Kamardinova, mother of Gavkharoy Kamardinova, Tower 2
Jatair Persol - Hodges
Jane Wixted, Mother of PO Glen Pettit NYPD Video Production Unit
Mukhamet Kamardinov, Father of Gavkharoy Kamardinova,Tower 2
Karen D Barrett, niece of Lucille T King
Dina Amatuccio, daughter of Joseph Amatuccio
Daniel Barnes brother of FDNY Firefighter killed responding to the attack on 9/11
Erin Siegel
George J. Coughlin, brother of Sgt. John Coughlin NYPD Tower 2
Daniel Carlson. My mother is deceased

James T. Morris, Brother of Seth A. Morris, Tower 1 and Firefighter/Paramedic that responded to Pentagon.

Terilyn Esse wife of James Patrick
Nancy T Wallace, widow of Lt Robert F Wallace
John R. Morris, Jr., father of Seth A. Morris, Tower 1.

Anand Dataram
Mildred Calderon, sister of Vivian Casalduc who worked in Tower 1 and did not make it back home.

John R. Morris III brother of Seth Morris who was killed in the World Trade Center 9/11
Peter Q. Sullivan brother of FDNY L111 Lt. Christopher P. Sullivan

Carmen & Annette Melillo
Thomas DiChiaro
Allison Garger widow of Thomas Kennedy FDNY Ladder 101
Michelle Bronson, sister of Michael Boccardi
Michele Flannery Sister of Joseph Romagnolo Tower 2

Lisa Pearlman-Mason
Cathy Sprenger, sister of FF Joseph A Mascali, Rescue 5
Stanley Alexander the only brother of Mrs. Brenda Conway/ North Tower
Elizabeth Murphy, Sister of Mary Catherine Murphy BOFFA, Tower 1
Estate of Anne Allen, sister of deceased Sal Pepe Tower 1
Catherine Mascali, Mother of FF Joseph A Mascali, Rescue 5
Carolyn Belford sister of Anthony Gallagher
For the Estate of Arnold F Mascali Sr., Father of FF Joseph A Mascali, Rescue 5
Margaret E. Trudeau, Sister of Mary Catherine Murphy Boffa, Tower 1

Daniel Rodriguez
Jenna Griffin, Daughter of John M. Griffin Tower 2
Estate of Anne Allen, sister of deceased Sal Pepe Tower 1
Frances Grouzalis, Widow of Kenneth G Grouzalis
Jesus Centeno, brother of Ana Mercedes Centeno, North Tower
Olga Colon, Sister of Carlos Lillo, EMT Battalion 49, South Tower 2
JoAnn Wilson Johnson, sister of 9/11 victim at the Pentagon
Donna Russo (Mascali) Broken hearted Sister of FFN
Marianne Burke sister of Katherine McGarry Noack killed on 9/11 by terrorists
Nilda Ottenwalder sibling of Isidro Ottenwalder Tower 1 North
Zulema Barnes Robinson
Anthony Mancini
Donna Russo (Mascali) Sister of Joseph A Mascali FDNY
Jeanine Rao sister of Mario Nardone
Roger E. Kyte husband of Angela R. Kyte
Edna Massa, widow of Nicholas G Massa
John L. Mascali Brother of Joseph Mascali FDNY
April Fitzgerald, sister of Gene E. Maloy, Tower 2
Anthony DeRubbio, brother of Fireman David DeRubbio, Engine Company 226 FDNY South Tower.
Jennifer Simon Berardi
Eileen Morello, Widow of Steven P Morello Tower 1
Debby Fenn
Jude Monteserrato, Domestic Partner of John Michael Sbarbaro, Cantor Fitzgerald
Alfia Lin Gilligan nee Morello, daughter of Steven P. Morello
Kellie King Work- Sister of Amy R King, Flight Crew UA #175
Debby Fenn
Robert Wallace jr
Duane A. Orloske, Widower of Margaret Q. Orloske, Tower 1 Flr 96
Davi D Henwood III brother of John Henwood WTC Tower 1 105th Floor
Kimberly Phelan daughter of Kenneth John Phelan First Responder
Elizabeth A Bennett mother of Eric Lee Bennett north tower employed by Alliance Consulting Group 102nd floor
Craig Pohlmann. Son of victim.
Susan D simon widow of Arthur simon and mother of Kenneth a simon
David D Henwood III brother of John Christopher Henwood, WTC Tower 1 105th Floor
Peter Callahan
Angelina Camaj, Daughter of Roko Camaj, Tower 2
Sharon Hafiz
Margaret Gardini, Twin sister of Kevin J. Frawley, Tower 2
Stephen Morris, brother of Wendy Faulkner
Nora Callahan, Daughter of Captain Frank Callahan, FDNY
Jonathan Ortiz
Sherard Dixon
Richard Ortiz
Andre Hunter
Son of Patricia Statz
Deepa R Gopu
Isaac Feliciano
Wayne D. Ploger: Brother of Robert R. Ploger III Passenger AA Flt 7, 9/11
Zenda F. Gutierrez-Klingenberg. Sister of Zandra Flores Cooper Ploger, Personal Representative of Zandra Flores Cooper Ploger, Flight 77
Stephen Morris, brother of Wendy Faulkner
Roisin Morris
Todd Simon
Janet Gambino, Widow of Thomas Gambino Jr., South Tower
Carol Flood Cubas, Widow of Kenneth John Cubas
Gilbert N Flores Jr brother of Zandra Flores-Ploeger. Brother-in-law to Robert Ploger. Both were on AA flight 77.
Zaneta Flores Hadley, sister of Zandra Ploger, American Airlines Flight 77
Carlos Salas signature for the letter received.
Yon-Paul Casalduc Son of Vivian Casalduc who died in tower 1 of World Trade Center.
Jesus Centeno, brother of Ana Mercedes Centeno, North Tower
Patricia Kavanagh Edwards, Widow of Dennis Michael Edwards, North Tower
George Kane, father of Jennifer Lynn Kane
Zena Wilderman, daughter of Zandra Flores Ploger, Pentagon
Joanne Messina sister of Michael Sorresse
Michael C Diaz on behave of Matthew Diaz 33 - 911!!! (105 FL North Tower 1)
Tereza Antonios
Renee L Baldwin, Sister of Cecelia E Richard, Pentgon, Washington, DC.
Gerald Thomas Flores Brother of Zandra Cooper Ploger that died on flight 77 that was flown into the pentagon request that you release all information regarding this case. thank you
Christine Mariani Sister of L Neil Mariani Flight 175
Sandra J Ahern Personal Representative of the Estate of Christopher Diaz, Brother of Matthew Diaz, Tower 1
Havier Massa, brother of Ana Centeno
Shannon Spence, child of Maynard Spence Jr., North Tower
Havier Massa, brother of Ana Centeno
Edward Goldstein
Havier Massa, brother of Ana Centeno
Scott Perez, brother of Anthony Perez, Tower 1
Génesis Jimenez -Paulino daughter of Eliezer Jimenez tower 1, windows to the world restaurant floor 106
Mrs. Evelyn Pettignano
Cindy leduc
Rhonda Branch
Son of Jorge Velazquez, Tower 2
Janet Magee, widow of Charles Magee who was lost in Tower 1
Baraheen ashrafi
Baraheen ashrafi
Miriam Huttler, - Widow of Joseph Huttler, 9/11 Survivor diagnosed with two forms of cancer
Antonio Aversano, Son of Louis F. Aversano, Jr.
Allan Sword, Twin Brother of Derek O. Sword, Tower 2
Katrina Camaj, widow of Roko Camaj
Eunice Hendrix, sister of Edna L Stephens, Washington, D C
Beth Schutte, daughter of Patricia Cody
John Boffa widower of Mary Katherine Murphy Boffa
Lafayette Frederick, Widower of Jacquelyn D. Aldridge-Frederick
Jon D Kirwin
Jairo Castro
Jeanette Kirby, sister of Vivian Casalduc, Tower 2
Maria Poliard, Mother of Vivian Casalduc, Tower 2
Robin Peterson, Widow of William R. Peterson, North Tower, 94th Fl
Tara OConnell sister of Lincoln Quappe Rescue 2 deceased
Benedict Salamone, father of John Salamone, Tower 1
Sherwin Morales
Russell Barnes, brother of hero firefighter Matthew Barnes, ladder 25.
Maryalice Holohan, sibling of Thomas P. Holohan, First responder, FDNY ENGINE 6
Judith McNeil sister of Walter Arthur McNeil NYNJ Port Authority Police
Jimmie L. Willson, Brother of Ada Mason-Acker
Frances A. McCarthy - Sister of Kevin J. Frawley - World Trade Center
Diego Lopez Reyes, Son of Leobardo Lopez Pascual, Windows on The World North Tower
June Griffin, Widow of John M. Griffin, WTC
Marc Asaro
Keyla Patrocino
Mary F Costello wife of Chuck Costello Jr who ran 20 blocks and into the building to help. As an Elevator Constructor and selfless person.
Nicholas Bocchi
Mary Louise Henwood
Jessica Leduc
Elsie CintronR mother of Maria I Ramirez
Matthew Walier brother of deceased sister Margaret Seeliger South Tower
Joan M Houston (Tower 1-Survived), Sister of Charles J. Houston, (Killed in Tower 2)
John Owens, brother of Peter J. Owens, Jr., North Tower
Roisin Morris
Katherin M Pleitez, step-daughter of Moises N. Rivas
Elizabeth Rivas, widow of Moises N. Rivas
Joseph P Deuel, Father of Cindy Ann Deuel, 1 WTC 92nd Floor, employed by Carr Futures
Richard Ortiz
Michael K. Thompson, Son of Captain William Harry Thompson, South Tower
Kathleen Koehler, daughter of LTG Timothy Maude, Pentagon
Linda E. Spampinato, Sister of Donald F. Spampinato, Jr., WTC Tower 1
Julie Griffin, daughter of John Griffin, WTC
John F McHale, brother of Thomas McHale (North Tower)
Paul Jurgens
Casey Ryback
Sherman L Acker Jr, Widower of Ada L Mason-Acker
Marilyn Hess, mother of FF, Thomas Gambino Jr-Rescue3
Thomas Gambino Sr, Father to FF Thomas Gambino Jr-Rescue3
Deborah Hughes Bodner sister of Thomas F Hughes Jr
Marianne Burke sister of Katherine McGarry Noack killed on 9/11 by terrorists
Judy M Hesse
RoseEllen Dowdell widow of Lt Kevin C Dowdell FDNY
Anthony Junior Salas
Anthony Rubino family of Joanne Rubino, Tower 1
Kevin P Carlton, son of first responder
Teresa Traina
Robert L. Hunter, Sr., Brother of Pentagon victim, Brenda Kegler.
Mindy Gottenberg, sister of Alisha Levin, Tower 2
Debby Fenn
Mark Hughes brother of Thomas F Hughes Jr
leonida pepe sister to Salvatore Pepe died in tower one
Kimberly Rescorla, daughter of Rick Rescorla
Cristal Barragan- step daughter of Moises Rivas- Tower 1
Jennifer M. Bruno
Katherine Schlosser, Daughter of Edward Saiya, Tower 2
Nahid M. Lin, mother of Darya Lin, Tower 2
Troy Kirwin, son of Glenn Kirwin
Mary F Costello wife of Chuck Costello Jr who ran 20 blocks and into the building to help. As an Elevator Constructor and selfless person.
Stanley W. Butterfass
Diane Brierley, Twin Sister of Mary Catherine Murphy Boffa, Tower 1
Patricia Cleary, sister of Kevin F. Cleary, Tower 2
Wakeland Higgins, Widower of Malissa Yvette White
Mary K. Aamoth, mother of Gordon M. Aamoth Jr.
Marc Asaro
Karen Hamorsky, Sister of Stephen Fogel, Tower 1
Katrina Camaj, widow of Roko Camaj
Zamani Davis, brother of Charles Gregory John, Tower 2
Robert J Sullivan Brother of Lt Christopher Sullivan
Phylicia Ruggieri
Philomena Karczewski,Widow of Charles Karczewski, Tower 2, 101st floor,Aon
Lisa Luckett, Widow of Edward Luckett, 105th floor, North Tower WTC
Linda D May(sister of Thomas McHale)
Trudy Stoller (widow of Sanford Stoller)
Debra Carson
William Luckett, Son of Edward Luckett, North Tower
Elizabeth Kiel
Robert Hemenway jr,brother of ET Ronald Hemenway USN died Sept 11th @ the Pentagonon
Silvio Roman, Son of 9/11 Terrorist Victim Arcelia Castillo
Selena Cherry Daniel, Daughter of FF Vernon Cherry, Ladder 118
Robert Murray, Nephew of Lucille T.King
John Walier, Brother, Tower 2 100th floor
Michael K. Thompson, Son of Captain William Harry Thompson, South Tower
Karin Charles, widow of Kenneth Albert Zelman, 99th Floor North Tower
Yolanda Purdy
Janet Cascio
Jennifer Luckett, Daughter of Edward Hobbs Luckett of Cantor Fitzgerald
Roisin Morris
Martin A. Calixte Armstrong, Brother of Felix "Bobby" Calixte Bobb
Daniel De PeÅ±a
Heloiza Asaro, widow of New York Firefighter CARL FRANCIS ASARO
Cornelius H Keating
Francis X Houston, brother of Charles Houston, South Tower
Lesli C. Rice, Daughter of Eileen M. Rice, Tower 1
Nadia Ahmed, Daughter of Shabbir Ahmed, Tower 1
John Ramsaur, husb. of 9-11 Pentagon victim
Victoria Catanese (Mardovich), Daughter of Edward J. Mardovich, Tower 2
Christine Barnes-Murrell, Child of 9/11 Decedent
Malek Malahi
Fares Malahi
Nabeela Malahi
F J Morrone, Son of Hero Dir. F V Morrone, NYNJPAPD
Moises N. Rivas jr., Son of Moises N. Rivas, Tower 1
James S. Margolin, as attorney
Elena Bocchi mother of victim John Bocchi Tower 2
Leigh Mardovich, daughter of victim Edward J. Mardovich
Moesha Rivas - daughter of Moises N Rivas Tower 1
Miriam Huttler, - Widow of Joseph Huttler, 9/11 Survivor diagnosed with two forms of cancer
Margaret Calixte Williams mother of Felix "Bobby" Calixte
Burt ewis, Executor of Estate of H. Freiman, deceased father of a 9/11 victim
Racine Concepcion, daughter of Carmen Alicia Rivera, Tower 2
Tara Henwood Butzbaugh, sister of John C. Henwood, Cantor Fitzgerald, Tower 1, 105th Floor
Hopeton Richards, widow of Venesha Richards tower one
Marguerite Anne Ploger, sister of Robert Ploger, Pentagon
Jackson Oâ€™Connor
Tina M. Fisher, Sister of John Roger Fisher 1st responder to Command Center, Port AuthorityNY/NJ Security Analyst
Mona M. O'Connor, sister of John M. Moran, FDNY
Deborah Moloney, sister of William Mathiesen, Tower 2
Marie Nevins, widow of FF Gerard T. Nevins, Tower 1
Luis F Montoya, Brother of Carlos Montoya, Flight AA11
Anthony j vola sr brother of maria percoco vola
Francis Kelly son of Thomas Kelly, Tower 2
Thomas Shea, brother of Joseph Shea and Daniel Shea, murdered on 9/11/01 South Tower WTC.
Stanley Simon brother of Arthur Simon & uncle of Ken Simon both in North Tower.
Luis Emilio Rivera Sr., Widow of Carmen Alicia Rivera, Tower 2, 96th Floor, Fiduciary Trust
Arnold Mascal
Stephanie Morales-Guerrero
Joseph Walier
Jean Diaz sister of FDNY Lt. Kenneth Phelan
StuArt Simon nephew of Arthur Simon who was killed in twin towers attack
Peter Walier
Britney A. Rivera, daughter of Carmen A. Rivera, Tower 2
Fireman Michael Moran (retired). Brother of Battalion Chief John Moran, died 9/11 at WTC.
Thomas M. Knobel, widower of Tu-Anh Pham, North Tower, WTC
Barbara Krukowski-Rastelli Mother of Firefighter William E. Krukowski, Murdered WTC
David J. DeConto, brother to Capt. Gerald F. DeConto, USN killed in the Pentagon on 9-11
Jane Gyulavary, Widow of
Susan D simon widow of Arthur simon and mother of Kenneth a simon
Anne Marie Ielpi-Holleran, sister of Jonathan Ielpi, FDNY
Jane Gyulavary, widow of Peter Mark Gyulavary, South Tower, Engineer
James M Carson
Leonard M Sorresse, Father of Michael Charles Sorresse killed in tower 1 of the World Trade Center.
Jason James Audiffred, Son of James Audiffred, Tower 1
Russell Conway
Joe Cachia
Dora Murillo, sister of Mauricio Gonzalez South Tower
Craig Griffin Widower of Lisa Kearney Griffin Tower one victim
June Griffin, Widow of John M. Griffin, WTC
Gregory Hrycak (son of Marian Hrycak - 9-11 Victim WTC Tower 2)
Jeffrey Keating
Joseph McHale, brother of Thomas McHale, deceased, Canter Fitzgerald
Edwin Depena
Valerie A Walls sister of Cecelia Richards Pentagon
Gregory Hrycak (son of Marian Hrycak - 9-11 Victim WTC Tower 2)
Marlin Nicole Depena
Maxima Depena
Lisa Procaccio, daughter of Louis F. Aversano, Jr., Tower 2
Doris Aversano, widow of Louis F. Aversano, Jr., Tower 2
Catherine Chiola, sister of John Roger Fisher, deceased, World Trade Center victim
William H. Taylor, Estate of Anne T. Fisher, deceased, who was the mother of John Roger
Fisher, deceased World Trade Center
Glenn Watson, brother of Firefighter Kenneth Watson and cousin of Firefighter Richard
Muldowney
Carmella Watson, mother of Firefighter Kenneth Watson and aunt of Firefighter Richard
Muldowney
Andrew Watson, father of Kenneth Watson and uncle of Firefighter Richard Muldowney
Barbara C Spence, widow of Maynard S Spence, North Tower, 100 floor, visiting.
Debra Amatuccio, Widow of Joseph Amatuccio, Tower 2 who worked for the Port Authority in
Tower 2 who was killed on 9/11/01
Jennifer Artola, child of 9/11 victim Francis Feely
Raymond Costello
Elena Bocchi mother of victim John Bocchi Tower 2
Robin Peterson, Widow of William R Peterson North Twr 94th Fl
Kathleen Matthews
Thomas G. McAvinue
Thomas G. McAvinue
Mazie I. Lawson Mother of Cecelia Richard Pentagon
Teresa Maude Widow of LTG Timothy J. Maude, Pentagon
Racine Concepcion, daughter of Carmen Alicia Rivera, Tower 2
Wendy Ploger, Family Member 9/11
Edward J. Mardovich III
Marc Asaro
Patricia Catherine Hardy, Sister of LTC Stephen Neil Hyland Jr, The Pentagon
Peter Green, father of my beloved elder son Andrew Green killed by Saudi Arabian terrorists in their 911 attack on the USA
Timothy Wyatt Luckett, Son of Edward Luckett, 105 Floor, North Tower WTC
Eileen L. Baynes, Sister of Christopher E. Lunder, 34 years old. North Tower
Ellen Mello, mother & Representative of Christopher D. Mello
Marian L. Allen
Kathy Buell
Marian L. Allen sister of Eric Allen Fireman first to respond and arrive tower 1, died in 9/11 missed dearly and shall always remain in our hearts and memories.
Jason James Audiffred, Son of James Audiffred, Tower 1
Anne Marie Ielpi-Holleran, sister of Jonathan Ielpi FDNY
Francis Kelly son of Thomas Kelly Tower 2
Anibal Valdez, Sibling of Mayra Valdes Rodriguez, South Tower
James M. Carson
Keream A. Williams brother of Felix Bobby Calixte 911 victim.
Lydia Valdez, Mother of Mayra Valdes Rodriguez, South Tower
Jose E. Valdez, Brother of Mayra Valdes Rodriguez, South Tower
Veronica Stinga, Daughter of Valerie Murray
Wendy Ploger, Family Member 9/11
Janice Dukes, Fiancee/Domestic Partner of Donnie Brooks Taylor, Tower 2
Edna Massa, widow of Nicholas G. Massa
Bruce mariani brother, I neil mariani united 175
Jean Diaz, sister of FDNY Lt. Kenneth Phelan
George J. Coughlin, brother of Sgt. John Coughlin NYPD Tower 2
Donald G Mauro, widower of Nancy Mauro, Tower 1
Wendy Ploger, Family Member 9/11
Debra Amatuccio, Widow of Joseph Amatuccio, Tower 2 who worked for the Port Authority in Tower 2 who was killed on 9/11/01
Elena Bocchi, mother of victim John Bocchi Tower 2
Raymond Baierwalter, son of Robert j Baierwalter
James V. Hargrave Jr.
Kathryn M. Quinn, sister of T.J. Hargrave murdered on 9/11/2001 in the North Tower of WTC
ILIA RODRIGUEZ, mother of Carlos R. Lillo FDNY Paramedic Tower 1, died in the line of duty
Marie T Halloran, Widow of Vincent G Halloran, North Tower
Jake A Halloran, son of Lt. Vincent G Halloran, 9/11 North Tower
Conor J Halloran, Son of Lt. Vincent G Halloran, 9/11 North Tower
Aidan G Halloran, Son of Lt. Vincent G Halloran 9/11
Kieran D Halloran, Son of Lt. Vincent G Halloran, 9/11 North Tower
Declan W Halloran, Son of Lt. Vincent G Halloran, 9/11 North Tower
Gale DiFrancisco, Sister of Port Authority Police Officer Donald A. Foreman
Donna Mercurio, daughter of Nicholas G Massa
Phelan V Therese Halloran, Daughter of Lt. Vincent G Halloran. Born 8 months after losing my Dad that I never met. He didn’t know about me.
Alexander Jimenez, brother of Eliezer Jimenez, Jr., Who worked on 107th Floor, Windows on the World in the North Tower, Building 1
Vernon A. Richard II
Remy Williams Jr, sibling of Felix Calixte (victim)
Portia Morales, Daughter of Paula Morales, Tower 2.
Tim Murray, Son of Valerie Murray, World trade Center
Marianne Ploger Hill, Sister of Robert R. Ploger III, Pentagon
Zukhra Karagoz, Sister of Gavkharoy Kamardinova, Tower 2
Bakhtiyar Kamardinov, Brother of Gavkharoy Kamardinova, Tower 2
Mukhamet Kamardinov, Father of my Beloved Daughter Gavkharoy Kamardinova, Tower 2
Farida Kamardinova, mother of Gavkharoy Kamardinova, Tower 2
Ryan Marchbanks, Son of Battalion Chief Joseph Marchbanks Jr.
Laura Fasulo, sister of Port Authority Chief of Police, James Romito
Alexandra Luckett, sister of Edward H Luckett II, Tower 1
Patrizia Davis
Son of Manuel Emilio Mejia Lara, Jose Mejia Peguero
Debra Carson
Maxine White
Norman C. Wells and Kum S. Wells, father and mother of SPC Chin Sun Pak Wells, U.S. Army, Pentagon.
Elvin Jean Neal, Sister of Margaret Elaine Mattic, WTC Victim, who died too soon and is missed dearly.
Josephine Rhodes Redd. Personal Rep. for Virgie M. Binford who was the sister of 911 Victim, Margaret Elaine Mattic.gie M. Binford
John Genovese Brother of Steven Genovese Employee of Cantor Fitzgerald on 9/11
Kathryn M.Quinn sister of T.J. Hargrave murdered on 9/11/2001 in the NorthTower of WTC
Timothy Muldowney brother of FF Richard Muldowney Jr
Anne Muldowney mother of FF Richard Muldowney Jr
Pamela Lawson-Dixon, Daughter of Nathaniel Lawson, Tower 2
Raymond Durant, son of Lucille Virgin Francis, Tower 1
Sally Sinton, sister of Thomas E Sinton III
Faye Kane, Mother of Jennifer Kane, Tower 1
Kim Williams, daughter of Carrie Blagburn civilian Budget Analysts at the Pentagon
Minerva Galarza, sister of beloved, Diana J. Oâ€™Connor, South Tower.
Aida Cintron, sister of Diana Oâ€™Connor, tower 2
My name is Yolanda Knepper my sister is a victim Nancy E. Perez
Johnny Vega
Delroy Llewellyn, Brother of Derrick Green
Jimmy Vega brother of Diana OConnor,tower 2
Stephen Geraghty
Mary L. Stephens
Brian Langone
Marvin F. Stephens
Timothy Wyatt Luckett, Son of Edward Luckett, 105 Floor, North Tower WTC
Karen Fiorelli, sister of Stephen Fiorelli, North Tower
Patti Valerio, sister of Matthew Grzymalski
Phillip White Jr. brother of sister, Malissa White Tower 1
Maria M. Delgado, Sister of Isidro Ottenwalder, North Tower
Jarid Maldonado, Son of Myrna Maldonado, World Trade Center Victim
Wakeland Higgins, widower of Malissa Yvette White, Tower 2
Debra Amatuccio, Widow of Joseph Amatuccio who worked for the Port Authority in Tower 2, who was killed on 9/11/01
Karen M. Schubert
Sherard Dixon, brother of Dajuan Hodges
MaryKate Costello Naples, child of victim.
Carolyn Kelly sister of Timothy John Hargrave North Tower WTC
Tommy K. Smith
Antoinette Lauria, Mother of Stephen J. Lauria, Tower 1
Debra Carson
Timothy Wyatt Luckett, Son of Edward Luckett, 105 Floor, North Tower WTC
Francis Firth, sibling of Robert G. Martinez, Tower 2
James V. Hargrave Jr.
James Smith, First Responder, Widower of Police Officer Moira Smith, Tower 2
Jeanine Fusco
Maria Caballero Mother of Daniel M. Caballero, Pentagon
Ida Riese sister of Harry Arthur Raines who worked for Cantor Fitzgerald in the North Tower who was murdered on 9/11
James V. Hargrave Jr.
Cassandra Nash, daughter of Anthony Savas
James V. Hargrave Jr.
Greg Morrone, Son of Fred V. Morrone (Head of Port Authority Police & Public Safety)
Alexander Wallace son Lt Robert F Wallace
Widower of Tara E. Debek Tower 1
Helga Curtin
Annie Harris, sister of Ada Mason killed at the Pentagon on 9/11
James Davies, trustee for RT Ogren Estate, his nyfd son was killed in tower 2 died
Scott Kimelman (brother of a victim)
Katrina Camaj, widow of Roko Camaj
Yaritza Franco Estudillo
JoAnn Langone, Widow of Thomas Langone NYPD
MaryAnn Struble, sibling of T.J. Hargrave, WTC, Tower 1
Maureen Murphy Sister of Timothy John Hargrave, north tower
Patricia Mansfield, Sibling of T.J. Hargrave, North Tower
Anthony Amatuccio brother of Joseph Amatuccio Tower 2 and 9/11 Medal Of Valor Recipient
Estrellita Sanchez-Ortiz
Rebecca Ortiz daughter of Paul Ortiz
Sabrina Spencer mother of Brian J. Cachia
Sonia Vega, Sibling of Diana J O'connor
Sabrina Spencer mother of Brian J. Cachia
Royston Roach, Brother of Charles Gregory John, Tower 2'
Ann Bocchi Schwimmer for diseased father of tower 2 victim John Bocchi
Michele Bocchi, widow of John P. Bocchi, Tower 1
Lucy S. Bocchi-Kraus- Sister of John P. Bocchi- North Tower
Peter Aamoth, Brother of Gordy Aamoth, Jr. Tower 2
Sylvia Ball, Sister of Malissa White, Tower 1
Terre Wallach, mother of Victim, Mary Jo Kimelman, North Tower,
Betty Moore Gooding sister of Nathaniel Lawson. It has been a great loss to me and my family.
Terra K. Williams -Stamatakis
Suzanne Barnes, sister of Fire Fighter Mathew Barnes who was murdered on 9/11
Jamie Cachia
Bridget Fisher
Terre Wallach, mother of Victim, Mary Jo Kimelman, North Tower,
Terra K. Williams-Stamatakis
Christine Keating, sister of FDNY, Paul Keating Engine 24; Ladder 5
Carol A. Boccardi
Cornelius J. Keating, father of Firefighter Paul Hanlon Keating, lost in the South Tower
Samia Doany, mother of Ramzi Doany who went to His Lord on 9/11
Cornelius J. Keating, father of Firefighter Paul Hanlon Keating, lost in the South Tower
Maureen Murphy, Sister of Timothy John Hargrave, north tower
Debra Amatuccio, Widow of Joseph Amatuccio who worked for the Port Authority in Tower 2, who was killed on 9/11/01
Luis Rivera, son of Carmen Rivera, south tower.